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“There is an increasing demand for Energofi sh 
products in Romania, Hungary, Slovakia and also in 
Western Europe” said István Pál, general manager
of Energofi sh Ltd, after he had received the fourth 
EFTTEX prize in 2017. Energofi sh won the soft/dough/
natural hookbait category with its Luminophore 
Worm from its Jelly Baits range, the same range that 
produced the winner three years ago. And then it had 
cause for a double celebration when One Enzymax, a 
particle bait, won the Visitors’ Choice category, argu-
ably the most coveted award in 2017.

The whole story started 26 years ago thanks to József 
Markóczy, who was born in the Soviet Union and 
moved to Hungary in the 1970s. Back then, Energofi sh 
had no more than 4 employees, a 150 m2 building and a 
couple of products. Now, it has a team that counts more 
than 100 people, considerable production capacity,
 and all together more than 6000 m2 of real properties 
for wholesaling. We can safely say that Energofi sh Ltd 
has become the leading wholesaler in Hungary and 
Romania.

Energofi sh Ltd has always placed great emphasis 
on involving experts in its activities. The Benzar 
hookbaits and groundbaits stand out from the 
company’s own brands. These products were awarded 
in the EFTTEX exhibition. No wonder they are enjoying
enormous popularity among anglers and traders. The 
Czech and Slovakian markets, which the company
approached a few years ago, are also promising. 
Moreover, there is an increasing demand for its own 
products in Germany and France. The international 
website of the company, which offers nearly the whole 
inventory of its products within the EU, is aimed at 
addressing these demands. 

In the future Energofi sh is planning to spread in the 
EU and improve its own products. The company 
guarantees that foreign partners receive the latest 
products and baits fi rst-hand. 

Energofi sh is in Europe, watch out for the new products! 
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PoLe rodS
The fast development of coarse and match 

fi shing has brought about a wide variety 
of pole rods. from the entry-level 4 m com-

Energo Team’s Blade Pole rods are made of IM12 carbon. This high 
quality material makes it possible to create light but strong rods. 
In the production process, thin carbon layers are squeezed under 
pressure of 10 tons, which results in a truly slim shape even in 
the case of 8 m rods.   The handle of the ET Blade Pole is skid 

eNerGOteaM
bLade PoLe

posite poles up to 8 m long high-tech pole 
rods, anglers will defi nitely fi nd what they 
are looking for.

eNerGOteaM
tanaKa PoLe

The most modern Tanaka pole rod can satisfy the needs of all 
devoted pole anglers. IM10 carbon provides enough strength, 
while maintaining lightness. This slim rod is fairly rigid. It has a 

Nowadays, IM12 technology is one of the most ad-
vanced technologies. IM12 carbon rods react dynam-
ically to different levels of tow, and have a smooth 

fi sh playing action. No wonder professional anglers use IM12 rods 
with pleasure.  Needless to say, we recommend these rods to any 
angler who loves tough fi ghts that end with victory.

When it comes to long tips and slim Bolognese rods, 
using a tight material is inevitable. The appearance 

of IM10 carbon has made it possible to create lightweight, comforta-
ble poles, which react immediately to sudden bites.

Poles made of IM8 carbon material are the pinnacle 
of the hobby category, and can be used effectively 
even in competitions. The quick-hardening stead-

fast material provides optimum performance throughout the entire 
fi shing.

The appearance of carbon fi bers sprang up as a wild-
fi re in virtually every area of life, in the fi shing indus-
try as well. With the IM7 carbon poles a new gener-

ation of fi shing rods was introduced, which is able to compete with 
similar grade glass composite poles at lighter weight and smoother 
lines than the glass fi ber rods.

SKID
PROOF BACTION

proof, providing a stable hold. As it is extremely light, you can hold 
it comfortably over a long day of fi shing. The reaction time of the 
tip is quite short. It can cope with bigger breams or even carps. 
Although the hollow tip can be elasticated, the rod is not designed 
for catching big carps and grass carps.

IM 10
CARBON

tight tip that reacts to every tiny little movement. These features 
are essential in river fi  shing, where you have to hit quick bites and 
fi  ght with aggressive barbels.

eNerGOteaM
naSe PoLe
When designing Energo Team’s Nase Pole rods, our priorities 
were both reduced weight and strength. The blank was made of 
IM8 carbon, which delivers a moderate-fast action. Thanks to the 
sensitivity of the tip, quick hook sets are guaranteed. Due to the 

rod’s perfect balance you won’t get tired even after a long day of 
fi shing. The handle of the Nase Pole is skidproof. We recommend 
this rod for silver fi shing.

IM 12
CARBON

IM 10
CARBON

IM 8
CARBON

IM 7
CARBON

RO
d
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QUaLitY firSt
and foremoSt
Development of our equipment is supported 
by our competent specialists and the out-
standing match anglers of our country who 
are aware of the continuous development 
of sport fi shing and the challenging re-
quirements arising from this development. 
Knowledge of the material and technique, 
but especially knowledge of angling, is a 
great help for our experts in the develop-
ment of the right products, so that only 
perfect products are offered for anglers.

The essence of the MMV (Multi Modulus Variant) 
technology is that it uses both glass and carbon fi bers 

at the same time. By varying the amount and direction of the indi-
vidual layers, the parameters of the rods can be varied widely, so a bit 
robust, but strong poles and rods can be produced.

The varnished handle parts of telescop-
ic, pole rods would be slippery with wet 
hands, so at the bottom end of most poles 

a surface is applied to help to hold our fi shing rod with more secure 
hands. This can be a rougher or smoother surface, the essence is the 
non-slippery hold.

Almost all fi shing rods with a tubular tip 
can be elasticated, but it is very important 

whether this is recommended or not by the manufacturer. Using the 
pictogram, you can quickly fi nd out which fi shing rods are suitable 
for this purpose.

CACTION

SKID
PROOF

TUBULAR TIP FOR
ELASTICATION

IM 12
CARBON

IM 8
CARBONBACTION

SKID
PROOF

TUBULAR TIP FOR
ELASTICATION

FOR COMPETITON

MMV
COMPOSIT

SKID
PROOF

TUBULAR TIP FOR
ELASTICATION

WatcH Video
ON YOUr SMartpHONe

WatcH Video
ON YOUr SMartpHONe

m cm g g Section

11011-500 5,00 m
130

140 g

5-15 g

5

11011-600 6,00 m 190 g 6

11011-700 7,00 m
150

306 g 7

11011-800 8,00 m 439 g 8

m cm g g Section

11009-500 5,00 m

131

164 g

5-20 g

4

11009-600 6,00 m 222 g 5

11009-700 7,00 m 298 g 6

m cm g g Section

11096-400 4,00 m

121

126 g

5-20 g

4

11096-500 5,00 m 193 g 5

11096-600 6,00 m 275 g 6
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eNerGOteaM
PiaVe PoLe

KaMaSaKI
aLPHa PoLe

eNerGOteaM
teVere PoLe

eNerGOteaM
brenta PoLe

eNerGOteaM
enZa PoLe

ET Piave rods are made from IM8 material, with suffi  cient backbone, 
but a softer character than the Brenta rods. The best fi sh to pursue 
with these rods are bream, crucian, and smaller carp. Thanks to 
the design of the handle, you can grasp the rod with wet hands 
too. At the end, you’ll fi nd a screw butt cap with a rubber pad so 

that the sections can’t get injured when folding the rod. It’s mostly 
characterized by orange patterns. There can be no complaints 
about its appearance. An excellent pole, which stands out from 
other rods because of its favorable price.

The members of the ET Enza series feature IM6 blank, which is 
strong, but also fl exible enough. You can elasticate the rod, but in 
this case, you have to cut off  50cm from the tip to let the elastic 
run freely. The best elastic size is 1.4 mm. With a thinner elastic, 

playing the fi sh might take a lot of time, whereas with a thicker 
one, there’s a chance of hook pulls. The rods of the Enza series 
are approximately as strong as the Brenta rods. However, when it 
comes to rigidity, these are a bit softer.

EnergoTeam Brenta Pole – rigid pole rod for river fi shing too. The 
blank is made from IM8 carbon, which makes the rod extremely 
light. When holding it in your hand, you can feel immediately that 
it’s not a simple bream pole. It has enough power in reserve to 

catch carp too. There’s a screw butt cap at the end of the rod made 
from quality metal. The rubber pad protects the bottom of the 
sections from injuries. A truly rigid pole, which will handle the strike 
of big fi sh too.

Energo Team Tevere Pole – Light and soft pole rod for catching 
bream, crucian, and smaller carp. The blank is made from IM10 
carbon, which makes the rod unbelievably light. There is a screw 

butt cap made from quality metal at the end of the rod. The rubber 
pad protects the bottom of the sections from injuries. You can even 
hold it comfortably in your hand over a long day of fl oat fi shing.

The Alpha is a brand new series of Kamasaki rods. They are 
characterized by modern appearance and quality materials at 
a reasonable price. Besides catching bait fi sh, they can be an 

excellent choice for pursuing bream and crucian. Playing the fi sh 
is a great experience with this rod. The longest version can be 
elasticated.

RO
d

S
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SKID
PROOF

SKID
PROOF

SKID
PROOF

SKID
PROOF

SKID
PROOF

IM 8
CARBON

IM 8
CARBON

IM 6
CARBON

IM 6
CARBON

IM 10
CARBON

m cm g g Section

11070-400 4,0 m

122

126 g

5-20 g

4

11070-500 5,0 m 193 g 5

11070-600 6,0 m 275 g 6

m cm g g Section

11006-401 4,0 m

122

141 g

5-25 g

4

11006-501 5,0 m 221 g 5

11006-601 6,0 m 326 g 6

m cm g g Section

11067-500 5,0 m

132

180 g

5-20 g

5

11067-600 6,0 m 260 g 6

11067-700 7,0 m 312 g 7

m cm g g Section

11068-400 4,0 m

123

124 g

5-25 g

4

11068-500 5,0 m 205 g 5

11068-600 6,0 m 310 g 6

m cm g g Section

11069-400 4,0 m

119

161 g

5-25 g

4

11069-500 5,0 m 247 g 5

11069-600 6,0 m 420 g 6
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eNerGOteaM
bLacK fiGHter SLim

eNerGOteaM
SUPreme SLim

Energo Team’s Black Fighter Slim is much slimmer than its predecessors from the same 
rod family. The advantages of the rod become evident during casting as the thin blade 
minimizes drag. Using an average pole in strong wind is always a challenge, but not with 
the Black Fighter Slim Pole!

The fi rst thing we have to mention about this rod is its speed. You reaction time is of 
utmost importance in fi shing. If you want to achieve an immediate and quick hook set, it is 
important that you use a fast rod. The faster your rod is the more fi sh you will land. Using 
the Supreme Slim you will have more fi sh in your keeping net. Moreover, the Supreme Slim 
is not only fast but it also has enough strength to play even the biggest monsters.

eNerGOteaM

eNerGOteaM
rUbin PoLe

The innovative Rubin family features lightness thanks to the unique characteristics of IM7 
carbon. The development of carbon technology has brought lighter and stronger rods to 
anglers. Compared to carbon-composite rods, IM7 rods are much easier to fi sh with. The 
handle of the ET Rubin Pole is skid-proof. It has a metal butt cap that you can unwind, which 
makes the sections accessible. This comes in handy when you want to elasticate your pole.

KaMaSaKI
ViKinG
The Viking pole is at the height of its popularity. Thanks to modern 
composite technology, they can be used under diffi  cult conditions 
too, like on rocky shores, where cliff  edges might damage carbon 
rods. From the wide variety of sizes, everyone can choose the one 
that best suits him or her. The shorter Viking pole rods are ideal for 
catching bait fi sh or pursuing breams near the shore. Both adults 

TUBULAR TIP FOR
ELASTICATION

TUBULAR TIP FOR
ELASTICATION

TUBULAR TIP FOR
ELASTICATION

and children can handle them easily. The longer Viking poles, on the 
other hand, are perfect for river fi shing. When it comes to carp fi shing 
in mine lakes, elasticated, long Viking poles can rise to the challenge. 
In this case, you should choose a (at least) 2 gm fl oat in order to cast 
accurately and control your rig.

KaMaSaKI
SUPer StronG KeVLar PoLe

The durable Kevlar net of these IM6 rods has made them the 
strongest in their category. Although the blank fl attens under tow, 
the Kevlar fi bers can withstand the strain. Similarly, suspender 
cables are used to stabilize the structure of bridges. We 

particularly recommended these rods for elastication. However, if 
you elasticate them, the tip should be cut back signifi cantly. This 
means that the rod may be 0,5 meters shorter than its original 
length.  

RO
d

S
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IM 8
CARBON

IM 8
CARBON

IM 7
CARBON

IM 7
CARBON

MMV
COMPOSIT

BACTION

BACTION

CACTION

CACTION

SKID
PROOF

SKID
PROOF

SKID
PROOF

SKID
PROOF

TUBULAR TIP FOR
ELASTICATION

BACTION
SKID
PROOF

TUBULAR TIP FOR
ELASTICATION

m cm g g Section

11010-401 4,00 m

123

110 g

5-20 g

4

11010-501 5,00 m 180 g 5

11010-601 6,00 m 260 g 6

11010-701 7,00 m 375 g 7

m cm g g Section

11014-402 4,00 m

132

115 g

5-20 g

4

11014-502 5,00 m 186 g 5

11014-602 6,00 m 263 g 6

11014-702 7,00 m 372 g 7

m cm g g Section

11004-301 3,00 m

119

82 g

5-15 g

3

11004-401 4,00 m 167 g 4

11004-501 5,00 m 267 g 5

11004-601 6,00 m 385 g 6

m cm g g Section

11001-200 2,00 m

117

43 g

5-20 g

2

11001-300 3,00 m 140 g 3

11001-400 4,00 m 199 g 4

11001-500 5,00 m 323 g 5

11001-600 6,00 m 456 g 6

m cm g g Section

11015-300 3,00 m

121

125 g

5-20 g

3

11015-400 4,00 m 235 g 4

11015-500 5,00 m 365 g 5
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eNerGOteaM
bLade boLo
The ET Blade Bolo is made of modern IM12 carbon. The thin carbon 
layers are squeezed under pressure of 10 tons, which results in 
an unbelievably slim rod with a short reaction time. Its tip is ideal 
for bream fi shing or even carp fi shing. Thanks to the long foot SIC 
guides, the line cannot stick to the rod. This results in less friction 

and longer casts. The strategically placed guides help the rod 
subdue strong strikes of powerful fi sh. The plate reel seat has a 
silicon pad inside, which holds the reel strongly. It is a perfect rod 
for river fi shing. We would gladly recommend the ET Blade Bolo to 
professional anglers too.

BLacK FIGHter
SLim boLo
We were able to reduce the measures of Black Fighter Bolo, and 
create the Slim model. Due to it’s IM8 carbon material, it is light, but 
strong enough to be able to chase 2-3kg carp with this pole easily. 
If you want to land such a big carp on pole, you can use 0.18mm 

main line easily. The rod is equpped with high quality SIC guides. The 
reel seat is large enough to carry any reels designed for bolognese 
method. Some anglers prefer size 1000 reels, but for Black Fighter 
Slim bolo, you can use sizes 2000-3000 too.

boLoGneSe rodS
T he structure of bolognese rods is simi-

lar to pole rods, but they are equipped 
with a reel seat and guides. these rods are 

mainly used in river fishing and also in 
deep mine lakes.

Rods with IM12 carbon feature legendary fi sh playing 
action that you’ve come to expect from premium rods. 

These rods are preferred by professional anglers due to their stiffness 
and added strength. We would highly recommend these rods to all an-
glers, as they will defi nitely tame even trophy sized barbels.

The combination of quality raw materials and mod-
ern manufacturing technology makes IM10 carbon 

rods the best in their category. The IM10 rods feature perfect fi nesse 
and added strength. These slim and light rods are powerful enough 
to subdue big fi sh easily.

When it comes to Bolognese rods, using tensile ma-
terials is of great importance. With the introduction 

of IM8 carbon, lightweight, comfortable rods have been created, 
which enable anglers to respond quickly to sudden bites.

Since IM7 carbon was introduced in fi shing, the 
weight of fi shing rods has decreased. These graceful 

rods are more comfortable and faster, thus, they are more effective 
than their predecessors.

IM 12
CARBON

IM 10
CARBON

IM 8
CARBON

IM 7
CARBON

RO
d

S
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Rods made of IM6 carbon are lighter and slimmer 
than equivalent glass composite rods. In fi shing 

it is vital that every part of our tackle work in perfect harmony to 
achieve good performance. Soft IM6 carbon rods play an important 
role in subduing the strikes of big fi sh.

We often need to hold our fi shing rod with wet 
hands. In order to avoid any damage to our tack-
le, the handles of Bolognese rods have a very 

thin, skidproof coating, which allows direct contact with the rod.

IM 12
CARBON

IM 8
CARBON

BACTION

BACTION

SKID
PROOF

SKID
PROOF

GUIDES USED ON BOLOGNESE RODS
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IM 6
CARBON

SKID
PROOF

m cm g g Section

11040-500 5,00 m
140

181 g

5-15 g

5

11040-600 6,00 m 237 g 6

11040-700 7,00 m 159 364 g 7

m cm g g Section

11025-401 4,00 m

130

147

5-20 g

4

11025-501 5,00 m 221 5

11025-601 6,00 m 312 6

11025-701 7,00 m 135 429 7
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KaMaSaKI
aLPHa boLo

eNerGOteaM
PiaVe boLo

eNerGOteaM
enZa boLo

eNerGOteaM
brenta boLo

eNerGOteaM
teVere boLo

BeNZar
aLLroUnd boLo

Kamasaki Alpha Bolo – a cheap choice for Bolognese anglers and 
for those who are learning Bolognese fi shing. The Kamasaki Alpha 
is strong enough to tolerate strain caused by the lack of routine at 

the beginning. It’s made from IM6 carbon, which is fl exible enough 
and provides a thin blank. It’s the best chioce for bigger bream, 
crucian, average sized carp, and barbel.

The ET Piave rods are suffi  ciently strong, but slightly softer than 
the Brenta Bolos. They’re made of IM8 carbon, which ensures thin 
blank and fl exibility. The tip has a slide guide, which helps even the 

strain when playing the fi sh. It’s a perfect rod for chasing bigger 
bream, crucian, average sized carp and barbel. The Piave Bolo is a 
good choice both for still waters and rivers.

Bolognese fl oat fi shing requires practice and routine. The rig must 
be controlled continuously to achieve success. The ET Enza is 
suffi  ciently strong, but it’s lighter than Brenta rods. It’s made of 

IM6 carbon, which delivers massiveness besides fl exibility. It’s the 
perfect choice for playing bigger barbel and carp.

The ET Brenta is a suffi  ciently massive and rigid member of the 
Bolognese versions. It’s an ideal choice for river fi shing because it’s 
very quick. It can subdue the strike of big barbel and carp. It’s made 
of IM8 carbon, so it has incredible power in reserve. The Brenta 

Bolo features SIC guides with lightened frames. There are two 
slide guides on the tip so that it can take on strain more gradually. 
Besides being strong, the rod is also slim.

Energo Tevere Bolo – A quality fi shing rod off ered by ET. It is very 
light and easy to handle. The rod is made from IM10 carbon, which 
delivers a light and soft blank. It can subdue the strike of big barbel 

and carp. It’s made of IM10 carbon, so it has incredible power in 
reserve.

Light, slim, rigid and quick! These are the main characteristics of 
the Benzar Allround Bolognese rods. They deliver the best quality. 
They are made from pure IM10 carbon, which absorbs the strike of 
fi sh. Thanks to their rigid material, casts are very punctual. This 

is very important in competitions, but it can also make your day 
more successful during an average session. By fi shing the feed 
punctually, you save time, and can catch more fi sh!

RO
d
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SKID
PROOF

IM 6
CARBON

IM 6
CARBON

IM 10
CARBON

IM 10
CARBON

IM 8
CARBON

IM 8
CARBON

m cm g g Section

11022-401 4,0 m 122 185 g

5-25 g

4

11022-501 5,0 m 125 265 g 5

11022-601 6,0 m 127 360 g 6

m cm g g Section

11076-400 4,0 m 127 157 g

5-25 g

4

11076-500 5,0 m 133 236 g 5

11076-600 6,0 m 138 347 g 6

m cm g g Section

11030-500 5,0 m 141 210 g

5-20 g

5

11030-600 6,0 m 141 300 g 6

11030-700 7,0 m 143 396 g 7

m cm g g Section

11077-400 4,0 m 127 199 g

5-25 g

4

11077-500 5,0 m 128 303 g 5

11077-600 6,0 m 128 460 g 6

m cm g g Section

11075-500 5,0 m 141 219 g

5-20 g

5

11075-600 6,0 m 142 299 g 6

11075-700 7,0 m 145 373 g 7

m cm g g Section

11078-400 4,0 m 131 180 g

5-20 g

4

11078-500 5,0 m 132 257 g 5

11078-600 6,0 m 134 345 g 6
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eNerGOteaM
naSe boLo

eNerGOteaM
riVerado SLim boLo

eNerGOteaM
rUbin boLo

eNerGOteaM
ViKinG boLo

Compared to composite rods, this IM6 carbon rod is light and easy 
to handle. It’s a perfect choice for beginners who want to learn the 
intricacies of fl oat fi shing. You can use it in rivers and still waters. 
Its favorable price and resistance to bruises and knocks make the 

The ET Nase Bolo is for fanatic river anglers. IM8 carbon makes 
the rod tight and fast, which is a guarantee of quick hook set. It 
reacts quickly to shy bites. Bigger fi sh do not cause any diffi  culties 
to this rod either. It can handle big breams and carps. Thanks to 

ET Riverado is a well known name among anglers, who like 
bolognese method. Comparing the new model with the old one, 
the main issue is the reduced blank diameter. It is not only looking 

This IM7 carbon rod features lightness and strength. The Rubin 
Bolo can be used in river fi shing and in still water fi shing as well. It 
can cope with breams, carps and even smaller grass carps. Thanks 
to the quality SIC guides, you can use it with 0,12 mm monos, 

eNerGOteaM
SUPreme SLim boLo

The ET Supreme Slim Bolo rod is based on the basics of the 
Pole from the same family. An extremely fast rod, which is still 
lightweight due to it’s IM7 material. But why does a bolo rod need 
to be fast? Fish living in fast rivers, usually take their bites from 

the same direction as the river’s fl ow. It means extremly fast bites, 
which we have to react immediately. Even the slightest delay on 
the hookset can be fatal, we simply miss that fi sh.

its quickness, the fl oat can be controlled and led accurately. Using 
a plate reel seat our technicians have managed to reduce the 
diameter of the butt. Plate reel seats provide comfortable hold.

without worrying about damages to the line. The light, plate reel 
seat guarantees comfortable hold and even weight distribution. 
To ensure accurate casts and control over your rig, use fl oats that 
are appropriate for the distance that you aim at.

good, but is infl uencing the use of the rod too. By fi shing in heavy 
wind with long fi shing rod, we always have the fear that our rod can 
be broken. With slimmer blank diameter, we can reduce this risk.

ET Viking Bolo immensely popular among bolognese anglers. For 
better weight distribution, it is equipped with SIC guides. The skid 
proof hand grip enables you to handle the rod safely, which is a big 
advantage, for example, when you have to net the fi sh.

KaMaSaKI
SUPer boLo

Many anglers consider, that an entry level bolo rod is heavy, and 
the action is slow. This preconception might be true, but not for 
Kamasaki Bolo! The action is fast enough to be an easy to handle 

rod. It is equipped by Sic guides, and plate reel seat. Don’t be afraid 
of using 0.20mm main lines!
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IM 8
CARBON

IM 7
CARBON

IM 6
CARBON

IM 6
CARBON

FINE
COMPOSIT

IM 7
CARBON

BACTION

BACTION

CACTION

BACTION

CACTION

BACTION

SKID
PROOF

SKID
PROOF

m cm g g Section

11042-300 3,00 m 125 124 g

5-15 g

3

11042-400 4,00 m 127 210 g 4

11042-500 5,00 m 129 307 g 5

11042-600 6,00 m 132 423 g 6

m cm g g Section

11094-401 4,00 m 126 168 g

5-20 g

4

11094-501 5,00 m 127 240 g 5

11094-601 6,00 m 128 308 g 6

m cm g g Section

11026-402 4,00 m

145

152 g

5-25 g

4

11026-502 5,00 m 249 g 5

11026-602 6,00 m 350 g 6

11026-702 7,00 m 442 g 7

m cm g g Section

12001-300 3,00 m 116 140 g

5-30 g

3

12001-400 4,00 m 118 260 g 4

12001-500 5,00 m 122 360 g 5

m cm g g Section

11032-300 3,00 m
119

146 g

5-15 g

3

11032-400 4,00 m 240 g 4

11032-500 5,00 m 120 368 g 5

m cm g g Section

11024-401 4,00 m

130

160 g

5-20 g

4

11024-501 5,00 m 243 g 5

11024-601 6,00 m 344 g 6

RO
d

S
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matcH rodS
Match rods have become extremely pop-

ular among anglers who love fl oat fi sh-
ing. these three section rods feature fast ac-

tion and added strength. Slim, fl exible match 
rods make fi shing more pleasurable than 
ever. 

Precise feeding and casts can signifi cantly increase 
the number of bites. The quality of your fi shing rod 

has a great effect on the accuracy of your cast. IM12 carbon features 
lightness and stiffness at the same time, which helps you launch 
the bait a long way with precision. They react dynamically to all 
levels of tow, and have a smooth fi sh playing action.

When pursuing big fi sh with match rods it is essen-
tial that the slim blank has adequate power in re-

serve. Thanks to IM10 carbon technology a popular match rod fami-
ly has been born. Their performance is impressive when it comes to 
playing fi sh that fi ght like demons.

The introduction of IM8 carbon has opened new doors 
for anglers using light tackles. Thanks to their action 

and quality, slim IM8 rods will live up to the expectation of devoted 
match anglers who want to catch big fi sh.

IM7 carbon has made it possible to decrease the 
weight of fi shing rods. These slim rods allow more 

comfortable and faster fi shing. The benefi ts of these rods are most 
noticeable in match fi shing, especially when you have to scale 
down.

Rods made of IM6 carbon are lighter than equivalent 
glass composite rods and feature a perfect fi sh play-
ing action.

MMV composite is used less frequently for making 
match rods. In the production process, the number 

of layers and the direction of fi bers can be varied, so that different 
rod types can be made. These versatile rods can be used in various 
fi shing situations.

IM 12
CARBON

IM 10
CARBON

IM 8
CARBON

IM 6
CARBON

MMV
COMPOSIT

IM 7
CARBON

RO
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eNerGOteaM
benZar eLit matcH

IM12 carbon and Zsolt Benzár’s expertise are guarantees of a pre-
mium, versatile match rod. Its parabolic action enables the rod 
to absorb the thrusts of bigger fi sh. The high quality SIC guide 
set allows you to use the rod with extremely thin lines, however 
for carp fi shing a 0,16-0,18 mm line is recommended. For bream 
fi shing, on the other hand, 0,12 mm monos can be used. Benzar 
Elite Match is an ideal rod both for advanced and for professional 
fi shing.

IM 12
CARBON CACTION

light d ouble Footl ight S in gle F o ot

ta
n

gle  F r e e to p G

uid
e

GUIDES USED ON MATCH RODS

ZSoLt benZÁr
on matcH fiSHinG

“During competitions I often have to use match rods. 
Fortunately, this is one of my favorite methods, so I always 
use them with great pleasure. In deep waters I prefer using 
a slider. Energofi sh offers a wide variety of match rods with 
different features so that everyone can fi nd the rod that best 

suits them and the fi sh they want to catch. My personal 
favorite is the Elite Match hallmarked by my name.”

S l i d i n g

ZSoLt benZÁr

WatcH Video
ON YOUr SMartpHONe
WatcH Video
ON YOUr SMartpHONe

m cm g g Section

12040-390 3,90 m 135 175 g
7-15 g 3

12040-420 4,20 m 145 190 g

RO
d

S
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carp expert
Uni matcH

Carp Expert’s innovative match rod is conspicuous by its slimness 
and elegance. This excellent, universal rod features modern 
appearance and quality materials. The cork-sponge handle 

eNerGOteaM
bLacK fiGHter carP matcH

The Black Fighter series are one of the most popular rod families 
amongst anglers. The casting weights of the 390 cm and 420 cm 
long match rods are 5-20 Gramm. The SIC guides with long legs 
can keep the line away from the body of the rod, this way it gets 
less ability to attach to the blank when it’s wet. This improves the 

length of the cast greatly. The IM8 carbon is a high quality material 
in itself. With Kevlar improvement on the bottom and middle 
section the resistance has been increased several times. This 
net minimizes the fracture resulting from the rods cross-section 
becoming oval.

eNerGOteaM
bLacK fiGHter matcH

This is a universal rod, ideal both for carp and for bream fi shing. The 
Black Fighter Match is available in two lengths: 390 cm and 420 cm. 
Great advantage can be taken of the long footed SIC guides that 
prevent the line from sticking to the rod. The casting weight of the 
Black Fighter Match is 5-20 gm, which allows you to reach 40-50 m 

distances. The durability of IM8 carbon is further fortifi ed with Kevlar 
fi bers on the butt. Kevlar fi bers reduce the risk of breaks. The Black 
Fighter Match is a fast action rod. This means that, when playing fi sh, 
the fi rst third of the rod works intensively. When under load, it becomes 
stiff  gradually and can subdue the strikes of any record breaking fi sh.

delivers perfect manageability. It must be said that the duplon 
coating of the handle provides a comfortable, warm hold in 
autumn fi shing.

carp expert
teLematcH

A new telescopic match rod has been introduced by Carp Expert for 
those who care about quality and transport length. IM10 carbon al-
lowed the technicians of Carp Expert to create a precious rod that is 
amazingly slim in its appearance, but can subdue high levels of tow. You 
can hardly fi nd a similar rod in the same price category. The 10 quality 

SIC guides distribute weight evenly and help you cast as accurately as 
possible. The reel seat has a screw locking nut that does not allow the 
reel to move. Lines thinner than 0,20 mm and fl oats smaller than 18 gm 
are recommended. Fixed and sliding fl oats can both be put on the line. 
It is indeed an “all-round” match rod, which won’t let you down.

IM 8
CARBON

IM 8
CARBON

IM 8
CARBON

IM 10
CARBON

BACTION

BACTION

CACTION

DACTION
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m cm g g Section

12033-390 3,90 m 135 209 g
5-20 g 3

12033-420 4,20 m 147 217 g

m cm g g Section

12034-390 3,90 m 137 223 g
5-30 g 3

12034-420 4,20 m 147 243 g

m cm g g Section

13022-390 3,90 m 136 264 g
5-25 g 3

13022-420 4,20 m 145 305 g

m cm g g Section

12011-390 3,90 m 114 212 g
5-20 g 3

12011-420 4,20 m 119 226 g

RO
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KaMaSaKI
SUPer matcH

KaMaSaKI
aLfa matcH

Let us introduce a brand new fi shing rod series to those who have 
a passion for fl oat fi shing. Despite its low price, the blank can 
tackle extreme load. Kamasaki Super Match is a fast action rod, 
allowing you to cast small fl oats a long way. It works in perfect 
harmony with lines no thicker than 0,16-0,20 mm. The line runs 

Kamasaki Alfa Match is a durable, composite match rod. It is 
recommended to anglers who are planning to (re) begin fi shing. 
Thanks to its fast action small (6-16 gm) wagglers can be cast easily 
with this rod, and it subdues the power of big carps without any eff ort. 
The rod features a screw down reel seat. Its material can resist 

smaller bruises and scratches. Massive, single and double footed 
guides make the rod durable and help you cast long. Load 0,16-0,20 
mm mono lines on your reel so that you can enjoy fi shing with this 
rod. Also, it can be used for slider fi shing in deep waters. If you haven’t 
tried match fi shing yet, this Kamasaki Alfa Match helps you start it.

smoothly through the light SIC guides. The duplon handle is fairly 
warm and comfortable in the fall. The screw down reel seat is 
absolutely reliable in any fi shing situation. To sum it up, Kamasaki 
Super Match is a quality fi shing rod at a reasonable price. It will be 
a loyal companion in fl oat fi shing.

eNerGOteaM
rUbin matcH feeder

In the carryall of the rod two third sections can be found. The Rubin 
Match-Feeder, as its name suggest, can be used as a feeder or a match 
rod depending on the fi shing situation. Both a stronger feeder tip and 
a lighter match tip can be attached to the middle section of the rod. 
Due to the precise testing process, the middle and butt sections of 
the rod work in harmony with both tips. This helps you cast accurately 

and play the fi sh. When the feeder tip is attached, the Rubin Match-
Feeder equals a medium feeder rod. In this case a 0,20 mm line is 
recommended. When the match tip is attached, the casting weight of 
the rod is between 5-18 gm, thus, a 0,16 mm line is recommended. It 
is an ideal choice for those who do not want to carry two separate rods 
to the water.

IM 6
CARBON

IM 7
CARBON

MMV
COMPOSIT BACTION

DACTION

CACTIONRO
d
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WatcH Video
ON YOUr SMartpHONe

m cm g g Section

14041-360 3,60 m 125 307 g
5-25 g 3

14041-390 3,90 m 135 336 g

m cm g g Section

14040-360 3,60 m 125 260 g
5-20 g 3

14040-390 3,90 m 135 295 g

m cm g Section

12320-360 3,60 m 127 232 / 237* g medium 3 / 3+3*

*match / feeder set

RO
d

S
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feeder rodS
U sing feeder and picker rods is getting 

more and more popular among an-
glers. the sensitive tip indicates even the 
shyest bites, which increases the chance 
of a successful hook set. among the feed-
er rods that energofish offers, you can 

find entry-level, composite feeder rods 
and prestigious feeder rods too. composite 
rods might be the best choice on stony riv-
er banks, whereas our premium products 
can be used successfully in fishing com-
petitions.

During feeder fi shing, and especially during com-
petitions, everything depends on long and accurate 

casts. Due to the impeccable production process, rods made with 
IM12 technology offer outstanding quality. IM12 feeder and picker 
rods will rise to the challenge even in the most prestigious compe-
titions.

Premium IM10 carbon rods can tame any giant 
carp without diffi culty thanks to their impressive 

fi sh playing action. The fl exible backbone of the rod is designed to 
achieve precise casts. Accurate casts are not a dream anymore!

IM8 carbon rods perform well when you have to cast 
the line to the coveted place. Also, you have more 

control in fi shing thanks to their excellent fi sh playing action. The 
bigger the fi sh on your hook the more it bends.

With rods made of IM6 and IM7 car-
bon fi bers, feeders can be cast further 

than with similar category composite rods.

These rods are more resistant to 
knocks and bruises than their car-

BACTIONIM 10
CARBON

IM 12
CARBON

IM 10
CARBON

IM 8
CARBON

IM 6
CARBON

MMV
COMPOSIT

FINE
COMPOSIT

IM 7
CARBON

m cm g g Section

12343-360 3,6 m 125 345 g
150 g 3+5

12343-390 3,9 m 135 385 g
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bon counterparts, so they might be an excellent choice for barbel 
fi shing on stony river beds.

GUIDES USED ON FEEDER RODS

BeNZar
metHod feeder

The Benzár Method Feeder stands out from the rest, as it unites 
the advantages of three fi shing rods. It is like boilie rods, because 
it has an elongated handle. This will make your casts long and 
accurate. Thanks to its slimness, the rod is easy to handle. Like 

in the case of an ordinary two-section rod, the blank is thick and 
durable, so it can resist high levels of tow. The two-footed, super 
strong guides are also a unique feature of this rod.

bence SZabÓ
teSt aNGLerlight, double Foot light Single Foot

H
eav y duty l ong c ast, double

 F
oo

t light, Short double Foot

c
lassic top Guid

e

light, long cast, double leg

FOR COMPETITIONFOR COMPETITION
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BeNZar
aLLroUnd feeder

It does not lie to his name, it is really a “allround” rod, which 
universality can be exploited everywhere. For example, the 
strongest 3- ounce carbon tip is a perfect choice when fi shing for 

barbel on fast rivers. So we can take advantage of the enormous 
power reserves inherent in the rod. With the other 2 (2 pcs); 1 and 
¾ tips we can go for carp or bream as well.

BeNZar

eNerGO teaM
fineSSa carP feeder

During the Finessa Carp Feeder’s creation a really light, stiff  
rod was made, which is also suitable for feeder competitons. Its 
weight in the shortest version is only 167 Gramm! The guides of 

the rods body deserves another word, because they close nest to 
each other can beautifully guide the line during the cast. This way 
can achieve the maximum accuracy.

BACTIONIM 12
CARBON

BACTIONIM 10
CARBON

WatcH Video
ON YOUr SMartpHONe

m cm g g Section

13329-330 3,30 m 117 159 g 10-30 g

3+513329-360 3,60 m 127 176 g 15-45 g

13329-390 3,90 m 137 195 g  20-60 g
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BeNZar
comPetition feeder

Zsolt Benzár’s match results called for a high class feeder 
fi shing rod. The result of a long design work and series of tests 
is the Competition Feeder, which will stand in the international 
competitions. Let’s just see what makes the diff erence between 
an ordinary and a middle class rod? The most important is the 
material and the characteristics of the rod. We can read many 
times about hardening blank and soft rods, but at this rod it 

really does. The rod is markedly diff erent without and with load. 
The upper 1/3 of the rod tires the small fi sh, the other parts of 
the rod join in only occasionally, barely noticeably, because the 
force is consumed by the rod itself and our hands will feel just the 
most less from it. It follows, that we can use it equally with thin 
0, 10 – 0,12 mm or with their thicker 0, 20 mm lines. 

BACTIONIM 12
CARBON

FOR COMPETITON

WatcH Video
ON YOUr SMartpHONe

m cm g g Section

12328-330 3,30 m 116 256 g

20-110 g 3+512328-360 3,60 m 126 276 g

12328-390 3,90 m 136 336 g

m cm g g Section

13321-331 3,3 117 167 g

20-60 g 3+313321-361 3,6 127 189 g

13321-391 3,9 137 225 g
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carp expert
metHod feeder

carp expert
teLefeeder HeaVY

Carp Expert now off ers an excellent rod to anglers who are interested in 
this method. Thanks to its heavy action, the CXP Method Feeder is one 
of the most powerful feeder rods. As its casting weight is 100-150 gm 
even heavy feeders can be cast a long way off  shore with this rod. The 
design of the handle serves the same purpose. It can be held strongly, 
which enables anglers to wave the rod for all they are worth. The rod 
has massive SIC guides to let even thicker, 0,22 mm lines run smoothly. 
Three diff erent tips are provided, so that you could fi nd the best one in 
all fi shing situations.

Telescopic feeder rods are not easy to fi nd on the market. Nevertheless, 
Carp Expert Tele Feeder Heavy makes up for the lack of these types 
of rods. It is defi nitely a well built rod that is easy to transport. The 
big, double footed SIC guides prevent the sections of the rod from 
sticking together. It has a strong character with a heavy action. The set 
comprises of a carbon and a glass tip. These highly sensitive tips detect 
even the shyest bites. The reel seat of the rod works perfectly well, 
holding the reel strongly. In order to enhance your casting distance and 
accuracy, put a 0,20 mm mono line on your reel with a 0,10 mm braided 
leader. Carp Expert Tele Feeder Heavy is recommended to anglers who 
want to enjoy both premium quality and comfortable transport length.

carp expert
riVer feeder

There are just a few rods, which can bear the casts loaded with 250g 
feeders to the destined location.  The Carp Expert River Feeder is one 
of them. As its name says, we can exploit the rods benefi ts by fi shing 

on rivers. We are talking about exceptionally strong, stiff  rods, with 
sensitive tip. Large guides were given to it, that the sediment what the 
line might pick up doesn’t cause damage to the rod.

CACTION

IM 10
CARBON

m cm g g Section

12330-300 3,00 m 106 274 g

100-150 g 3+3
12330-330 3,30 m 117 286 g

12330-360 3,60 m 127 304 g

12330-390 3,90 m 137 355 g
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IM 8
CARBON

IM 8
CARBON CACTION

BACTION

m cm g Section

12305-361 3,60 m
120

235 g
heavy 5+2

12305-391 3,90 m 247 g

m cm g g Section

12341-360 3,6 m 127 320 g
120-250 g 3+3

12341-390 3,9 m 137 365 g
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eNerGOteaM
emeraLd feeder

ET Emerald Feeder is one of the lightest feeder rods of Energo 
Team. It is made from IM6 carbon. It is a medium feeder rod with 
an optimal casting weight between 20-40 gm. The wear-resistant, 
strategically placed SIC guides distribute weight evenly. The reel 
seat works with a screw locking nut. The handle is covered with 
Portuguese cork, providing a mighty appearance to the rod. The 

IM 6
CARBON BACTION

set comprises of two diff erent tips, one for bream fi shing and 
another one for pursuing carps. 40-50-60 sized reels are ideal 
for this rod. When it comes to lines, 0,18-0,20 mm monos are 
recommended. Using a braided leader for distance casting is not 
needed, thanks to the softness of the rod. It’s a perfect choice 
both for beginner and for advanced anglers.

carp expert
eLite feeder

Carp Expert has managed to create an outstanding fi shing rod. Using 
IM10 carbon, Carp Expert’s team has created a light but strong, easy-
to-handle fi shing rod. When under load, the Carp Expert Elite Feeder 
performs an amazing bend, subduing even extreme levels of tow. The 
premium cork handle ensures safe and comfortable hold. The Carp 
Expert Elite is available in three lengths. The casting weight of each 
size is 60-120 gm, so reaching far distances and fi shing in rivers 
cannot cause problems to this rod. The reel seat has a lining that holds 
the reel strongly. 13 SIC guides guarantee accurate casts and protect 
the line from scratches. The set comprises of three diff erent tips.

IM 10
CARBON BACTIONcarp expert

Pro PoWer feeder
Fortunately, there are more and more fi shing lakes where you can 
catch giant carps and grass carps. However, if you want to land 
one of these monsters, you need proper tackle. First and foremost, 
you need a super strong fi shing rod. Exactly like Carp Expert PRO 
Power Feeder, which is made of IM10 carbon for added strength 

and accuracy.It’s important to note that the Carp Expert Pro Power 
Feeder has big guides. Their diameter is wider than the average, 
which lets your line run smoothly, and you don’t have to worry about 
damage or dirt stuck to your rod.
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IM 10
CARBON BACTION

m cm g Section

12315-360 3,60 m 129 280 g medium 3+2

m cm g g Section

12335-360 3,60 m 126 256 g

60-120 g 3+312335-390 3,90 m 137 284 g

12335-420 4,20 m 146 340 g

RO
d

S

m cm g g Section

12330-361 3,60 m 126 310 g
100-150 g 3+3

12330-391 3,9 m 135 365 g
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KaMaSaKI
SUPer feeder
Kamasaki Super Feeder is the perfect rod for scaled-down feeder fi sh-
ing. Its soft action makes bream fi shing and open water carp fi shing 
a pleasure. Recommended casting weight is 40-50 gm. In open wa-
ter, no fi sh can outwit this super sensitive rod. Two diff erent tips are 
provided so that you can adjust the rod to suit diff erent conditions. 
The screw down reel seat is a guarantee of stable hold. The line runs 
smoothly through the SIC guides. Beginner and intermediate anglers 
will be delighted with Kamasaki Super Feeder.”

KaMaSaKI
PeLLet feeder

When it comes to pellet fi shing, the key fi sh are always scale-perfect 
carps and grass carps. Kamasaki Pellet Feeder can show you the 
way. This rod can help you out if you want to fi sh far from shore or 
the fi sh are in a weedy bay. The thick blank of the rod delivers power, 
whereas the two quiver tips detect every slight twitch. The position 
of the guides distributes strain evenly when you play the fi sh or 

cast. In addition, the quality SIC guides will not scratch your line. 
Recommended line is 0,20-0,22 mm. The weight of your rig 
should be 60-90 gm to achieve long casts. Naturally, you can use 
heavier rigs too, but your casting distance will probably be shorter. 
Premium pellet fi shing, accurate casts, successul landing. This is 
what Kamasaki Pellet Feeder off ers to you.

IM 8
CARBON BACTION

GOLDStar
tGV boat feeder

This rod is a unique feeder rod. Quite untypically, we would 
recommend it not just for feeder fi shing. As the rod is shorter than 
the average you can use it on boat or in reedy places where over-
hanging trees and bushes make feeder fi shing very diffi  cult. It is 
a wonderfully versatile rod that can be used for pursuing breams, 
barbels, carps or burbots. Be it still water or river fi shing this rod 
will rise to the challenge.

m cm g Section

14088-210 2,10 m 112 168 g
medium 2

14088-240 2,40 m 132 226 g
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IM 6
CARBON BACTION

MMV
COMPOSIT BACTION

m cm g g Section

14078-360 3,60 m 124 308 g
50-100 g 3+2

14078-390 3,90 m 134 330 g

m cm g g Section

14079-360 3,60 m 124 373 g
80-150 g 3+2

14079-390 3,90 m 135 410 g
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carp HUNter
cLaSSic feeder

The updated version of the Carp Hunter Feeder rod family 
surpasses the predecessor because of its exceptions and also 
of the used materials. A carbon- composite based rod, to which 
mostly double leg SIC guides were placed. The recommended 
thickness of the line is around 0, 20 mm. There is no point of 
placing a thicker line on it, because the rod is so fl exible, that it is 
also almost impossible to tear this line apart. 

carp HUNter
PLUS feeder

Those who want to use a light weight, but still hard and tough style 
feeder rod, the Carp Hunter Plus is a great choice. A neoprene 
handle with a large guides of composite material has two diff erent 
action tips. With the use of the more sensitive tip we refi ne our 

tackle. We can fi nd a versatile and useful companion with minimum 
0,20 mm of good quality line fi lled on a middle sized reel- in size 
forty, fi fty- for catching peaceful fi sh with the ledger rig.

FINE
COMPOSIT CACTION

m cm g g Section

14070-361 3,60 m 126 410 g
50-100 g 3+3

14070-391 3,9 m 135 475 g
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carp HUNter
aLfa feeder

Kamasaki Alfa Feeder is available in two lengths and in a wide 
range of casting weights. The rod incorporates the advantages 
of composite and carbon. These advantages are the follows. It 
is light, but also powerful, bringing any fi sh to your net. Thanks 
to its fast action, you can cast accurately and quickly with it. 

IM 6
CARBON

FINE
COMPOSIT

BACTION

CACTION

Recommended line is 0,18 mm - 0,25 mm. You can purchase it 
with two diff erent glass-fi ber tips. The combined cork-duplon 
handle provides perfect hold when playing the fi sh and casting. It 
is an ideal choice for beginner and intermediate anglers. It can be 
used both for river and for still water fi shing.

m cm g g Section

12342-360 3,60 m 127 300 g
50-100 g 3+2

12342-390 3,90 m 137 360 g

m cm g g Section

14083-361 3,60 m 125 365 g 40-80 g 3+2
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carp expert
metHod feeder 
PinK

eNerGOteaM
metHod rod caSe
2 seCTiOns

carp expert
metHod feeder PinK
If she wants to fi sh, he chooses a rod for her which she uses 
with pleasure. The CXP Method Feeder Pink is a great rod for this 
purpose. It’s an IM10 carbon rod, so it’s unbelievably light. Due to 
its rigidity, those who can handle the rod well, can reach even 100 
m. The pink design makes it unique in the feeder category.

30127-520 0,20 5,50

30127-525 0,25 9,15

30127-530 0,30 12,75

200m

73145-235
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eNerGOteaM
metaL rod reSt Head
pinK
75045-400

eNerGOteaM
metaL rod reSt Head
pinK
75045-400

12331-360 3,60 m 126 321 g 100-150 g 3+3
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carp expert
LonG caSt

carp expert
SPod

Carp Expert Long Cast has been designed to meet the added demands of 
distance casting. The fl exible, IM10 shaft launches the rig dynamically 
towards your aim. The strategically placed, wear-resistant SIC guide 
set lets the line run smoothly. If you want to achieve maximal distance, 
use a large reel with tampered spool. Under no circumstances should 

Carp Expert series is the result of careful planning and consumer 
research. All Carp Expert products are designed specifi cally for carp 
fi shing. The 3,75 m version of Carp Expert Spod is made for using 
slings and rocket feeders. The unique character of Spod can be felt 
immediately when you take a look at it. Its design, weight and action 

carP rodS
Besides our high quality carbon rods for 

professional anglers, we also offer en-
try-level rods with an unbeatable value for 
money. these rods are for young people who 

want to learn the intricacies of this method. 
be it two or three sections, everyone can fi nd 
the rod they are looking for.

Rods used in fi shing competitions are subject to high 
levels of tow because of wild carps. Under these cir-

cumstances, it is essential to use a rod that always performs well. 
This is when IM12 carbon comes into the picture. IM12 fi shing rods 
will certainly match the expectations of professional anglers as 
they deliver maximum performance.

Using carp rods that are made from IM10 carbon, 
we can effectively fi sh from the shore or go boilie 
fi shing. These rods perform an amazing bend, and 

react dynamically to the strikes of big fi sh.

you use lines thicker than 0,30 mm, because it would reduce your 
casting distance. You are encouraged to use a braided leader, but in 
this case, use a protective glove to avoid injuries. Carp Expert Slim 
features a quality metal butt cap and a premium reel seat. It is an 
outstanding fi shing rod with an exclusive appearance.

suggest that it is not an average carp fi shing rod. Weight is not a 
primary aspect here, as these rod types needn’t be held during fi shing. 
On the other hand, fl exibility and resistance to bigger strain are of 
utmost importance. Spod is made of IM12 carbon with Kevlar fi bers 
around it for added power.

IM 10
CARBON

IM 12
CARBON

BACTION

BACTION

carp expert
dUobLe tiP
It is an amazing boilie rod with a replaceable quiver section. The carp 
section is handy for channel fi shing, especially if you wish to pursue 
aggressive grass carps, carps or pikes. Classical fl oat fi shing on boat 
is also possible with this universal rod. The quiver section works 
perfectly well with all types of feeders. It must be mentioned that the 
quiver tip can be used for sander fi shing on boat or from shore.

IM 10
CARBONBACTION

IM 12
CARBON IM 10

CARBON

m cm g Section

13394-300 3,00 m 106 260 g

heavy 3+1+213394-360 3,60 m 126 360 g

13394-390 3,90 m 136 380 g
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the chance of the fi sh breaking the hook. These attractive rods are 
lighter than glass composite rods.

When you’re carp fi shing from the shore, your rod 
has to subdue the aggressive attacks of wild fi sh. 

If your rod is fl exible enough, you can prevent hook pulls. Soft IM5 
composite rods prevent the fi sh from tearing itself free.

GUIDES USED ON CARP RODS

IM8 rods are slimmer, but also stronger than any 
other previous rods on the market. They feature 

outstanding strength and perfect fish playing action. Chances of 
losing the fish are low. You can use them from the shore or on a 
boat.

IM7 carbon rods feature an impressive fi sh playing 
action that can tackle any fi sh. They absorb the 

strikes of trophy sized carps and grass carps easily, which reduces 

IM 8
CARBON

IM 7
CARBON

IM 5
COMPOSIT

light ,long cast, double Foot

Heavy duty Single Foot

Heavy duty Short double F
oo

tHeav y duty Single Foot

H
e av y du ty top G

uid
e

m cm g lbs Section

13389-360 3,60 m 187 307 g

3,5

2

13389-361 3,60 m 128 285 g
3

13389-391 3,90 m 138 340 g

m cm g lbs Section

13390-375 3,75 m 193 475 g 5 2
RO
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carp expert
Uni boiLie

carp expert
Uni SPod

carp expert
teLe boiLie

For a long time the use of the high quality carp rods was reachable 
just for the most professional fi shermen, but thanks to modern 
rod production and easy-to-handle materials, it has also become 
available for anglers who cannot spend a fortune for a rod. 
Qualitative carbon material, durable SIC guides.

The Carp Expert Uni Spod is a real feeding rod. What does that 
mean? We can’t get in a long way with groundbaits, spod mixes by 
hand or catapult, but even boilie delivered with throwing stick has 
its limits. The feeding with a fi shing rod was invented to overcome 
these distances! We couple it up with a big, long cast reel, this way 
we can feed with it up 150-160 metres.

Carp fi shing means a reachable method for the most of the anglers, 
but there are who can’t or just can deliver the two sections rods 
to the waterside with diffi  culties. Carp Expert Teleboilie means an 
alternative to them. There is strikingly small number of guides on 
the rod, so that our line can meet with less friction during the cast 
- we can carry out longer throws. 

IM 8
CARBON

IM 8
CARBON

IM 8
CARBON

BACTION

BACTION

BACTION
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m cm g lbs Section

13398-360 3,60 m
128

420 g
3 4

13398-390 3,90 m 475 g

m cm g g Section

13384-360 3,60 m 127 340 g
80-120 g 3

13384-390 3,90 m 137 380 g

m cm g lbs Section

13385-375 3,75 m 135 410 g 5 3
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KaMaSaKI
SUPer carP

carp expert
neo SPod

Many people are interested in accessories and baits off ered by 
modern big carp angling. However, they are careful to buy a big 
fi sh rod. The Super Carp 3,6 m boilie rod is the perfect choice for 
these anglers. The rods of the series off er an excellent price for 

value. They give anglers a chance to get to know big fi sh angling and 
try boilie fi shing. Because of their 3,5 lbs casting weight and EVA 
handle, the Super Carp rods also excellent for learning distance 
casting.

The latest member of the CXP Neo series, a 3,75m long, two-section 
Spod rod. It’s a great rod to feed at distance from the shore. It’s 
been designed specifi cally for feeding (rocket or spomb). The Spod 
Neo is 5lbs strong, so you can use it with the biggest rockets.

carp expert
neo LonG caSt
The Carp Expert Neo Long Cast is made from IM10 carbon, which 
provides unbelievable stiff ness and lightness (340 gm) to the rod. To 
make it compatible with large casting reels, the fi rst guide of the rod 
is a size 50 three-footed guide. It’s a 3,5 lbs strong rod, which means 
that you can reach maximum distance if your terminal tackle weighs 
approximately 110-120 gm. Recommended main line is 0,22 mm. 

IM 10
CARBON

IM 10
CARBON

BACTIONRO
d
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CARBON
COMPOSIT

m cm g lbs Section

10713-360
3,60 m

185 442 g
3.5 lbs

2

10714-360 127 485 g 3

m cm g lbs Section

13390-376 3,75 m 195 414 g 5 lbs 2

m cm g lbs Section

13389-362
3,6 m

127 340 g

3.5 lbs

3

13389-363 187 363 g 2

13389-392
3,9 m

139 420 g 3

13389-393 203 382 g 2
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carp expert
eLite teLeboiLie

Practicality does not always go to the expense of quality. The 
Carp Expert Elite Teleboilie is an excellent example for this, which 
considering its material, is a qualitative material, with large wall 
thickness and an obtained cross-wrapped Kevlar reinforcement. We 
can see and feel in our hands, that the Kevlar threaded braid is one 
of the strongest. It runs thick across the rods body, till the end part.

eNerGOteaM
rUbin boiLie

This rod features lightness and power thanks to IM7 carbon. The butt 
section of the rod is fairly quick and tight, allowing you to land big fi sh 
without any diffi  culties. On the other hand, the tip of ET Rubin Boilie 
is soft, which makes it suitable for light, carplike setups. You can 
increase your chances of catching fi sh signifi cantly by using a light 
setup. However, only rods with a soft tip can be scaled down. ET Rubin 

carp HUNter
LonG caSt boiLie

carp HUNter
SPod

Reaching far distances often goes hand in hand with success. Thanks 
to quality carbon and big SIC guides you can cast your line up to 100 
m with this magnifi cient carp rod. In order to exploit all the unique 
features of Carp Hunter Long Cast Boilie, choose a reel that has a big, 
tampered spool. A proper reel allows the line to run smoothly without 
any resistance. Not only is the slim, long handle comfortable, but also 
serves to cast as far as possible. The screw locking nut secures big 
size reels to the rod. We would recommend it to advanced anglers.

Feeding accurately is of utmost importance. Evidently, this goes for 
carp fi shing too. The 200 gm casting weight of the Carp Hunter Spod 
suggests that this 5lb rod is a real workhorse. The giant double footed 
guides, the massive reel seat and the spongy handle are proofs of its 
enormous strength. We would safely recommend it to beginner anglers 
who want to practice distance casting. We believe that they cannot 
make any fatal mistakes. This 3,75 m long, three section rod can be 
transported without any diffi  culties. It can be used with rocket feeders 
and slings within the given casting weight limit. Use it with a 0,30 mm 
mono line and a 0,35 mm braided shock leader. The leader should be at 
least 20 m long to avoid breaks near the knot. When pursuing monster 
catfi sh and pike, a braided mainline is recommended.

IM 7
CARBON

CARBON
COMPOSIT

FINE
COMPOSIT

BACTION

DACTION

CACTION

CACTION

Boilie features strong, two footed SIC guides and a neoprene, easy-to-
clean handle. Its length is 3,60 m. The hoods of the reel seat have wider 
slots so that you can attach large sized reels to them. The rod has a 
two section and a three section version. Both beginner and advanced 
anglers can achieve its full potential.
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m cm g lbs Section

13387-360 3,60 m
115

320 g
3,5 7

13387-390 3,90 m 360 g

m cm g lbs Section

13337-360 3,60 m 187 360 g

3,5

2

13337-361 3,60 m 126 310 g
3

13337-391 3,90 m 136 360 g

m cm g lbs Section

12563-362 3,60 m 126 380 g
3,5 3

12563-392 3,90 m 136 470 g

m cm g lbs Section

12565-375 3,75 m 130 495 g 5 3
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mULti Section rodS
Two and three section rods are great 

classics in the fishing industry! 
anglers love them mostly because of their 
versatility. they can be used both for bot-
tom fishing and floating. as there is only 
one joint on these rods, they are immensely
strong and can absorb the fearsome 
power of big fish. You can pursue predatory
or non-predatory fish with them.  Generally,
they are moderate action rods.

The material used in the production process is soft, 
and at the same time unbelievably strong. With IM7 

rods you can improve your casting distance and accuracy. They fea-
ture an impressive fi sh playing action that can tackle any fi sh.

Despite the fact that fi ber technology is developing 
rapidly, the traditional two section composite rods 

are still quite popular today. These durable rods offer an unbeatable 
value for money. Their character is softer than that of carbon rods.

eNerGOteaM
rUbin carP

KaMaSaKI
biG fiSH

ET Rubin Carp is the best choice when you fl oat fi sh on boat. 
However, it also works well when you want to carry out long casts 
from shore. The casting weight of the rod is 50-150 gm, and they 
are available in 2,70-3,3 m lengths. IM7 carbon makes Rubin Carp 

As its name suggests, Kamasaki Big Fish is made for tackling record 
breaking fi sh. You can fi nd high quality SIC guides on the IM6 carbon 
blank, Kamasaki Big Fish resists the load of any fi sh. It will defi nitely 
punish monster pikes, carps or smaller catfi sh. The handle of this fast 
action rod is made of cork and EVA foam, providing a stable hold when 

strong but also light. The SIC guides are bigger than the average, 
which comes in handy for distance casting. You can attach large 
sized reels to the integrated reel seat. ET Rubin Carp can be used 
for carp fi shing and for predator fi shing too.

playing big fi sh. Kamasaki Big Fish is available in diff erent casting 
weights. The lighter versions can be used for carp or grass carp fi shing, 
whereas the stronger ones can deal with fearsome catfi sh. We suggest 
that you use it with mono lines so that you can achieve its full potential.

IM 7
CARBON

IM 6
CARBON

CACTION

CACTION

eNerGOteaM
SoLena SUrf
Originally, surf rods were designed for sea fi shing, but ET Solena Surf 
has been adapted to fi t non-predator fi shing too. As its casting weight 
is 100-250 gm, it is strong enough to launch boilie leads over 100 m 
distance. Simultaneously, is it fl exible enough to play the fi sh, which is 
a prerequisite to successful fi shing. It is made from IM8 carbon, so it is 
extremely strong. The long handle helps you cast accurately.

IM 8
CARBON BACTION

IM 7
CARBON

MMV
COMPOSIT
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GUIDES USED ON
MULTI SECTION RODS

Heavy duty double Foot

Heavy duty Single Foot

H
e av y du ty top G

uid
e

m cm g g Section

14115-270 2,70 m 141 256 g

50-150 g 214115-300 3,00 m 155 298 g

14115-330 3,30 m 164 316 g

m cm g g Section

14135-300

3,00 m 155

304 g 40-80 g

 214136-300 334 g 60-120 g

14137-300 374 g 120-200 g

m cm g g Section

13589-390 3,90 m 137 680 g

100-250 g  313589-420 4,20 m 147 700 g

13589-450 4,50 m 157 760 g
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eNerGOteaM
bLacK fiGHter teLe

carp expert
Uni teLe

KaMaSaKI
teLe PoWer

This rod features quality materials and unbeatable transport length, but there are other features 
too that make the Black Fighter Tele unique: IM8 carbon ensures that the rod is fl exible enough, 
and has enough power in reserve to tackle big fi sh. The SIC guide set is a guarantee of outstanding 
quality. The rod can be transported comfortably, as its transport length is 94 cm. It is a perfect 
choice for feeder anglers, but other anglers can exploit its qualities too. You can use it for fl oat 
fi shing and feeder fi shing. The backbone of the rod is strong enough to cope with big predators.

The anglers increasingly tend to bury the rods telescopic system. But for whom the practicality 
and usability are important together, will pay attention for the CXPUNI TELE rod. Its excellent 
IM6 carbon material can throw the end mount during the cast to the desirable place with perfect 
accuracy. During the catch it is adequately fl exible against the pull of the fi sh on the hook.

The notable Kamasaki manufacturer now off ers its meticulously designed fi shing rods to passionate 
anglers. As its name suggests, Tele Power has the appearance of a powerful rod. It has a duplon 
handle. It must be said that the Tele Power has an unbeatable price for money. It’s an ideal choice 
primarily for feeder anglers, but for other anglers too. Float fi shing for predator fi sh is a piece of 
cake for Tele Power. The strong blank delivers enough strength when setting the hook. This is very 
important when it comes to predator fi shing.

teLeScoPic
T elescopic feeder rods have been loyal

companions to anglers for decades.  
thanks to the latest materials and modern 
manufacturing technology, nowadays these 
rods are enjoying their renaissance. they 
feature quality carbon and a sophisticated 
set of guides.

With the appearance of IM8 carbon technology, classi-
cal telescopic rods have undergone signifi cant chang-

es in both their look and quality compared to the previous models. 
These graceful, strong rods can be used universally for any classi-
cal fi shing technique, depending on the cast weight of the selected 
model.

You can often fi nd IM6 rods among the fi shing tackle 
used for classical bottom fi shing. Although the materi-
al used in the manufacturing is soft, IM6 rods can en-

dure the strikes of record breaking fi sh. IM6 rods deliver a smooth 
fi sh playing action. They are ideal rods for reaching long distances 
with a great degree of accuracy.

IM 8
CARBON

IM 5
CARBON

BACTION

BACTION

IM 8
CARBON

IM 6
CARBON
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modern metHodS
WitH teLeScoPic rodS

Who said that the time of telescopic rods is over? Our answer 
is: NO! Why not use a modern terminal tackle on your good old 

telescopic rod? If you have a rod that is sensitive enough, you can 
scale down, and put a 0,20 mm line on your spool. This is almost 
like the line than you use on feeder rods. Take a short method rig 

or a pellet feeder as a basis.

IM 6
CARBON BACTION

GUIDES TYPES FOR TELESCOPIC RODSThe appearance of carbon fi bers sprang up as a 
wildfi re in nearly every area of life, so did it in the 

fi shing industry. With the IM5 carbon rods a new generation of fi sh-
ing rods was released, which is able to compete with similar category 
glass composite rods at lighter weights and smoother lines.

Sliding

IM 5
CARBON

S
uper strong double Foot G

ui
de

H
e av y du ty top G

uid
e

m cm g g Section

12164-240 2,40 m
60

195 g
20-40 g

712164-270 2,70 m 205 g

12164-300 3,00 m
70

285 g 30-80 g

12164-330 3,30 m 365 g 80-120 g 8

m cm g g Section

13397-360 3,60 m 73 371 g
80-120 g 8

13397-390 3,90 m 76 390 g

m cm g g Section

12170-300 3,00 m

94

305 g

40-80 g

5

12170-330 3,30 m 420 g
6

12170-360 3,60 m 440 g

m cm g g Section

10729-300

3,00 m 98

290 g 40-80 g

510730-300 295 g 50-100 g

10731-300 300 g 80-120 g
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carp HUNter
teLe

KaMaSaKI
tHUnder

KaMaSaKI
SUPer teLe

Carp Hunter Tele fi shing rod – Telescopic reel rods are enjoying a renaissance nowadays. 
There are many anglers who have troubles with transporting their tackle or just simply fi nd 
it tiring to get apart the sections of their rod. The Carp Hunter Tele was made specifi cally for 
these anglers. It’s made from composite, which combines the characteristics of materials 
ensuring an excellent value for money. The integrated green-black handle looks trendy and 
makes the rod lighter.

This composite telescopic rod from Kamasaki off ers excellent value for money. The 
Thunder 3,50 is a great choice for ledgering. It might be a great option for beginner anglers 
too as it resists injuries.

Be it fl oating or light ledgering, the Kamasaki Super Tele is the perfect choice! Thanks 
to composite material, it is fl exible and strong at the same time. You need power when 
casting your rig to the proper distance punctually. Flexibility is important when playing the 
fi sh, as the rod has to subdue the strikes of the fi sh.

KaMaSaKI
teLe SUrf
The Kamasaki Tele Surf has a fl exible tip with two sliding guides. You can launch your 120-
150 gm lead without any diffi  culty. The backbone of the rod will help you shoot your lead at 
the right place. IM6 carbon makes the Tele Surf less rigid when you’re playing the fi sh, so 
there’s no need to worry about hook pulls.  

IM 6
CARBON BACTION

CARBON
COMPOSIT

CARBON
COMPOSIT

CARBON
COMPOSIT
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m cm g g Section

12053-210 2,10 m 45 124 g 20-40 g

612053-240 2,40 m
55

139 g 30-60 g

12053-270 2,70 m 156 g 40-80 g

12053-300 3,00 m 60 222 g 50-100 g 7

m cm g g Section

13591-240 2,40 m 57 189 g 40-80 g 6

13591-270 2,70 m 62 206 g 50-100 g 6

13591-300 3,00 m 67 289 g 60-120 g 7

m cm g g Section

13592-350 3,50 m 110 330 g 50-100 g 4

m cm g g Section

13590-360 3,60 m 60 195 g 20-40 g 7

13590-390 3,90 m 137 415 g

100-200 g 413590-420 4,20 m 153 525 g

13590-450 4,50 m 159 575 g
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eNerGOteaM
SPin bLade eLite

The Spin Blade Elite is the new, improved version of the legendary 
Spin Blade series. Its practical sponge hand grip provides com-
fortable hold even in cool weather. As mentioned, it is a revolu-
tionary rod because of its special balance system. By choosing 
the right number of washers the weight distribution of Spin Blade 
Elite can be adjusted to suit the reel. It can without doubt satisfy 

As a result of lighter, more 
easy-to-handle fi shing rods, 

spinning is at the height of its 
popularity. the joys of spinning 
are aggressive strikes and direct 
contact with fi sh that fi ght like 
demons. Sudden strikes make 
every angler’s heart beat faster!

eNerGOteaM
PercH bLade ULtra LiGHt

As its name suggests, the ET Perch Blade Ultra Light is the lightest 
member of the Blade spinning family. With this rod, even the lightest 
lures can be cast accurately to the desired place. The rod features a 
unique structure: a thin, solid tip is attached to a light but strong pole. 
The solid tip ensures accurate casts, whereas the pole works intensively 
when playing the fi sh. This unique structure combined with IM12 carbon 
results in a truly amazing rod.

the need of spinning anglers. The rod is available in three diff er-
ent casting weights and two lengths. It can be used both for still 
water and for river fi shing. It works perfectly well with spinners, 
wobblers and soft baits. The strongest version of the rod tack-
les big catfi sh too. The wear-resistant, high quality SIC guides will 
defi nitely bear the strain put on the rod by braided lines.

IM 12
CARBON

IM 12
CARBON

BACTION

BACTION

SPinninG rodS
RO
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The IM 10-12 technology has been 
a major step forward in the manu-

facturing of spinning rods. The characteristics of these weightless 
fi shing rods, such as the sensitivity of the tip and their strength, can 
be adapted to the needs of different fi shing situations by changing 
the material and the carbon fi ber used in the production. Even the 
tiniest fl utters of the lure and the smallest nibbles can be felt per-
fectly. They take up the fi ght with any kind of fi sh.

The IM8 spinning rods are among the most popu-
lar models. They feature outstanding quality and a 
tip indicating every fl utter of the lure and even the 

shyest bites. The easily bent material stiffens up quickly allowing 
you to play the fi sh quickly and effectively even in waters full of 
snags and weeds.

The sudden attacks of huge, especially predatory 
fi sh put a great burden on every part of your tackle. 
Composite rods are able to withstand high levels of 

tow and reduce tension on the line and the leader.

GUIDES USED ON MATCH RODSIM 12
CARBON

IM 8
CARBON

FINE
COMPOSIT

IM 10
CARBON

light , d ouble Foot

l igh t , S in gle F oot

H
e a v y d u t y to p G

u id
ec l a s s ic to p G uid

e

Heavy duty, long Foot tangle-Fre
e

ligh t , l o n g S ingle F

oot

WatcH Video
ON YOUr SMartpHONe

m cm g g Section

13133-241 2,40 m 125 147 g
10-30 g

2

13133-271 2,70 m 140 150 g

13138-241 2,40 m 125 152 g
30-80 g

13138-271 2,70 m 140 171 g

13139-241 2,40 m 125 248 g
80-150 g

13139-271 2,70 m 140 318 g

m cm g Section

13036-180 1,80 m 95 120 g
ultra 
light

213036-210 2,10 m 110 132 g

13036-240 2,40 m 125 147 g
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BOKOr
SPin

BOKOr
micro JiG

A modern spinning rod with extravagant appearance for satisfying every need, hallmarked 
with the name of known by all predator fi sh specialist Károly Bokor. For the 212 cm long 
5-25 Gramm light weight rod, suited for smaller size lures. Tight enough blank is densely 
slim, with a sophisticated combination of cork and EVA which suggests dynamics. The 
small, shaping grip fi ts into our hands immediately. Characteristic, vertebrate rod, which 
we can immediately sense its dominant properties.

To begin with, the rod is super light. Thanks to the quality materials that are used in the 
manufacture, the Micro Jig is extremely light, so holding it over a long day of fi shing does 
not put any strain on the wrist and forehand. Secondly, the premium SIC guides do not 
scratch braided lines. This makes playing the fi sh safer, especially when there is a big 
predator on the hook. Thirdly, the tight backbone of the rod detects every vibration under 
the water. Last but not least, the Micro Jig becomes stiff  gradually, absorbing the power of 
the fi sh. It can handle small catfi sh as well.

IM 10
CARBON

IM 10
CARBON BACTION

KÁroLY boKor
preDatOr expert
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KÁroLY boKor 
on SPinninG

“I’ve been fi shing since I was fi ve. In my 
childhood I would chase small and big 

fi sh with my friends on the Dabube and on 
tiny little streams too. I love all methods 

for catching predatory fi sh. However, 
spinning is my personal favourite. If I had 
to choose one particular method, it would 
be wobler fi shing for zander and catfi sh 

during the night.”

m cm g g Section

13170-212 2,12 m 109 156 g 5-25 g

213170-232 2,32 m 121 170 g 10-30 g

13170-272 2,72 m 140 190 g 15-40 g

m cm g g Section

13172-198 1,98 m 103 117 g 2-12 g
2

13172-225 2,25 m 116 123 g 3-15 g
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WIZarD
teLe SKiLL

WIZarD
SamUrai SPin

KaMaSaKI
eLite teLe SPin

A practical spinning rod series for UL and Light spinning. The 
popular Tele Skill rods are available in telescopic version too. It’s a 
great rod for those who also want to go fi shing when travelling. Of 
course, its material is similar to the two-section version keeping all 
its positive characteristics. The rod has suffi  cient backbone which 
matches the sensitivity of the rod. This is essential for retrieving 
small baits and detecting bites.

The latest family of the Wizard fi shing rods. Let’s take a closer look 
at them. They’re made from IM9 carbon. Although this material 
hasn’t really been used recently, it’s worth paying attention to it 
as it gives the rod rigidity and lightness. All members of the series 
feature a loop where you can hook the line. Everybody can fi nd the 
proper rod among the wide range of lengths and casting weights.

We recommend this rod family to spinning anglers who like 
Light-Medium rods. It has a reasonable price and it’s very easy to 
transport. The Tele Spin rods are made from IM8 carbon. A slim 
bank and light weight characterize these rods, but they are still 
very strong. As they are telescopic rods, they are easy to transport.

IM 8
CARBON

AACTION

AACTION

IM 12
CARBON

BACTION
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m cm g g Section

13042-180 1,80 m 62 cm 129 g

2-8 g

5

13042-210 2,10 m 63 cm 156 g 6

13042-240 2,40 m 65 cm 177 g 7

13043-180 1,80 m 62 cm 132 g

5-20 g

5

13043-210 2,10 m 64 cm 158 g 6

13043-240 2,40 m 65 cm 176 g 7

m cm g g Section

13199-180 1,80 m 61 cm 127 g

10-30 g
513199-210 2,10 m 72 cm 130 g

13199-240 2,40 m 75 cm 187 g

13199-270 2,70 m 77 cm 216 g 6

m cm g g Section

13187-180

1,80 m 97 cm

95 g 0,5-5 g

2

13187-181 100 g 2-8 g

13187-182 115 g 3-15 g

13187-210

2,10 m 112 cm

105 g 0,5-5 g

13187-211 110 g 2-8 g

13187-212 125 g 7-35 g

13187-240
2,40 m 127 cm

120 g 2-8 g

13187-241 160 g 7-35 g

13187-270 2,70 m 142 cm 175 g 5-25 g
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WIZarD
SKiLL

WIZarD
Street fiSHinG

In 2016 a new member was added to the Wizard spinning rod family. 
The thin blank of the rod, the handy reel seat with kinder, tense 
action, the fast and and airy lightness is a basic requirement, but 
all these are now combined with extravagant looks. The use of the 
ultra-light guides with thin SIC inner rings, results in a signifi cant 
weight reduce, but also withstands even the thinnest braided line. 

Nowadays, spinning is undeniably popular. This way when the 
manufacturers introduce a fi shing rod into the market, have to 
meet sophisticated hands and multiannual routines. This is how 
the Wizard Street Fishing was created during a long design work. 
The end is made from solid carbon, which makes the fi shing rod 
exceptionally sensitive.

WIZarD
cLaSSic JiG

This fantastic rod has been designed to satisfy the special needs of 
plastic fi shing. It is built from highly fl exible carbon so that it can detect 
the vibrations of the jig head. This is an essential feature in this type 
of fi shing. The well-designed handle and the premium quality reel seat 
deliver stable hold. Thanks to the duplon cover of the handle your hands 
won’t be cold in winter.

WIZarD
droP SHot
The Wizard has been made for those who are fond of drop shot rods. This 
rod is adjusted to suit the needs of this method that enjoys increasing 
popularity. The Wizard Drop Shot features a soft action, which enables 
you to lead small plastic lures accurately. Use it with extremely thin 0,08 
mm braided lines or 0,20 monos. Thin lines do not damage the rod when 
playing the fi sh.

WIZarD
carbon SoLid SPin

WIZarD
aSP SPin

This rod is made of IM12 carbon, and has an exclusive appearance. 
It weighs only 184 gm, which is accompanied by an outstanding 
balance. Due to its dense material, it is unbelievably strong, and 
can resist enormous loads.  

The new companion for the Wizard ASP reel has arrived. Let 
us introduce the Wizard Asp Spin. It is available in three sizes. 
The longest one is three meters, and it can reach asps far from 
the shore.  

IM 12
CARBON

IM 12
CARBON

IM 10
CARBON

IM 8
CARBON

IM 8
CARBON

IM 10
CARBON

AACTION

BACTION

BACTION

CACTION

BACTION

BACTION
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m cm g g Section

13182-210 2,10 m 112 115 g

2-10 g 213182-228 2,28 m 121 120 g

13182-248 2,48 m 131 125 g

m cm g g Section

13181-240 2,40 m 127 168 g

14-60 g 213181-270 2,70 m 140 186 g

13181-300 3,00 m 157 206 g

m cm g g Section

13039-200 2,00 m 106 106 g

2-8 g 213039-220 2,20 m 115 118 g

13039-240 2,40 m 126 138 g

m cm g g Section

13185-210 2,10 m 108 135 g 10-30 g

213185-240 2,40 m 124 155 g 20-40 g

13185-270 2,70 m 139 165 g 30-60 g

m cm g g Section

13188-210 2,10 m 108 125 g 5-20 g 2

m cm g g Section

13186-220 2,20 m 112 184 g 15-30 g 2
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KaMaSaKI
eLite SPin

Thanks to modern technology there is no need for a spinning rod 
with reachable prices to be heavy and unformed. The Kamasaki 
Elite Spin is an excellent construction for starter and advanced 
spinning anglers. Maybe it could be compared to our old Skill III 
rod. It is made from good quality carbon basic material, a fl exible, 
soft tip but stiff  blank, from the 2/3 of the rod. We can lead small 
or middle sized soft lures and blinkers, but it is an excellent 
wobbler rod as well.

KaMaSaKI
SUPer SPin

We recommend this rod to beginner spinning anglers. It is a versatile 
rod that is able to perform a wide variety of tasks. Besides, it has a rea-
sonable price. Soft baits, wobblers, spinners are all perfect matches 
for this rod. It defi nitely punishes old warrior predator fi sh. Kamasaki 
Super Spin is made from high quality materials, so you can land bigger 
catfi sh with it. However, its performance is dependent on the angler 
who uses the rod.

IM 6
CARBON

IM 6
CARBON

FINE
COMPOSIT

BACTION

BACTION

BACTION

rUBIN
SPin nG

Holding your rod all day can really tire you out, and can make fi shing 
physically demanding. But this won’t happen with the Rubin Spin 
NG! With a small sized reel, it features a perfect balance, and it is 
not down by the head. It is equipped with a set of high quality SIC 
guides.
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d
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L&K
Pro GUide

The L&K Pro Guide fi shing rod was made primarily for plastic 
fi shing, but it is perfect for other spinning methods, too. It 
features an outstanding guide set, which is unbelievably light. The 
abrasion resistance and power of the guide set meet all anglers’ 
demands. The rod is available in four sizes, which is indicated by 
the color of the handle. The four guides followed by the tip guide 
have yellow binding. This makes every bite perfectly visible. 

IM 10
CARBON

BACTION

m cm g g Section

13189-210 2,10 m 112 120 g 5-20 g
2

13189-240 2,40 m 127 145 g 10-30 g

m cm g g Section

10089-240 2,40 m 124 210 g 30-60 g 2

m cm g g Section

13160-210 2,10 m 110 172 g 5-20 g

213160-240 2,40 m 127 213 g 15-30 g

13160-270 2,70 m 140 265 g 20-40 g

m cm g g Section

13149-298

1,98 110

93 g 2-10 g

2

13149-398 98 g 5-17 g

13149-498 103 g 10-28 g

13149-598 108 g 14-42 g

13149-622

2,20 115

115 g 2-10 g

13149-722 121 g 5-17 g

13149-822 125 g 10-28 g

13149-922 131 g 14-42 g
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This big fi sh rod off ers really good value for money. It is primarily 
a catfi sh rod. The shorter versions are perfect for boat fi shing, 
whereas the three meter version can be successfully used 
from the shore with surface rigs for catfi sh. The resistant 
composite blank was given a super sensitive glass tip, which 
indicates every bite. 

KaMaSaKI
SUPer cat

The power of this rod cannot be overestimated. It features strength, 
comfort and reliability. This IM8 carbon rod is wrapped in Kevlar fi bers 
for added power. The shaft is equipped with super strong SIC guides. 
We recommend the Power Cat to anglers who are not afraid to fi ght off  
the fearsome power of monster catfi sh on the River Poe or in the River 
Danube. The action of the rod enables you to use it for surface fi shing 
or clonking. A solid hook set is guaranteed thanks to the tight tip of the 
rod. The duplon handle helps you with playing the fi sh without causing 
any damage to the rod. The Power Cat is equipped with an absolutely 
reliable reel seat that holds large sized reels strongly.

eNerGOteaM
PoWer cat

Rubin Cat off ers enormous power at an unbeatable price. You can use 
this rod for clonking or slider fl oat fi shing. IM7 carbon is a guarantee 
of strength. Large sized reels can be easily attached to the rod 
thanks to the practical reel seat. The outstanding thickness of the 
blank makes the rod almost indestructible. Thanks to the tight tip, 
hard-mouthed species will not be able to unhook themselves. The 
duplon handle provides a comfortable hold when playing monster 
catfi sh. It is an ideal choice for beginner anglers too.

eNerGOteaM
rUbin cat

biG fiSH rodS
F ishing for big fi sh is demanding both for 

you and your tackle. if you pursue giant 
monsters, you need a fi shing rod that can 
withstand extreme levels of tow. our catfi sh 

rods serve exactly this purpose. of course, 
not just catfi sh anglers can enjoy the bene-
fi ts of these marvelous rods. We would rec-
ommend them to other types of fi shing too.

During fishing for huge fish, it is 
essential that the rod has ade-

quate power in reserve. The high-quality carbon fabric used in 

the manufacturing process equips the rod with all abilities that 
help devoted anglers to win the fight against the most fearsome 
 giants.

IM 8
KEVLAR

IM 7
CARBON

FINE
COMPOSIT

BACTION

CACTION

BACTION

IM 10
CARBON

IM 8
CARBON
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The strength of rods made of IM6 and 
IM7 carbon material is almost the 

same as the strength of rods belonging to higher IM categories, but 
these rods are harder and more robust.

Thanks to Kevlar fi ber reinforcements IM8 carbon 
material has enormous power in reserve. The man-

ufacturer has managed to produce rods that are extremely durable 
and can be used under the most diffi cult circumstances to pursue 
trophy sized fi sh.

Rods that feature the latest composite technology 
are perfectly suited for fishing under extreme con-

ditions. The durable material can withstand dynamically chang-
ing tow when you’re playing aggressive big fish.

GUIDES USED ON BIG FISH RODSIM 7
CARBON

IM 8
KEVLAR

FINE
COMPOSIT

IM 6
CARBON

Heav y d ut y d ouble Foot

H
e a v y d u t y to p G

u id
e

double F oot , t hick Guid
e

Extra Heav y dut y, thick G

uid
e

F ladg e d to p  G ui d
e

m cm g g Section

14180-240 2,40 m 136 313 g

500-1000 g 2
14180-270 2,70 m 144 361 g

14180-300 3,00 m 160 470 g

14180-330 3,30 m 172 509 g

m cm g g Section

14175-240 2,40 m 128 590 g

200-500 g 214175-270 2,70 m 142 683 g

14175-300 3,00 m 156 767 g

m cm g g Section

14160-270 2,70 m 140 406 g
100-300 g 2

14160-300 3,00 m 155 477 g

m cm g g Section

14160-210 2,10 m 110 307 g
100-300 g 2

14160-240 2,40 m 125 353 g
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KOÓS
catfiSH HoriZont

KOÓS
catfiSH monSter

KOÓS
catfiSH SHadoW

Koós Ferenc’s “horizon” rods are available in 300 cm and 330 cm 
lengths. The tip and backbone of these rods are designed for distance 
casting. The Koós Catfi sh Horizon has undergone extensive tests in 
order to make it as eff ective as possible. When it comes to distance 
casting and solid hook sets, it’s unbeatable. Even strong hooklengths 
can be broken without any eff ort with this workhorse of a rod. The 1200 
gm casting weight of the Horizon was tested with 2000 gm. It will punish 
monster catfi sh no matter how extreme the conditions are. As its name 
suggests, you can use Horizon for various methods like fl oat fi shing or 
feeder fi shing. Also, you can choose from a wide variety of baits: live 
baits, pellets or mollusks. We suggest using a 0,32-0,65 mm main line.

Koós Ferenc’s Monster (220 cm with 500-700 gm casting weight) has 
proven to be a real catfi sh killer during the tests. In fi shing situations 
where overhanging trees and bushes make angling nearly impossible, 
Catfi sh Monster will come to help you. It is an ideal rod both for boat fi shing 
and for shore fi shing. The backbone of the rod and its relatively soft tip do 
wonders for you when playing the fi sh between trees and under bushes. 
Monster has enough power in reserve to resist extreme tow. Sea fi shing 
is also possible with this powerful pole. For clonking, we suggest using a 
400 gm plummet. The SIC guide set features outstanding durability. The 
recommended braided lines are 0,32-1,2 mm.

Koós Ferenc’s catfi sh rod (available in 270 cm and 290 cm lengths 
with 700-900 gm casting weights) can be used for all kinds of catfi sh 
methods. It performs every task successfully. The strong blank and the 
special production technology make this rod capable of casting rigs 
that weigh more than 3500 gm (approximately the weight of a giant 
antenna fl oat and big live bait). The enormous power of Shadow and 
the guide set resist high tow easily even under extreme conditions. 
The 290 rod has a soft tip, and it can be used for various methods. The 
recommended main line is 0,36-1,2 mm.

ferenc KoÓS on catfiSHinG
“I’ve been fi shing for catfi sh since 1990, and I’m trying to fi nd out every intricacy of 
it. I use all the catfi sh methods. Which method is the best is hard to tell. It always 
depends on where the catfi sh are, the season and the time of the day. My biggest 

catfi sh was over 80 kg, but I only fi sh in Hungarian waters. As far as I’m concerned 
the size of the fi sh is not that important. I prefer catching many catfi sh throughout 

the year to catching one big catfi sh. I can be happy with a 8-10 kg catfi sh on the 
hook. Of course, if I could choose, I would choose the bigger ones.”

IM 6
CARBON CACTION

ferenc KoÓS
catFISH expert
ferenc KoÓS
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IM 8
CARBON

IM 6
CARBON

BACTION

BACTION

m cm g g Section

17391-300 3,00 m 158 410 g
1000-1300 g 2

17391-330 3,30 m 172 460 g

m cm g g Section

17392-270 2,70 m 142 510 g
700-900 g 2

17392-290 2,90 m 153 600 g

m cm g g Section

17393-220 2,20 m 119 460 g 500-700 g 2
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KaMaSaKI
JUnior PoLe

KaMaSaKI
JUnior teLe

KaMaSaKI
LandinG net
ROUnD HeaD

KaMaSaKI
LandinG net

bambUs HanDle

The Junior Pole is the new member of the Kamasaki rod family. The 
rod off ers good value for money. The Junior series is primarily for 
young anglers. Thanks to their material, they can resist strain to a 
certain extent. It’s an excellent rod for learning the basics of fl oat 
fi shing.

The new member of Kamasaki. It off ers excellent value for 
money. The Junior series is an excellent alternative primarily for 
young anglers. The rod endures the strain caused by the lack of 
experience at the beginning. The product is great for learning the 
basics of ledgering and fl oat fi shing.

20402-500

71000-004

71000-005

20402-501
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KaMaSaKI
JUnior
fisHHing Reel
The new member of Kamasaki. It off ers 
excellent value for money. The Junior series 
is an excellent alternative primarily for young 
anglers. The product is great for learning the 
basics of ledgering and fl oat fi shing.

m cm g g Section

11002-301 3,0 m

109

127 g

5-20 g

3

11002-401 4,0 m 181 g 4

11002-501 5,0 m 304 g 5

11002-601 6,0 m 437 g 6

m cm g g Section

12055-210 2,1 m 46 125 g 20-50 g 5

12055-240 2,4 m
54

140 g 30-60 g 5

12055-270 2,7 m 157 g 40-80 g 6

12055-300 3,0 m 59 223 g 50-100 g 7

20402-502

20402-503
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eNerGOteaM
ice driLL

13 Cm

BeNZar MIx
ice miX raPid

500 g

BeNZar MIx
ice miX feeder

SPare bLadeS
 fOR 13Cm 
iCe DRill

eNerGOteaM
ice feeder rod

KaMaSaKI
teLe ice

WIZarD
ice PiKe

Those of you who pursue bream and smaller carp under the ice should defi nitely take a look at 
the latest ET Ice Feeder. It’s extremely sensitive (Hyper Sensitive) thanks to the quiver tip, the 
silicone tube on the tip, and the tip guide. This sensitive tip enables perfect bait presentation 
and the detection of bite.

The Kamasaki Ice is available in two sizes so that you can choose the size which fi ts the 
hole you’ve cut. We recommend using it with a small sized, 1000/2000 reel spooled with 
monofi lament line. You can easily put it into a fi shing bag thanks to its telescopic design.

Excellent quality ice fi shing rod for pike. It features a fl exible tip and rigid backbone. Setting 
the hook and playing the fi sh is fairly easy with the rod. It’s light and short so that you can 
control the fi sh in the hole too. The guides hardly freeze because of their size. The screw reel 
plate holds the small sized reels fi rmly.

14910-150

50cm
14910-160

60cm

1000 g 3000 g

80400-100

94005-400

94005-590 94005-390

14910-081

14910-175

80400-110
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carp expert
bite indicator 6000

Innovation and reliability in one tool! The special 
feature of the Carp Expert Bite Indicator is that 
it has a built-in buzzer with sound! We don’t need a 
separate electric beam marker any more! Practical 
2 in 1 solution. Due to its size, it is perfectly suited for 
boilie or traditional fishing rods, but it will also be a big favorite 

on predatory fishing, where the minimal 
equipment is supported by this 2 in 1 

solution! We recommend the fishing spool for 
those who, besides classical quality, are happy 

to try out products with innovative solutions.

20124-600

RO
D
S
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SPinninG
Devoted spinning anglers choose their 

reel with special attention. The reel 
should be light, smooth and durable. We bore 

in mind these demands when we were mak-
ing this year’s spinning reel range.

A reinforced bail can give extra stability to the ro-
tor of the line roller. It is durable and less likely to 
deform unlike traditionally designed reels.

You can enjoy the advantages of smooth drag sys-
tems with thin lines and when there is a vehement 
fi sh on your hook.

This is a very interesting mixture of materials, 
which produces a really light yet strong alloy. We 
can get top quality for a reasonable price.

A perfect line lay is an important criterion for relia-
ble spinning reels too. Good line lay results in more 
accurate casts, not to mention the fact that our line 
will not twist.

You have to put hundreds of meters of thin line on 
normal spools. Shallow spools, on the other hand, 
make it easier for you to economize on expensive 
fi shing lines.

We can fi sh with a rod in our hands all day! Every 
part of the equipment has to be light, so does the 
reel. A lightened spool means a big help.

WIZarD
aSP HiGH SPeed

You have to keep pace with asps when you’re leading the bait. The 
best fi shing reel on the market for this purpose is one with a high 
gear ratio such as the Wizard Asp High Speed. The gear ratio of the 
reel is 7.1:1! Yes, with one single turn of the handle, the rotor turns 
around the axis more than seven times. Therefore, the greatest ad-
vantage of the reel over normal spinning reels is that it makes fast 
retrieving possible. Not only is this good for asps, but also it spares 
our hands because we don’t have to reel fast to reach the right speed. 
Six bearings and an extra one way clutch ensure smooth running. 

precISION 
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

6+1
BaLL BearINGS

6,7 : 1
Gear ratIO

SEKÉLY DOB THICK BAIL ARM SMOOTH DRAG

g mm / m

20616-400 165 0,16 / 170

PERFECT LINE LAY

LIGHT SPOOL

THICK BAIL ARM

SMOOTH DRAG

CARBON-POLYMER BODY

SHALLOW SPOOL

RE
El
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L&K
Pro GUide

WIaZrD
SamUrai SPin

The Pro Guide is a light but tough reel. It is suitable for UL spinning, 
but it is massive enough to succeed under more diffi  cult conditions 
too. It features a strong rotor, a thick bail arm and precise joints, which 
prevent the handle from clucking. In the manufacturing process, metal 
was used for making the spool and the handle. The Pro Guide has an 
exceptionally smooth drag system.

Many anglers are already using the Wizard Samurai spinning rods 
successfully. The Samurai Spin reel is a new member of the series. 
There could be no complaints about its appearance, as it’s been given 
a neon green style that suits the series. The reel features a lightened 
body. Besides the aluminum spool, the handle is also made of metal. 
The knob ensures comfortable grasp even after hundreds of casts, 
which is a considerable characteristic of good spinning reels.

precISION 
aNtI-reVerSe SYSteM

precISION 
aNtI-reVerSe SYSteM

8+1
BaLL BearINGS

6+1
BaLL BearINGS

5,1 : 1
Gear ratIO

5,2 : 1
Gear ratIO

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

g mm / m

25450-200 260 0,18 / 170

25450-400 280 0,30 / 195

g mm / m

20614-200 253 0,16 / 180

20614-400 345 0,30 / 180

LIGHT SPOOLSZABÁLYOS
ZSINÓRRAKÁS

SZABÁLYOS
ZSINÓRRAKÁS

THICK BAIL ARM THICK BAIL ARMSMOOTH DRAG SMOOTH DRAGSEKÉLY DOB
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WIZarD
SPin

Nowadays Ultra Light Spinning 
is spreading very fast and the 
equipment to this method is 
evolving explosively. This reel can 
be a good choice for UL spinners, but at the same time it is also 
suitable for traditional jig or wobbler fi shing. The light weight is 
coupled with massive internal structure and precise drag system. 
Thanks to the shallow spool you don’t have to use backing line not 
even with thin braids. The reel features 6+1 bearings and 5,2:1 
gear ratio.

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

6+1
BaLL BearINGS

5,2 : 1
Gear ratIO

SEKÉLY DOB LIGHT SPOOL THICK BAIL ARM

g mm / m

20615-100 207 0,18 / 110

20615-200 266 0,20 / 130
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KaMaSaKI
SUPer fd

KaMaSaKI
tHUnder fd

KaMaSaKI
tHUnder rd

Thanks to the quality graphite materials, an extremely light reel 
has been created. As a result, it goes well with super light spinning 

rods. Smoothness is guaranteed by 
two ball bearings. Depending on the 
size, its gear ratio is between 5,5:1 
and 5,2:1. This gear ratio enables 
you to achieve proper retrieval 
speed. Beginner UL anglers must be 
happy with its weight and price. 

Sometimes a beginner level reel does make wonders. The perfect 
example of this is the Kamasaki Thunder fd, which is a compact, 
super light reel. It features two ball bearings, which ensure 

smooth running. Besides spinning, 
you can use it for fl oat fi shing or 
light bottom fi shing. It may be 
an excellent choice for beginner 
anglers or kids as it is an extremely 
durable reel.

Let us draw anglers’ attention to this superb rear drag reel 
which off ers excellent value for money. As it is a light reel with 
graphite housing, it won’t put any unnecessary load on you feeder 

or spinning rod. It has a reliable 
structure in which there are two 
ball bearings. Because of the 5,2:1 
gear ratio, it is a universal reel. The 
drag can be adjusted precisely and 
on a large scale.    

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

2
BaLL BearINGS

2
BaLL BearINGS

2
BaLL BearINGS

5,5 : 1
Gear ratIO

5,2 : 1
Gear ratIO

5,2 : 1
Gear ratIO

g mm / m

20102-100 173 0,15 / 180

20102-200 205 0,15 / 200

20102-300 217 0,20 / 240

20102-400 233 0,30 / 200

g mm / m

20307-200 200 0,18 / 290

20307-300 220 0,20 / 260

20307-400 240 0,25 / 205

g mm / m

20409-300 220 0,35 / 110

20409-400 240 0,35 / 130

20409-500 260 0,40 / 170
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KaMaSaKI
SUPer SPin

We recommend this reel to those who 
are just starting to get acquainted 
with spinning. The reel features 3+1 
ball bearings and 5,2:1 gear ratio. The 
graphite spool is fi lled with braided line. The multi-washer drag feeds the 
line out smoothly and it is adjustable on a large scale.   The Super Spin will 
be your steady companion when you have to control the attacks of fi sh.

BLacK FIGHter
SPin

An excellent reel in its category! 
Why? Simply because only a few of 
them have been sent to our repair 
service. It features 5+1 bearings 
and a metal spool. This durable 
reel provides precise joints that 
ensure smooth performance. The 
drag system with giant washers can be adjusted gently. The 
Black Fighter Spin can easily defeat record breaking fi sh. The reel 
features 5,2:1 gear ratio.

matcH
M atch fi shing is at the top of fl oat fi shing. 

choosing the right reel is as important 
as choosing the right fi shing rod. High gear 
ratio, smooth running, fl awless drag system 
and shallow spool are just a few criteria of a 
good match fi shing reel.

In match fi shing, you often have to cast you fl oat 
a long way off the shore. With a good line lay long 
and accurate casts are guaranteed.

When you’re playing the fi sh your reel has to work 
smoothly. In the case of match fi shing, this is 
particularly true, as most of the time thin lines are used.

BLacK FIGHter
matcH

Although we would recommend it primarily to match anglers, it 
can be used for picker, feeder and basically any type of angling 
that requires a reliable reel. It features 5+1 bearings and a 
light spool. 

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

5+1
BaLL BearINGS

5,2 : 1
Gear ratIO

THICK BAIL ARM

SMOOTH DRAG

PERFECT LINE LAY

SMOOTH DRAG

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

3+1
BaLL BearINGS

5,2 : 1
Gear ratIO

THICK BAIL ARM

SMOOTH DRAG

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

5+1
BaLL BearINGS

5,2 : 1
Gear ratIO

g mm / m

20590-400 230 0,20 / 110

g mm / m

20762-100 252 0,23 / 120

20762-200 255 0,23 / 170

20762-300 299 0,28 / 180

20762-400 309 0,23 / 240

20762-500 391 0,33 / 250

g mm / m

20762-450 337 0,25 / 105
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eNerGOteaM
bLacK fiGHter boLo

eNerGOteaM
SUPreme boLo

KaMaSaKI
SUPer boLo

A precise reel with a reliable internal 
structure. It features a lightened alu-
minum spool, 5,2:1 gear ratio and a 
wear-resistant line roller. The precise 
front drag system has giant washers and 
a balanced oscillation system that gives 
exceptional abilities to the reel. It is ideal 
for Bolo and ice fi shing. 5+1 ball bearings.

Not only does the Supreme family have 
quality rods, but also a marvelous reel. The 
5+1 ball bearings with a precise internal 
structure are manufactured only in size 
500. Because of its light weight it is ideal 
for Bolognese fi shing or ice fi shing. The 
Supreme Bolo features 4,8:1 gear ratio.

The Kamasaki Super bolo RD 100 is a 
small sized reel which is immensely light. 
It is made of graphite (housing and spool). 
In the inside you can fi nd the driving 
mechanism with two ball bearings. It 
delivers smooth running. The rear drag 
can be adjusted precisely and easily, so 
you can put super thin lines on the spool.

boLoGneSe
In bolognese fi shing you don’t have to use a 

large sized reel, as the reel is basically for 
storing the line. that’s why the reel doesn’t 
have to be big. actually, it’s better if it’s small 
and light with a precise drag system.

Because of the thin lines a super sensitive drag 
system is a must. That’s why some of our reels are 
equipped with micro adjustable drags.

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

5+1
BaLL BearINGS

5,2 : 1
Gear ratIO

5+1
BaLL BearINGS

2
BaLL BearINGS

4,8 : 1
Gear ratIO

5,2 : 1
Gear ratIO

precISION 
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

MICRO ADJUSTABLE 
DRAG SYSTEM

MIKRO
FÉKRENDSZER

g mm / m

20444-011 191 0,20 / 115

g mm / m

20449-500 148 0,25 / 80

g mm / m

20441-010 156 0,18 / 150
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feeder
Besides match fi shing, feeder fi shing is also 

developing rapidly. feeder fi shing equip-
ment has to hold on in diffi cult situations. 

One of the many secrets of accurate and long 
casts is an even line lay. Naturally, we can fi nd 
reels that deliver perfect line lay in the feeder cat-
egory too.

If you use shallow spools you don’t have to spool up 
hundreds of meters of thin line. In most cases, 150-
200 meters should be enough. This can reduce the 
costs of fi shing.

The rotor, the main shaft but even the bail of feeder reels 
has to be strong. If these parts are powerful enough 
your reel can easily withstand even greater loads.

that’s why energofi sh has expanded its range 
of fi shing reels. now, you are able to select 
from a wide variety of feeder fi shing reels.

A reel equipped with giant drag washers has many 
advantages over their traditional counterparts. For 
example, you can adjust the drag precisely without 
sticking.

With a reinforced handle it is easier to reel in heavy 
terminal tackles from a distance. This reinforce-
ment is also common on feeder reels. 

When you’re fi shing with two rods, it’s recommend-
ed to use bait runner reels, so that you can adjust the 
drag with one move.

PERFECT LINE LAY

THICK BAIL ARM

SHALLOW SPOOL

LARGE WASHER
DRAG SYSTEM

HEAVY-DUTY
HANDLE

FREE SPOOL
SYSTEM

RE
El

S

KaMaSaKI
eLite feeder arNO

intrUder feeder

In feeder fi shing you can use bait runner reels or traditional front drag 
reels. The Kamasaki Elite Feeder belongs to the latter category. Due 
to its design it is a bit diff erent from ordinary reels. The Kamasaki 
Elite Feeder features an exceptionally large spool, which lets the line 
unravel freely. Therefore, longer casts are achievable. The large sized 
spool also contributes to the smooth unraveling of the line. With one 
single turn of the handle, you reel in 95 cm of line. The Kamasaki Elite 
Feeder is made of aluminum. Aluminum is a solid and wear-resistant 
material, but it is also a very light 
metal. Neither the spool nor the line 
will suff er any harm. 

Fortunately, we don’t have to spend a fortune on modern feeder 
reels.   The Intruder Feeder 6000 is an aff ordable feeder reel that 
will accompany you in your fi shing adventures. This reel is a perfect 
choice for a light, medium light, medium or a medium heavy rod.   The 
diameter of the spool is 60 mm, which allows thin lines (0,18-0,22 
mm monos or 0,08 braided lines) to unravel freely. It also prevents 
the line from becoming tangled when it is stored on the spool. The 
reel features traditional felt drag washer. The diameter of the shaft 
is 5 mm, which makes the reel tight 
enough.

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

5+1
BaLL BearINGS

5+1
BaLL BearINGS

5,2 : 1
Gear ratIO

4,7 : 1
Gear ratIO

SEKÉLY DOB
SEKÉLY DOB

g mm / m

20856-600 445 0,20 / 200

g mm / m

20113-600 390 0,34 / 120
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carp expert
feeder neo

Both enhanced cosmetics and 
quality internal structure were 
among our priorities when creating 
Feeder Neo. Those who know the 
Carp Expert Double Speed reel, are 
perfectly aware of the fact that it is a prestigious, quality fi sh-
ing reel. In the design process of Feeder Neo we took Carp Expert 
Double as a starting point. A CNC machine cut handle was given 
to the reel, which makes easy retrieve possible.The reel features 
precise joints without any slipping. Thanks to the shallow spool, 
you don’t have to spool up hundreds of meters of fi shing line. Its 
gear ratio is 5,5:1, which delivers fast retrieve.

carp expert
Pro PoWer feeder

carp expert
LonG caSt metHod rUnner

carp HUNter
aLfa metHod feeder rUnner

We recommend using this reel with 
medium-heavy or heavy feeder 
rods. Its spool makes it a magnifi cent long distance casting reel, 
but its durability can be exploited in river fi shing too. The graphite 
housing delivers balance and satisfactory socket for the drive. 
The metal spool lets your line run smoothly. The metal handle 
serves a very useful purpose when retrieving. 

This Long Cast Method 6000 bait runner reel is the member of the 
Energo Team CXP series. It satisfi es the needs of all the popular 
method and feeder techniques. It’s available in LC design that is in 
a distance casting version. With the right casting technique and a 
proper monofi lament main line, you can reach spots over 100 m.

The Alfa Method Feeder Runner size 6000 reel is a product from the 
Carp Hunter series, which off ers good value for money. The material 
of the housing is graphite. The spool is also made from graphite, so 
there could be no complaints about the weight of the reel. Besides the 
black color of the material, the reel has green insets, which delivers a 
perfect overall image. It’s a front drag reel, but it also has a baitrunner.

g mm / m

20129-600 477 0,30 / 280

g mm / m

20921-060 409 0,30 / 280

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

5+1
BaLL BearINGS

5+1
BaLL BearINGS

2
BaLL BearINGS

6+1
BaLL BearINGS

5,5 : 1
Gear ratIO

5,2 : 1
Gear ratIO

5,2 : 1
Gear ratIO

4,1 : 1
Gear ratIO

SEKÉLY DOB

SEKÉLY DOB

ÓRIÁSLAMELLÁS
FÉKRENDSZER

FREE SPOOL
SYSTEM

HEAVY-DUTY
HANDLE

SZABÁLYOS
ZSINÓRRAKÁS

THICK BAIL ARM

HEAVY-DUTY
HANDLE

FREE SPOOL
SYSTEM

SZABÁLYOS
ZSINÓRRAKÁS

THICK BAIL ARM

FREE SPOOL
SYSTEM

g mm / m

20220-500 460 0,25 / 255

20220-600 490 0,40 / 220g mm / m

20112-350 412 0,30 / 175
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S

5+1
BaLL BearINGS

4,7 : 1
Gear ratIO
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KaMaSaKI
SUPer rUnner

We made our Kamasaki Super Run-
ner reel for anglers who are getting 
acquainted with bottom fi shing. 
The favorable price of the reel does 
not equal bad quality. An easy but 
exceptionally steady graphite body was given to it with a bait run-
ner system that you can adjust precisely. You can adjust the main 
drag system by turning the knob delicately. It is a perfect reel for 
the method feeder, but also for traditional bottom fi shing.

2
BaLL BearINGS

5,2 : 1
Gear ratIO

g mm / m

20915-050  355 0,40 / 120

20915-060 370 0,40 / 150

carp HUNter
feeder rUnner

carp HUNter
aLfa feeder rUnner

What makes Carp Hunter Feeder 
Runner attractive is the advantage 
off ered by its light structure and shallow spool. The bait runner 
system can be well exploited during traditional bottom fi shing and 
predator fi shing. The Feeder Runner features a shallow spool, which 
is very economical on fi shing line. We would recommend it to anglers 
who are looking for a reliable reel at a reasonable price.

This is a high-quality bait runner reel 
for everyday fi shing at a reasonable 
price. Note, however, that it is not only a simple bait runner reel! It 
features a big spool, which helps you cast far. The diameter of the 
spool is almost 60 mm. What’s more, it’s tampered, which also adds 
distance to your casts. The handle of the reel off ers fi rm grasp. 
The bait runner can be adjusted precisely. It has two ball bearings, 
which are placed in a light, but durable graphite housing. Ideal line: 
0,20-0,22 mm mono.

2
BaLL BearINGS

2
BaLL BearINGS

5,2 : 1
Gear ratIO

5,2 : 1
Gear ratIO

FREE SPOOL
SYSTEM

FREE SPOOL
SYSTEM

g mm / m

20754-600 382 0,30 / 145

g mm / m

20918-060 425 0,45 / 115
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LonG caSt
Once a 100-meter long cast was only a 

chimera. nowadays, with a proper rod 
and a reel you can achieve 140-150 meters. 

the most important features of a proper long 
cast reel are quality materials, perfect line 
lay and large sized, tampered spool.

carp expert
neo eXtreme LonG caSt

carp expert
neo diStance 9000

There are no long cast reels with uneven line lay. A 
perfect, even line lay is probably the most impor-
tant prerequisite for long casts.

Anglers usually use their long cast equipment with 
heavy feeders. To retrieve a heavy terminal tackle you 
need a massive rotor, handle and a reinforced bail.

To play giant carps you have to use a reliable reel 
with a smooth drag system. You need a reel that 
allows the line to run steadily.

As long cast reels have to endure extreme load, 
they are equipped with a reinforced handle. You 
will make great use of the handle when you’re re-
trieving your heavy terminal tackle.

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

8+1
BaLL BearINGS

7+1
BaLL BearINGS

4,1: 1
Gear ratIO

4,1 : 1
Gear ratIO

PERFECT LINE LAY

THICK BAIL ARM HEAVY-DUTY
HANDLE

HEAVY-DUTY
HANDLE

LARGE WASHER
DRAG SYSTEM

g mm / m

20855-101 815 0,40 / 280

g mm / m

20202-900 ? 0,40 / 260
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carp expert
neo caSt 150+

carp expert
carP eXPert Pro caSt 
metHod feeder

carp expert
Pro caSt 150+

the Neo cast 150+ is the graphite 
version of the pro cast. thanks to the 
extra big tampered spool both monofilament and braided lines come 
off the spool smoothly. the reel delivers precision line lay without any 
tangles. We recommend using it with Heavy and extra Heavy rods 
and boilie tackle. Note that the reel features a quick drag system.

When it comes to distance method 
fishing, the size of the reel is one of 
the most important issues to consider. the carp Hunter pro cast 
Method Feeder features a tampered spool whose diameter is 70 
mm. the spool, together with the outstanding oscillation system, 
delivers unbelievable performance. the double round clip helps you 
to keep the distance and fish punctually.

The Carp Expert Cast 150+ reel is 
currently one of the best choice 
for distant casting, Heavy and Extra heavy feeder rods and 
boilie tackle. It has numerous special features like the extra 
slow oscillation, the quick drag system, and the carbon disc 
drag system. These features make it a unique fi shing reel. When 
distance fi shing, we suggest using thin braided lines. 

ÓRIÁSLAMELLÁS
FÉKRENDSZER

ÓRIÁSLAMELLÁS
FÉKRENDSZER

SZABÁLYOS
ZSINÓRRAKÁS

SZABÁLYOS
ZSINÓRRAKÁS

SZABÁLYOS
ZSINÓRRAKÁS

ÓRIÁSLAMELLÁS
FÉKRENDSZER

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

5+1
BaLL BearINGS

10+1
BaLL BearINGS

7+1
BaLL BearINGS

4,1: 1
Gear ratIO

4,1: 1
Gear ratIO

4,1: 1
Gear ratIO

HEAVY-DUTY
HANDLE

HEAVY-DUTY
HANDLE

HEAVY-DUTY
HANDLE

g mm / m

20112-310 595 0,40 / 320

g mm / m

20112-600 583 0,40 / 320

g mm / m

20112-311 615 0,40 / 320
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carp expert
LonG caSt

Casts longer than a hundred meter 
require an exceptionally well-de-
signed reel. The Carp Expert 9000 
long cast reel will defi nitely meet 
the requirements for long casts. The reel has a large sized, tam-
pered spool. Its lower diameter is 74 mm, whereas the diameter 
of the upper part of the spool is 72 mm. The drag system won’t 
stick thanks to the giant washers. The line roller with ball bearings 
runs smoothly. The material of the bail’s tube suggests power. The 
main shaft is 5 mm thick.

carp expert
neo LonG caSt feeder

When using feeder rods, you can cast 
as long as you can, but you can also 
try the margins right in front of your feet. You can use thin monofi l-
aments or strong braids. There is hardly any reel on the market that 
you can use for all the things we’ve mentioned. The Neo Long Cast 
Feeder 600, however, is one such reel.

carp expert
neo LonG caSt

A real long cast workhorse with a 
large sized, long and wide spool. As 
the reel lays the line evenly on the spool, you can cast longer than 
with ordinary fi shing reels. The Neo Long Cast can be a perfect 
boilie reel or you can also put it on a heavy feeder rod. What counts 
is that your tackle should work in perfect harmony.

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

5+1
BaLL BearINGS

4,6 : 1
Gear ratIO

precISION aNtI-
reVerSe SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

9+1
BaLL BearINGS

5,1: 1
Gear ratIO

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM9+1

BaLL BearINGS

4,1: 1
Gear ratIO

THICK BAIL ARM HEAVY-DUTY
HANDLE

SZABÁLYOS
ZSINÓRRAKÁS

SZABÁLYOS
ZSINÓRRAKÁS

g mm / m

20201-900 720 0,40 / 380

g mm / m

20200-600 398 0,35 / 190

g mm / m

20201-999 745 0,32 / 440
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carP fiSHinG
Free spool reels save anglers a lot of 

trouble as they prevent aggressive fi sh 
from pulling the rod into the water. These 
reels are unbelievably helpful when you 
can’t keep your eyes on your rod.

To play giant carps you have to use a reliable reel 
with a smooth drag system. You need a reel that 
allows the line to run steadily.

If you use shallow spools you don’t have to spool 
up hundreds of meters of thin line. In most cases, 
150-200 meters should be enough. This can reduce 
the costs of fi shing. 

BaNax
HeLicon 5600nf

KaMaSaKI
comet rUnner

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD
GearS

5+1
BaLL BearINGS

+1
GrapHIte Spare 
SpOOL

LARGE WASHER
DRAG SYSTEM

SHALLOW SPOOL

ÓRIÁSLAMELLÁS
FÉKRENDSZER

ÓRIÁSLAMELLÁS
FÉKRENDSZER

carp expert
neo feeder rUnner

carp HUNter
Perfect rUnner

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

6+1
BaLL BearINGS

2
BaLL BearINGS

7+1
BaLL BearINGS

5,2: 1
Gear ratIO

4,9: 1
Gear ratIO

5,2: 1
Gear ratIO

SEKÉLY DOB

g mm / m

20752-051 455 0,25 / 170

20752-061 485 0,25 / 200

ÓRIÁSLAMELLÁS
FÉKRENDSZER

SZABÁLYOS
ZSINÓRRAKÁS

g mm / m

21605-082 820 030 / 480

g mm / m

20858-500 530 0,28 / 280

g mm / m

20750-042 485 0,28 / 250

20750-052 550 0,28 / 280
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carp expert
neo rUnner 7000 Lc
Heavy feeder and boilie rods require a reliable fi shing reel with a 
big-sized spool. Every characteristic of the Carp Expert Neo Runner 
7000 LC satisfy these requirements. Thanks to the LC design it’ll be 
your reliable companion when distance casting. Smooth running is 
ensured by 9+1 ball bearings. Gear ratio: 4,1:1. It can retrieve 90 cm 
of line with one turn of the handle.

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

9+1
BaLL BearINGS

4,1 : 1
Gear ratIO

carp expert
neo rUnner

The Carp Expert Neo Runner Reel is a 
perfect choice for those anglers, who 
prefer high-quality and competitive price. This baitrunner reel 
is suitable for both feeder and carp anglers, furthermore it can 
be easily used with traditional rods as well. Its graphite housing 
is really light which makes the reel comfortable to use.  It has a 
precise front drag and a well-planned line capacity while 9+1 
bearings guarantee the simple running. The model is available in 
6000 and 7000LC sizes..

carp expert
Uni rUnner

The main target fi sh of feeder fi shing 
is the carp. Sometimes you can only 
stalk carps by reaching long distances. That’s why you have to cast 
you feeder a long way. This consideration was an essential part of the 
design process of the Uni Runner. The worm shaft oscillation system 
delivers perfect line lay.  An even line lay can always add distance to 
your cast. The diameter of the spool is 60 mm, which also helps you 
achieve long distances.

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

9+1
BaLL BearINGS

7+1
BaLL BearINGS

5,1: 1
Gear ratIO

5,2: 1
Gear ratIO

SEKÉLY DOB SMOOTH DRAG

SMOOTH DRAG

g mm / m

20123-600 427 0,35 / 190

g mm / m

20758-600 510 0,32 / 450

g mm / m

20123-700 640 0,35 / 180

ÓRIÁSLAMELLÁS
FÉKRENDSZER

SEKÉLY DOB
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Cessita num, tota et offi  c te cullandam, que 
cor asitatur? Quis as molore ius imagnim 
oluptatent fuga. Nem facearibusam 
quia alitium exeria volumque volorit 
atecepudae conem venit aut dolorepe 
nim sunt landent que commost, qui ima 
ea necus dolorem faccus, consequam, 
ulleste re et vollent ellate ommolore 
volore perorehent, omnietur. Debis aria 
cum reptatur sequas repudion plaborrum 
nem debis ut omnis aut rem. Otaectatate 
que enectusant que seque peliquidem ent.
Caepedi oneculpa eos volesciet fuga. 
Nam ea vent iscitat quaecum res aut eate 
vidus. Rumquid unt eaqui sa plitenihici ut.

THICK BAIL ARM

SMOOTH DRAG

HEAVY-DUTY
HANDLE

82 

eNerGO teaM
SPeciaLiSt catfiSH

g mm / m

20422-999 640 g 0,40 / 400

biG fiSH
In this category you can make no compro-

mises. each product features rigid, met-
al materials and added strength. You never 
know when you’re going to meet a specimen 
above 100 kg. in these fi shing situations it’s 
better safe than sorry!

5+1
BaLL BearINGS

4,1 : 1
Gear ratIO
8000

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM
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BaNax
Si KoÓS 7000

BaNax
Si KoÓS 7000 
deeP SPare 

SPooL

A durable reel hallmarked by well-known catfi sh specialist Ferenc 
Koós. You can adjust the buff alo strong front drag system precise-
ly. This is crucial when you’re playing trophy sized catfi sh. The low-
er gear ratio results in larger power transfer. You can use it with 
monofi lament or braided lines.

ferenc KoÓS on tHe reeL
HaLLmarKed bY HiS name

 “I used the predecessor of this reel the SI BANX for a long time. It 
is durable and can rise to the challenge in many fi shing situations. 

Those who know me can tell you that I always look for tough fi ghts. In 
these situations the reel is under extreme pressure even when there is 

only a 10-20 kg catfi sh on the hook. Not to mention the big ones! The 
indestructible metal structure of this reel provides enough stability to 
defeat monster catfi sh. Its line capacity is huge, so you can use it with 

thick lines. Or you can also spool up hundreds of meters of average line 
and cast your rig a long way.”

precISION
aNtI-reVerSe 
SYSteM

BaLaNceD DrIVe 
SYSteM

6
BaLL BearINGS

3,7 : 1
Gear ratIO

METAL BODY

THICK BAIL ARM

SMOOTH DRAG

HEAVY-DUTY
HANDLE

WatcH Video
ON YOUr SMartpHONe

g mm / m

21601-702 945 0,52 / 240

21601-709

BaNax

83 WWW.ENERGOFISH.cOm ENERGOFISH pROduct catalOGuE ∫ 2019-2020

A durable reel hallmarked by well-known catfi sh specialist Ferenc 
Koós. You can adjust the buff alo strong front drag system precise-
ly. This is crucial when you’re playing trophy sized catfi sh. The low-
er gear ratio results in larger power transfer. You can use it with 

0.57 mm
304 m
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braidS
Everybody associates braid lines with 

spinning, although they can be used 
successfully for feeder fi shing, traditional 

fl oat fi shing, ledgering or carp fi shing too. 
We suggest that you always read the recom-
mendation of the manufacturer.

Braids with a round cross-section feature add-
ed strength and they can be cast further than 
normal lines.

Braids are often covered with special coatings, 
which not only protect these lines against ex-
ternal impacts, but also prevent them from 
taking in a large amount of water.

KOÓS
12X SPin braid

It is a line designed for tough fi ghts. The strength of the 12 braided 
fi bers guarantees high quality. Because of its enormous resistance 
to abrasion, it is extremely durable. Thanks to its dense braids, it 
takes up very little water, which is a great advantage when you 
have to cast your line a long way.

KOÓS
12X monSter braid
When it comes to catfi shing, compromise is an unknown concept. 
The 12X Monster Braid was made in the light of this idea. The 
12 fi ber thread line, produced with the latest technologies, has 
incredible tensile strength. According to the newest requirements 
it is round-braided. Naturally, we can use it successfully under the 
most extreme circumstances.

ferenc KoÓS 
on fiSHinG LineS 

HaLLmarKed 
bY Him

“I’ve always enjoyed hand-to-
hand combats with catfi sh. I look 

forward to these fi ghts when 
I’m fi shing.  In such extreme 

situations, the strength of the line 
is crucial. I’m not willing to make 
any compromise on this matter!”

mm kg

30396-040 0,28 31,8

30396-060 0,32 40,4

30396-080 0,36 49,7

150 m

mm kg

30397-100 0,46 62,5

30397-130 0,58 70,2

30397-150 0,65 79,8

30397-200 0,76 98,9

mm kg

30397-109 0,46 62,5

30397-139 0,58 70,2

30397-159 0,65 79,8

30397-209 0,76 98,9

150 m

300 m

2x150 m spools

Round
line

Surface
coating

Round
line

Round
line
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mm kg

33750-030 0,30 12,28

33750-040 0,40 17,12

33750-050 0,50 22,35

20 m

BOKOr
fULL contact braid 8

WIaZrD
fLUorocarbon

WIZarD
braid

The Full Contact unites 8 strong yarns in a dense, circular 
cross-section. This spinning line, with its great breaking strength, 
meets all the expectations of anglers. It features high resistance, 
long lifespan and many other excellent qualities. The Tefl on coating 
ensures very low friction. The line runs through the roller and the 
guides silently, without any tangles. The Full Contact can be char-
acterized by high tensile strength, speediness, and fl exibility. Water 
absorption is very low. The visible color of the line helps anglers spot 
every nibble. As its name suggests, it ensures full contact with the 
fi sh. The Full Contact Braid 8 will be your reliable companion when 
you’re fi ghting with record breaking fi sh.

KÁroLY boKor
on tHe fiSHinG Line 
HaLLmarKed bY Him

“Those who know me can tell you that spinning 
is my favorite predator method. I recommend 
the Full Contact line especially for spinning! 

Thanks to its 8 strand structure, the braid is very 
strong. The Tefl on coating prevents the line 

from absorbing water and helps you cast long.”

mm kg

30990-010 0,10 5,0

30990-014 0,14 8,1

30990-018 0,18 12,8

30990-020 0,20 15,4

30990-022 0,22 16,4

30990-025 0,25 19,6

30990-030 0,30 24,8

135 m mm kg

30920-008 0,08 7,75

30920-010 0,10 9,13

30920-015 0,15 11,66

30920-020 0,20 17,71

30920-025 0,25 19,25

30920-030 0,30 23,85

135 m

Round
line

mm kg

30921-008 0,08 7,75

30921-010 0,10 9,13

30921-015 0,15 11,66

30921-020 0,20 17,71

30921-025 0,25 19,25

30921-030 0,30 23,85

135m
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150 m

L&K
micro braid

L&K
fine braid 8

The updated version of the L&K braided line is ideal for ultra light 
spinning. The thinnest L&K Micro Braid is suitable for your fi nest, 
most sensitive spinning rod. Thanks to a new production process, 
the structure of the new line is more consistent and modern.

The Fine Braid has been further refi ned compared to our other 
lines. Its structure, woven from 8 fi bers, has a smoother cross-
section and therefore its friction data are much more favorable. 
These are the reasons why you can cast longer and there’s less 
resistance in the water.

mm kg

30965-004 0,04 2,73

30965-006 0,06 3,64

30965-008 0,08 4,55

30965-010 0,10 5,45

30965-012 0,12 6,82

30965-014 0,14 8,18

30965-016 0,16 9,09

30965-018 0,18 11,36

mm kg

30918-006 0,06 4,0

30918-008 0,08 4,9

30918-010 0,10 6,2

30918-012 0,12 7,8

30918-015 0,15 9,1

30918-018 0,18 10,3

30918-020 0,20 13,0

30918-025 0,25 18,2

150 m

Surface
coating

excaLIBUr
PiKe braid

The Pike Braid is braided of 8 fi bers; therefore its surface is ex-
tremely smooth. The line is reinforced by a Tefl on coating. The 
quality of the coating is guaranteed by DuPont. Its other qualities, 
like its green color, make the Pike Braid a superb line for pike fi sh-
ing. Practically, it doesn’t absorb any water. Nowadays, this is one 
of the basic requirements of high quality fi shing lines.

excaLIBUr
catfiSH 8 Yarn braid

The Catfi sh Braid is braided of 8 fi bers; therefore its surface 
is extremely smooth. The line is reinforced by a Tefl on coating. 
The quality of the coating is guaranteed by DuPont. As the teeth 
of the catfi sh can cause a lot of damage to the line, a double 
Tefl on coating is used. Its medium-brown color acts as perfect 
camoufl age, even when you’re trying to pursue catfi sh in weedy 
waters.

mm kg

30960-014 0,14 6,82

30960-016 0,16 9,09

30960-018 0,18 13,64

30960-020 0,20 15,91

30960-025 0,25 18,18

mm kg

30970-025 0,25 18,18

30970-030 0,30 22,73

30970-035 0,35 29,55

30970-040 0,40 36,36

30970-050 0,50 45,45

30970-060 0,60 59,09

150 m

150 m
Surface
coating

Surface
coating
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eNerGOteaM
PoWer braid

A special Tefl on coating was put on the super strong, circular braid, 
which is made of Dyneema fi bers. Thanks to the special surface 
treatment and modern production technology, the line features 
a compact structure and abrasion resistance. The Power Braid 
doesn’t absorb water and delivers smoother line fl ow through the 
guides.

KaMaSaKI
SUPer braid 

KaMaSaKI
SUPer braid 

Thanks to the economical package, you don’t have to worry about 
whether you have enough line on your spool or not. This saves you 
a lot of trouble, as you won’t have to take off  all the line that you’ve 
spooled up and put backing line on your reel. The Super Braid is the 
perfect choice for spinning, bottom fi shing in tough conditions, 
boilie fi shing or fl oat fi shing in reeds. Its strongest version has 
an enormous breaking strength, which makes it an ideal line for 
distance catfi shing.

Braided lines can be applied in many 
diff erent fi shing situations. They can 
be used as hook links, leaders or even 
mainlines in spinning, feeder fi shing, 
carp fi shing, or fl oating near the river 
bank. Therefore, the line supplied in 
1000 m spools might not be the most 
economical choice for you. On the 
other hand, the 100 m line off ers an 
optimal quantity for these methods.

mm kg

30520-910 0,10 7,6

30520-915 0,15 11,6

mm kg

30520-920 0,20 16,4

30520-925 0,25 21,3

mm kg

30520-930 0,30 26,6

mm kg

30900-008 30900-108                0,08 7,0

30900-010 30900-110 0,10 8,3

30900-015 30900-115 0,15 10,6

30900-018 30900-118 0,18 12,7

30900-020 30900-120 0,20 16,1

mm kg

30900-025 30900-125                0,25 17,5

30900-030 30900-130 0,30 24,5

30900-035 30900-135 0,35 31,5

30900-040 30900-140 0,40 35,5

150 m150 m150 m 150 m

1000m 1000m 1000m

mm kg

30905-010 0,10 7,6

30905-014 0,14 11,2

30905-018 0,18 14,3

30905-020 0,20 16,4

30905-025 0,25 21,3

30905-030 0,30 26,6

30905-035 0,35 30,2

30905-040 0,40 34,8

30905-045 0,45 40,1

30905-050 0,50 48,8

100m

Round
line

Surface
coating
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monofiLament fiSHinG LineS
If you are fi shing in snaggy waters, there is no 
excuse; you must use a wearproof, strong line. 
Only this can guarantee that the fi sh on your 

hook will get into the landing net. Don’t be afraid to use lines with a 
diameter that is larger than the average.

Fish are cautious, especially huge specimens 
and predator fi sh that have excellent eyesight 
for catching their prey. If you start chasing 

them with a low visibility line, your chances of catching these giant 
monsters will be doubled.

We can use UV resistant lines to eliminate 
the harmful effects of the sunbeams 
damaging the structure of our line.

Fishing with soft lines is a joy. The cast is 
smoother and longer than in the case of average 
fi shing lines. In addition, soft lines absorb a huge 

amount of energy during playing the fi sh. They are suitable both for fl oat 
fi shing and ledgering!

When the water is full of snags you can’t 
afford losing control of the fi sh. You will 
defi nitely appreciate the enormous strength 

of these lines in snaggy waters. The fi sh will turn out from the snag 
smoothly.

Available quality! It is harder and more 
wearproof than traditional lines. Its 
application is manifold. It can be used as 

main line, or leader for predators, but it is not unusual to use it as a 
boilie rig either.

If you fi sh a lot, the wearproof coating comes 
in handy as it makes your fi shing line more 
durable.

You can experience its real advantages in long 
distance casting. Stretch is minimal, which 
equals more direct contact with the bait.

The most fundamental part of waggler and 
feeder fishing is a good quality sinking 
line.

With a soft and smooth line you can put 
more distance into your casts. This cannot 
be achieved with average fi shing lines.

Like it or not, the line is weakened by knots. 
Or is it?

Successful method feeder fi shing does not exist without an 
appropriate fi shing line. All features of the Tefl on coated Method 
Feeder Tefl on have been designed specifi cally for this method: low 
stretch, excellent knot resistance, highly visible, dark grey color, 
and of course, the Tefl on coating. The unique DuPont coating 

improves the abrasion resistance of the line, and provides smooth 
line fl ow. Last but not least, the Tefl on coating has a unique water-
repellent character, which is very important when you’re fi shing 
the method feeder in cold water. As there is less water on the line, 
the guides of the rod will not freeze immediately.

carp expert
metHod feeder tefLon

mm kg

30127-018 0,18 4,65

30127-020 0,20 5,45

30127-022 0,22 6,35

30127-025 0,25 8,35

30127-028 0,28 9,22

30127-030 0,30 11,45

Heavy-
Duty

Low
visibility

SUPERIOR
knot strength

FLUORO
carbon

SINKING 
line

EXTRA
Soft

ABRASION- 
resistant

LONG CAST 
line

EXTREME
tightness

Low stretch
UV
resistant

Low
visibility

SUPERIOR
knot strength

ABRASION- 
resistant

LONG CAST 
line

EXTREME
tightness

UV
resistant
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carp expert
SPodS braid
300m

carp expert
cUttinG Leader
20m

carp expert
UV PUrPLe

carp expert
fLUorocarbon
SHocKLeader

carp expert
fLUorocarbon

31565-02831560-060

30121-020 0,20 5,40

30121-025 0,25 8,90

30121-030 0,30 12,5

30121-035 0,35 14,9

30121-040 0,40 18,7

30121-020 0,20 5,40

30121-025 0,25 8,90

30121-030 0,30 12,5

30025-020 0,20 5,95

30025-025 0,25 9,22

30025-030 0,30 13,12

30025-035 0,35 15,53

30025-040 0,40 19,32

30121-820 0,20 5,40

30121-825 0,25 8,90

30121-830 0,30 12,5

30121-835 0,35 14,9

30121-840 0,40 18,7

300m

5×15m

50m

1000m
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carp expert
UV

During the production process a unique UV-proof coating is added 
to the surface of the line, so it resists the damages caused by the 
sun. It can be used universally for feeder fi shing and traditional 
bottom fi shing, but also for carp fi shing on fl oat in the margins, 
near reeds.

carp expert
camoU

This is a carp fi shing line with a special color, which perfectly 
matches the surrounding, so it remains invisible even for the 
smartest fi sh. The coating protects it from abrasion in the water, 
and ensures long casts.

carp expert
bLacK

A line that features incredible resistance to abrasion. Due to its 
dark color, you can use it successfully in deep lakes with less light 
or in fl ooding waters.

mm kg

30118-017 - - 0,17 3,9

30118-020 30119-020 - 0,20 5,4

30118-025 30119-025 30118-825 0,25 8,9

30118-030 30119-030 30118-830 0,30 12,5

30118-035 30119-035 30118-835 0,35 14,9

30118-040 - 30118-840 0,40 18,7

30118-045 - - 0,45 20,5

300m 1000m150 m

mm kg

30103-620 0,20 5,2

30103-625 0,25 8,6

30103-630 0,30 11,9

30103-635 0,35 14,2

30103-640 0,40 17,9

600 m mm kg

30103-825 0,25 8,5

30103-830 0,30 11,9

30103-835 0,35 14,2

30103-840 0,40 17,9

1000m

mm kg

30100-017 - - 0,17 4,0

30100-020 - - 0,20 5,3

30100-022 - - 0,22 6,3

30100-025 30101-025 30100-825 0,25 8,5

30100-027 30101-027 30100-830 0,27 11,0

30100-030 30101-030 30100-835 0,30 12,1

30100-032 30101-032 - 0,32 13,5

30100-035 30101-035 30100-840 0,35 14,9

30100-040 - - 0,40 18,7

300m 1000m150 m

Heavy-
Duty

LONG CAST 
line

Low
visibility

UV
resistant

SUPERIOR
knot strength

LONG CAST 
line

SUPERIOR
knot strength

Heavy-
Duty
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carp expert
boiLie SPeciaL mULticoLor

It excels among carp lines with its unique, multiple color and 
softness. Practically, it is invisible in water, and its abrasion 
resistance is above average. It features excellent knot resistance.

carp expert
UV fLUo oranGe and YeLLoW

Nowadays, fl uorescent lines belong to the most popular monofi laments 
among carp anglers. The Carp Expert UV Fluo Orange and Yellow are 
abrasion-resistant lines with minimum stretch. They feature high 
quality and excellent visibility when you’re playing the fi sh.

At the request of carp anglers, we have 
given our fi shing line a new color, which 
can be of great help in terrains covered 
by water plants. Naturally, it can be used 
successfully for boilie fi shing, classical 
bottom fi shing or feeder techniques.

carp expert
darK Green

mm kg

30125-717 - - 0,17 3,9

30125-720 - - 0,20 5,4

30125-725 30125-025 30125-825 0,25 8,9

30125-730 30125-030 30125-830 0,30 12,5

30125-735 30125-035 30125-835 0,35 14,9

30125-740 30125-040 30125-840 0,40 18,7

30125-745 - - 0,45 20,5

300m 1000m150 m

mm kg

30114-020 0,20 5,4

30114-025 0,25 8,9

30114-030 0,30 12,5

30114-035 0,35 14,9

30114-040 0,40 18,7

300 m mm kg

30120-020 0,20 5,4

30120-025 0,25 8,9

30120-030 0,30 12,5

30120-035 0,35 14,9

30120-040 0,40 18,7

300 m

mm kg

30114-825 0,25 8,9

30114-830 0,30 12,5

30114-835 0,35 14,9

30114-840 0,40 18,7

1000m mm kg

30120-825 0,25 8,9

30120-830 0,30 12,5

30120-835 0,35 14,9

30120-840 0,40 18,7

1000m

mm kg

30104-827 0,27 9,80

30104-830 0,30 13,75

30104-835 0,35 16,40

30104-840 0,40 20,60

1200m

Heavy-
Duty

ABRASION -
resistant

LONG CAST 
line

Low stretch

Low
visibility

Low
visibility

EXTRA
Soft

SUPERIOR
knot strength

SUPERIOR
knot strength
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excaLIBUr
carP cameLeon

excaLIBUr
carP camoU

The name-giving of the Cameleon line 
is not accidental! In diff erent light 
conditions it refl ects diff erent colors, so 
that the color of the line can adapt to the 
actual water depth and light condition. Its 
normal color is brown, which in harsh light 
becomes bronze, while in artifi cial light it 
seems to be bright green. This feature can 
help you during fi ghts with fi sh at night. 
Its abrasion resistance and stretch have 
been adjusted to the requirements of carp 
fi shing.

In waters covered with 
plants, it is hard to make 
our line invisible. The 
Excalibur Camou line 
is of great help in such 
circumstances, thanks 
to its black and green 
color. Black color can be 
perfectly hidden in mud, 
whereas green color 
blends into reed grass. It 
is the perfect choice for 
practically all methods 
of carp fi shing, such as 
feeder or boilie fi shing. Its stretch provides an ideal help during 
fi ghts with trophy-sized fi sh.

fiSHinG WitH eXcaLibUr Line 
in SnaGGY Water

Water lily, weeds or trees fallen into the water? The Excalibur 
fi shing lines perform well even in such heavy terrains. Moreover, 

some of them have been designed specifi cally for such conditions. 
In these tough terrains it is very important that you choose a 
proper line. Your line must be strong, wearproof and stretch 

resistant. The Excalibur lines are available in handy 200-300 meter 
coils, so you have enough line to play the fi sh even after long casts. 

If you want to catch the fi sh of your life, don’t rely solely on luck.

mm kg

30105-620 0,20 5,48

30105-625 0,25 6,43

30105-630 0,30 11,92

30105-635 0,35 14,13

30105-640 0,40 18,25

300 m

mm kg

34050-016 - 0,16 3,75

34050-018 - 0,18 4,95

34050-020 34050-920 0,20 5,75

34050-022 34050-922 0,22 7,05

34050-025 34050-925 0,25 8,65

34050-030 34050-930 0,30 12,30

34050-0,35 34050-935 0,35 15,20

34050-040 - 0,40 19,30

3000m300 m

Low
visibility

Low
visibility

Low stretch

Low stretch

EXTREM
tightness

Heavy-
Duty
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excaLIBUr
carP fLUoro carbon coated

excaLIBUr
carP feeder fLUo oranGe

excaLIBUr
carP feeder fLUo YeLLoW

Plenty of producers have manufactured fl uorocarbon lines so far, 
but due to their price, they have been unavailable for many anglers. 
This defi ciency is solved by the revolutionary Excalibur Fluoro Carbon 
Coated line. The basics of the innovation lie in the production process, 
where a clear monofi lament is covered by a fl uorocarbon coat. Thanks 
to this procedure, its stretch is lower than the stretch of traditional 
monofi laments. This can be a big advantage in snaggy waters. The 
number of unsuccessful hook sets will drop signifi cantly, too!

Many anglers are afraid of using fl uorescent orange colors. This 
product has been designed for them. It is known that orange is 
invisible for fi sh in shallow water (a few meters deep). Although this 
line is invisible for carps, above the water it can be seen excellently, 
which is of great help during night fi shing. Its softness enables us 
to reach long distances, while its abrasion resistance can be useful 
in any snaggy water during fi ghts with record breaking carps. Its 
material was produced in Japan, which is a guarantee for high quality.

The fl uorescent yellow color, which is popular among carp and 
feeder anglers, can help you a lot during night fi shing or in gloomy, 
cloudy weather. Its softness enables you to reach long distances, 
while its abrasion resistance can come in handy in tough 
conditions, when you have to fi ght with wild carps. Its material 
has been produced in Japan, which is a guarantee for high quality.

mm kg

34055-014 0,14 3,15

34055-016 0,16 3,50

34055-018 0,18 4,05

200 m mm kg

34055-020 0,20 5,10

34055-022 0,22 5,80

34055-025 0,25 8,40

200 m mm kg

34055-030 0,30 10,85

34055-035 0,35 13,85

34055-040 0,40 17,55

200 m

mm kg

34060-018 0,18 4,80

34060-020 0,20 5,75

34060-022 0,22 6,85

300 m

mm kg

34065-018 0,18 4,80

34065-020 0,20 5,75

34065-022 0,22 6,85

300 m

mm kg

34060-025 0,25 8,70

34060-030 0,30 12,35

34060-035 0,35 14,85

300 m

mm kg

34065-025 0,25 8,70

34065-030 0,30 12,35

34065-035 0,35 14,85

300 m

mm kg

34060-920 0,20 5,75

34060-925 0,25 8,70

34060-930 0,30 12,35

34060-935 0,35 14,85

3000m

mm kg

34065-920 0,20 5,75

34065-925 0,25 8,70

34065-930 0,30 12,35

34065-935 0,35 14,85

3000m

FLUORO
carbon

ABRASION -
resistant

ABRASION -
resistant

Low stretch

EXTRA
Soft

EXTRA
Soft

Heavy-
Duty

Heavy-
Duty

Heavy-
Duty
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eNerGOteaM
PoWer metHod feeder

excaLIBUr
carP feeder
flUO ORange-YellOw CamOU
300m

excaLIBUr
carP feeder

flUO YellOw-gReen CamOU
300m

Feeder anglers can now choose from 
a variety of fi shing lines. According to 
anglers it is important that the line should 
have low stretch. Furthermore, it should 
be strong and resistant to knots and 
abrasion. The Power Method Feeder meet 
all these criteria. It’s a sinking line made 
from heavier copolymer.

mm kg

33515-025 0,25 7,88

33515-028 0,28 9,11

33515-030 0,30 11,05

mm kg

33515-018 0,18 4,25

33515-020 0,20 5,11

33515-022 0,22 6,35

200 m 200 m

mm kg

34061-018 34066-018 0,18 4,80

34061-020 34066-020 0,20 5,75

34061-022 34066-022 0,22 6,85

34061-025 34066-025 0,25 8,70

34061-030 34066-030 0,30 12,35

34061-035 34066-035 0,35 14,85

34061-040 34066-040 0,40 19,60

EXTREM
tightness

LONG CAST 
line

UV
resistant

LONG CAST 
line
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eNerGOteaM
PoWer ULtra

eNerGOteaM
PoWer feeder

eNerGOteaM
PoWer WaGGLer

A universal fi shing line, whose unique 
features can be exploited in diffi  cult, 
snaggy waters. Thanks to the use of special 
admixtures in the production process, an 
abrasion-resistant line with high breaking 
strength was born. The Power Ultra is ideal 
for heavy-handed fi shing with extreme 
requirements. 

This modern fi shing line is made of fast 
sinking copolymer. The Power Feeder can be 
characterized by abrasion-resistance, added 
strength and at the same time superior 
sensitivity. The special coating makes the line 
surprisingly castable. Its stretch is negligible, 
so it indicates even the shyest bites. Solid 
hook sets are guaranteed.

An excellent sinking line is indispensable 
to distant fl oat fi shing. The material of the 
Power Waggler was produced with the use 
of heavy copolymer, which preserved the 
sensitivity and high breaking strength of 
the line. It does not change its shape even 
if you use it regularly.

eNerGOteaM
PoWer SPinninG

During spinning a line with low stretch and 
high tensile strength is a must. Moreover, 
your line has to be abrasion-resistant 
and has to convey every movement of 
the lure. Thanks to special materials 
and copolymer technology, the Power 
Spinning is super fl exible. This wonderful 
line with superior sensitivity meets every 
requirement of spinning. 

mm kg

33540-012 0,12 2,66

33540-014 0,14 3,32

33540-016 0,16 3,66

33540-018 0,18 4,36

33540-020 0,20 5,26

33540-025 0,25 8,22

mm kg

33540-030 0,30 11,69

33540-035 0,35 15,10

33540-040 0,40 19,06

33540-045 0,45 20,88

33540-050 0,50 30,00

mm kg

33510-022 0,22 6,16

33510-025 0,25 7,67

33510-028 0,28 8,96

33510-030 0,30 10,91

mm kg

33520-020 0,20 4,73

33520-023 0,23 5,94

33520-025 0,25 7,40

150 m mm kg

33510-014 0,14 3,10

33510-016 0,16 3,42

33510-018 0,18 4,07

33510-020 0,20 4,91

150 m mm kg

33520-012 0,12 2,04

33520-014 0,14 2,99

33520-016 0,16 3,29

33520-018 0,18 3,92

150 m150 m 150 m 150 m

mm kg

33530-020 0,20 5,04

33530-025 0,25 7,88

33530-030 0,30 11,20

33530-035 0,35 14,47

33530-040 0,40 18,26

150 m

EXTREM
tightness

SINKING 
line

SINKING 
line

EXTREM
tightness

LONG CAST 
line

EXTRA
Soft

Low
visibility
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eNerGOteaM
SPeciaLiSt PiKe

eNerGOteaM
SPeciaLiSt catfiSH

This line features a dark tone, great breaking 
strength and high abrasion resistance. 
The Specialist Pike has been developed 
specifi cally for fi shing in snaggy waters 
with fallen trees and reed grass. It can be 
successfully used in traditional fi shing both 
with live baits and artifi cial baits.

Fishing for catfi sh requires heavy-handed 
fi shing and a line that exhibits more strength 
and abrasion resistance. The Specialist Cat-
fi sh helps you fi ght and defeat fearsome cat-
fi sh. It is excellent for spinning, bottom fi shing 
and, according to anglers’ experiences, you 
can also use it as a leader in boilie fi shing.

eNerGOteaM
SPeciaLiSt carP

This line meets the special requirements 
that you need when you’re pursuing giant, 
non-predatory fi sh. It features enormous 
breaking strength and an extra-soft 
character. The Specialist Carp is abra-
sion-resistant, thus, it is the ideal choice 
for fi shing in snaggy waters full of weeds.

L&K
Zander SPin

We could call it a “night spinning line”, as 
it features high-visibility. It is the best 
choice when you’re fi shing at sunset, 
at dawn or during the night. American 
anglers have been using this color for 
many years in poor visibility conditions. 
This unique color helps you defi ne the 
exact direction of the line, and it also 
reveals in which direction the fi sh is 
heading. The Zander Spin is extremely wear-resistant and its 
stretch is ideal for spinning. Once you fall in love with it, you will 
never choose another line.

mm kg

33220-020 0,20 5,04

33220-025 0,25 7,88

33220-030 0,30 11,20

mm kg

33220-035 0,35 14,47

33220-040 0,40 18,26

mm kg

33230-030 0,30 11,21

33230-040 0,40 18,26

33230-050 0,50 28,75

mm kg

33230-060 0,60 34,50

33230-070 0,70 40,25

33230-080* 0,80 46,00

* Length: 135 meters.

150 m 150 m300 m 300 mmm kg

33200-016 0,16 3,57

33200-018 0,18 4,25

33200-020 0,20 5,12

33200-025 0,25 8,01

300 m mm kg

33200-030 0,30 11,40

33200-035 0,35 14,72

33200-040 0,40 18,58

300 m

mm kg

33800-018 0,18 458

33800-020 0,20 5,29

33800-025 0,25 8,28

33800-030 0,30 11,76

150 m

EXTREM
tightness

EXTREM
tightness

Heavy-
Duty

Heavy-
Duty

Heavy-
DutyABRASION -

resistant

Low stretch
ABRASION -
resistant
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If anyone is looking for a high-quality, 
general fi shing line, the Titan Power is the 
right choice. The Titan Power has made a 
name for itself among anglers. Whether 
it is fl oating, bottom fi shing or hunting 
for predators - you can always rely on its 
outstanding qualities.

Seasoned anglers must have heard 
about this marvelous fi shing line. The 
Professional fi shing line is loved for its 
reliable quality. It is available in practical, 
100 m coils, which is just enough for 
smaller reels.

The Carp Hunter bulk spool lines are 
produced in several colors and with 
diff erent features. There are some which 
resist the harmful UV radiation, but you 
can fi nd striking yellow ones which are 
extremely useful in night fi shing. There 
are also Carp Hunter lines for feeder 
and bottom fi shing with low stretch and 
abrasion resistance.

An extremely durable line with enormous 
breaking strain. Because of these 
advantageous features, it’s worth 
choosing the Kamasaki Super Mono. 
Although it’s not a very soft line, it is 
unbelievably resistant to knots and it 
off ers minimal line stretch. This may come 
in handy when feeder fi shing as the Super 
Mono can indicate bites more directly. 
Also, it is much easier to prevent the fi sh 
from getting into the reed.   

eNerGOteaM
carP HUnter

KaMaSaKI
SUPer mono

prOFeSSIONaL
ProfeSSionaL

0’-LINeS
titan PoWer

mm kg

30001-010 0,10 1,1

30001-012 0,12 1,2

30001-014 0,14 2,0

30001-016 0,16 2,5

30001-018 0,18 3,2

30001-020 0,20 3,5

30001-025 0,25 5,0

mm kg

30001-030 0,30 7,0

30001-035 0,35 9,0

30001-040 0,40 12,0

30001-045 0,45 16,0

30001-050 0,50 18,0

30001-060 0,60 24,0

30001-070 0,70 29,0

mm kg

30070-014 0,14 3,45

30070-016 0,16 3,78

30070-018 0,18 4,44

30070-020 0,20 5,35

30070-025 0,25 8,08

30070-030 0,30 11,22

30070-035 0,35 14,95

100 m 100 m

150 m

mm kg

30040-616 0,16 3,2

30040-618 0,18 3,9

30040-620 0,20 5,2

30040-622 0,22 5,8

30040-625 0,25 8,3

600 m

mm kg

30041-622 0,22 6,8

30041-625 0,25 8,3

30041-630 0,30 11,5

30041-635 0,35 13,9

30041-640 0,40 17,5

600 m

mm kg

30042-622 0,22 6,8

30042-625 0,25 8,3

30042-630 0,30 11,5

30042-635 0,35 13,9

600 m mm kg

30005-012 0,12 1,7

30005-014 0,14 2,2

30005-016 0,16 2,8

30005-018 0,18 3,6

30005-020 0,20 4,8

30005-025 0,25 6,4

mm kg

30005-030 0,30 7,5

30005-035 0,35 11,1

30005-040 0,40 13,5

30005-045 0,45 16,5

30005-050 0,50 18,0

100 m 100 m

EXTREM
tightness Low stretch
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eNerGOteaM
PoWer Winter

BeNZar
braided metHod HooKLinK

In the production process of this spe-
cial monofi lament leader, tough weather 
conditions were taken into account. Ac-
cordingly, the line can be used safely in 
temperatures below zero (Special Ice For-
mula). The Power Winter is invisible in the 
water. It can be characterized by softness 
and high knot strength. 

The Mono Leader is hallmarked by Zsolt Benzár.  
It is an outstanding line on the market thanks to 
its incredible softness. We can take advantage 
of this unique feature mainly when the fi sh are 
less active. In these situations, the fi sh take up 
baits which move more freely. This is the favor-
ite leader of the Energofi sh Feeder Team!

BeNZar
mono Leader

HooKLinKS
Choosing the right hooklink requires thor-

ough consideration. We have to defi ne 
the method we want to use, the size of tar-
get fi sh, the obstacles under the water and 

the shells or rocks on the bed. but even if we 
take all this into consideration, we still can 
face several problems.

The advantage of coated hooklinks can 
be experienced on terrains where our line 
runs between underwater obstacles or 

where shells hinder fi shing. To make knot tying easier, you can re-
move the coating with your nail or a peeler.

In winter fi shing the water often freezes on 
the line, which can signifi cantly reduce its 
fl exibility and strength. There are special 

types of fi shing lines that are more resistant to cold. These lines can 
be used safely in the winter.

mm kg

33500-010 0,10 1,40

33500-012 0,12 1,75

33500-015 0,15 2,40

mm kg

33500-017 0,17 3,60

33500-020 0,20 4,30

33500-022 0,22 5,20

mm kg

30594-008 0,08 1,30

30594-010 0,10 1,95

30594-012 0,12 2,70

30594-014 0,14 3,60

50 mmm kg

30598-006 0,06 4,21

30598-008 0,08 4,76

30598-010 0,10 6,14

30598-012 0,12 7,65

mm kg

30594-016 0,16 4,80

30594-018 0,18 6,70

30594-020 0,20 7,30

30594-025 0,25 10,80

50 mmm kg

30598-015 0,15 11,69

30598-018 0,18 14,26

30598-020 0,20 16,81

30598-025 0,25 23,61

50 m

10 m 10 m

50 m

Low
visibility

Low
visibility

ICE-
resistant

ABRASION -
resistant

EXTREM
tightness

EXTREM
tightness

SKIN 
coating

ICE-
resistant
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carp expert
HooKLinK braid 
fasT sinKing
10m

carp expert
HooKLinK
braid 
snag pROOf
10m

carp expert
HooKLinK braid
neUTRal bOUYanCY
10m

carp expert
HooKLinK
braid
sKin line
10m

KaMaSaKI
dn-maX
feeder KaMaSaKI

SUPer 
braid 
Leader

eNerGOteaM
cHamPion

feeder &PicKer
A unique fi shing line, developed especially 
for feeder and picker fi shing. The top 
quality Japanese polyamide base and the 
special fl uorocarbon coating equal a high-
performing line, which is not willing to make 
any compromise. The coating not only 
improves the line’s abrasion resistance, 
but also adds signifi cant distance to 
your casts. Its reddish-brown color easily 
blends into the riverbed, and provides an 
excellent opportunity for the use of white 
line markers.

SZiLÁrd SZiLVÁSi
on tHe cHamPion fiSHinG Line

I’ve been chasing fi sh since my childhood. Moreover, fi shing has become my profession.  
After I had tried many kinds of fi shing lines, I established the criteria of a good fi shing 
line. These criteria are embodied in the Champion line, which we have developed in 

cooperation with Energoteam. It features low stretch, which allows it to indicate every
little nibble. It performs very well in competitions too. With the Champion 

even you can be a champion!

SZiLÁrd SZiLVÁSi
WOrLD cHaMpION MatcH aNGLer

mm kg

34021-010 0,10 7,4

34021-012 0,12 9,6

34021-014 0,14 10,8

34021-016 0,16 12,6

34021-018 0,18 14,5

34021-020 0,20 16,1

34021-022 0,22 18,1

34021-025 0,25 20,7

34021-030 0,30 26,6

10 m

mm kg

34020-010 0,10 5,0

34020-012 0,12 7,5

34020-016 0,16 10,0

34020-020 0,20 15,1

34020-025 0,25 20,6

34020-030 0,30 24,4

10 m

mm kg

30585-014 0,14 2,75

30585-016 0,16 3,69

30585-018 0,18 4,55

30585-020 0,20 5,85

30585-022 0,22 6,88

30585-025 0,25 8,38

150 m

Lbs

31554-152 31554-154 31554-155 15

31554-252 31554-254 31554-255 25

Lbs

31552-152 31552-154 31552-155 15

31552-252 31552-254 31552-255 25

Lbs

31556-152 31556-154 31556-155 15

31556-252 31556-254 31556-255 25

Lbs

31550-151 31550-152 31550-153 15

31550-251 31550-252 31550-253 25

SINKING 
line

Low
visibility

ABRASION -
resistant

ABRASION -
resistant

SKIN 
coating

EXTREME
tightness

ABRASION- 
resistant

LONG CAST 
line
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HooKS
Hooks are probably the most important 

part of your tackle! When you’re play-
ing the fi sh you have to be sure that the hook 

holds tightly. to achieve a solid hook set, 
you have to use a hook that is appropriate for 
your method, tackle and target fi sh. 

Special hooks made with bent shanks. They are used main-
ly with soft plastic lures – especially shads and grubs. 
These hooks are ideal for spinning or the drop shot method.  

Spearpoint hooks have been used since the very early days 
of angling. The development of manufacturing technology 
has brought about new sharpening techniques, such as laser 

or chemical sharpening. These modern processes make spearpoint 
hooks unbelievably durable. Furthermore, they provide solid hook sets.

A very unique point design. There are three slits from dif-
ferent angles, which makes the hook sharper and more 
durable.

These hooks are referred to as offset point hooks. 
Their point and throat subtend an acute angle. Be-
cause of their outstanding penetration and fi sh-

holding qualities, they are excellent for several fi shing techniques.

Micro barbed hooks are preferred by match anglers and 
sports fi shermen who do care for fi sh. Compared to hooks 
with average barb size, one of the main advantages of mi-

cro barbed hooks is that you can pull them out without injuring del-
icate-mouthed species.

One of the most popular barb types, whose size depends 
on the shape, size and usage of the hook. An optimal sized 
barb always ensures perfect hooking and holding, and pro-

tects the fi sh from injuries. Thus, gentle treatment is ensured.

There are special hooks that are equipped with extra 
micro barbs. These miniature barbs are mounted un-
der or in front of the normal barb. This unique feature 

has two main functions. Firstly, it prevents the fi sh from ejecting. Sec-
ondly, it holds your bait fi rmly, even if you’re using less hook-proof baits. 

As their name suggests, D-Killer hooks are super sharp 
hooks with lightening fast penetration. Their point is bent 
along the plane, which delivers fi rm hooking. Also, D-Kill-

er hooks feature outstanding holding abilities.

These hooks are mainly used in predator fi shing. They 
feature an elongated shank with one or several barbs. The 
holding ability of these hooks is truly amazing. They are 

loved by pike and perch anglers as chunks and fi llets do not come 
off the hook. Their enormous potential can be exploited in fi shing 
for non-predatory fi sh too.

If you want to want to defeat agressive monsters in tough 
conditions, it is vital to have a strong and massive hook 
made of the best material possible.

The shank of these hooks is fl attened from both sides. 
Thanks to their shape these hooks are capable of enduring 
extreme load. They are an ideal choice for chasing giant 

fi sh, especially if the water is full of snags and water weeds.

Spade end hooks have been used for hundreds and hun-
dreds of years. In the case of small sized hooks, the spade 
end shape proves to be an unbeatable choice. With the ap-

propriate knot, they provide durability and perfect holding.

Eyed hooks are usually used in feeder and boilie fi shing. 
They are usually medium and big size hooks, but nowa-
days eyed hooks are also available in smaller sizes. One 

of their unique benefi ts is that they can be tied easily with a simple 
clinch knot. These reliable hooks help you tie your hair rig without 
any tangles.

This is the modern, bent version of the ringed 
shank, which is popular among carp and feeder 
anglers. Provided you use an appropriate knot, the 

bait will defi nitely stay on the hair rig. These hooks deliver solid 
hook sets.

The eye of the hook has been made wider, which improves 
the movement of the lure in swivels, Cheburashka rigs, and 
winged jigs. Therefore, you have more chance to catch fi sh.

Knotting the hook will not make the breaking strain of 
your line signifi cantly lower, so you have a bigger chance 
to land the fi sh.

COLOR MARKINGS OF HOOKS

black nickel nickel gold

tefl on

brown blue

red bronze

greenG
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excaLIBUr
PeLLet carP

excaLIBUr
carP LonG SHanK

excaLIBUr
carP boiLieS

excaLIBUr
carP cUrVed

SHanK

excaLIBUr
carP cLaSSic G

excaLIBUr
carP cLaSSic bn

NO mm pcs

47310-001 1 21 6

47310-002 2 18

847310-004 4 17

47310-006 6 15

47310-010 1/0 22 6

NO mm pcs

47305-001 1 19

847305-002 2 18

47305-004 4 16

47305-010 1/0 21
6

47305-020 2/0 23

NO mm pcs

47315-001 1 26 6

47315-002 2 25
8

47315-004 4 23

47315-010 1/0 27 6

NO mm pcs

47300-001 1 24 6

47300-002 2 22

847300-004 4 20

47300-006 6 18

47300-010 1/0 24 6

NO mm pcs

47015-001 1 24 6

47015-002 2 22 8

47015-004 4 18

10

47015-006 6 16

47015-008 8 13

47015-010 10 11

47015-012 12 10

47015-014 14 9

NO mm pcs

47020-001 1 24 6

47020-002 2 22 8

47020-004 4 18

10

47020-006 6 16

47020-008 8 13

47020-010 10 12

47020-012 12 10

47020-014 14 9
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excaLIBUr
d-KiLLer

excaLIBUr
carP metHod feeder

excaLIBUr
SWeetcorn feeder

excaLIBUr
PeLLet feeder

excaLIBUr
biG corn

excaLIBUr
carP maGGot

NO mm pcs

47055-001 1 20 8

47055-002 2 18

10
47055-004 4 17

47055-006 6 16

47055-008 8 15

47055-100 1/0 22 8

47055-200 2/0 24 6

NO mm pcs

47065-004 4 16

10

47065-006 6 15

47065-008 8 14

47065-010 10 13

47065-012 12 12

47065-014 14 11

NO mm pcs

47010-004 4 17

10

47010-006 6 16

47010-008 8 15

47010-010 10 14

47010-012 12 13

47010-014 14 12

NO mm pcs

47045-006 6 13

10

47045-008 8 12

47045-010 10 10

47045-012 12 9

47045-014 14 7

NO mm pcs

47005-006 6 19

10

47005-008 8 16

47005-010 10 14

47005-012 12 12

47005-014 14 10

NO mm pcs

47050-001 1 18 8

47050-002 2 16

10

47050-004 4 15

47050-006 6 13

47050-008 8 12

47050-010 10 11

47050-012 12 10

47050-100 1/0 19 8

47050-200 2/0 21 6
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excaLIBUr
riVer feeder

excaLIBUr
carP PoP-UP

excaLIBUr
roUnd feeder

excaLIBUr
crUcian Worm

enerGofiSH feeder team aboUt 
tHe neW eXcaLibUr HooKS

We proudly introduce our own high-quality hook, the 
Excalibur Round Feeder. Thanks to the Japanese materials 

and manufacture, you don’t have to worry about the quality of 
this hook when you’re playing magnifi cent fi sh. You can focus 
solely on landing and then measuring your catch. So far, this 

is the best hook on the market for the method feeder. 

NO mm pcs

47001-001 1 27

847001-002 2 24

47001-004 4 20

47001-006 6 17

10

47001-008 8 25

47001-010 10 1

47001-012 12 11

47001-014 14 10

NO mm pcs

47320-002 2 25

8
47320-004 4 23

47320-006 6 20

47320-008 8 18

NO mm pcs

47200-008 8 14

8

47200-010 10 12

47200-012 12 10

47200-014 14 9

47200-016 16 8

47200-018 18 6

NO mm pcs

47085-004 4 17

10

47085-006 6 15

47085-008 8 13

47085-010 10 12

47085-012 12 11

47085-014 14 10
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excaLIBUr
bream matcH

excaLIBUr
bream comPetition

excaLIBUr
barbeL feeder

excaLIBUr
barbeL SPeciaL

excaLIBUr
naSe riVer KinG

excaLIBUr
naSe boLo

NO mm pcs

47025-004 4 17

10

47025-006 6 14

47025-008 8 11

47025-010 10 10

47025-012 12 9

47025-014 14 8

NO mm pcs

47070-004 4 15

10

47070-006 6 14

47070-008 8 13

47070-010 10 12

47070-012 12 11

47070-014 14 11

47070-016 16 10

47070-018 18 9

47070-020 20 8

NO mm pcs

47060-001 1 24
8

47060-002 2 21

47060-004 4 18

10

47060-006 6 16

47060-008 8 15

47060-010 10 14

47060-012 12 13

47060-014 14 12

NO mm pcs

47075-001 1 21

10

47075-002 2 19

47075-004 4 17

47075-006 6 16

47075-008 8 14

47075-010 10 12

47075-012 12 11

NO mm pcs

47080-004 4 17

10

47080-006 6 15

47080-008 8 14

47080-010 10 12

47080-012 12 11

47080-014 14 10

47080-016 16 9

47080-018 18 8

NO mm pcs

47030-008 8 13

10
47030-010 10 12

47030-012 12 11

47030-014 14 10

NO mm pcs

47035-008 8 13

10
47035-010 10 12

47035-012 12 11

47035-014 14 10
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excaLIBUr
bream maGGot

excaLIBUr
SWeetcorn

feeder

excaLIBUr
carP cLaSSic

excaLIBUr
carP cLaSSic

excaLIBUr
d-KiLLer

excaLIBUr
Zander Worm

NO mm pcs

47040-006 6 13

10

47040-008 8 11

47040-010 10 10

47040-012 12 9

47040-014 14 7

NO mm pcs

47014-004 4 17

10

47014-006 6 16

47014-008 8 15

47014-010 10 14

47014-012 12 13

47014-014 14 12

NO mm pcs

47019-001 1 24 6

47019-002 2 22 8

47019-004 4 18

10

47019-006 6 16

47019-008 8 13

47019-010 10 11

47019-012 12 10

47019-014 14 9

NO mm pcs

47024-001 1 24 6

47024-002 2 22 8

47024-004 4 18

10

47024-006 6 16

47024-008 8 13

47024-010 10 11

47024-012 12 10

47024-014 14 9

NO mm pcs

47059-001 1 21 8

47059-002 2 19

10
47059-004 4 17

47059-006 6 15

47059-008 8 13

47059-100 1/0 22 8

47059-200 2/0 23 6

NO mm pcs

47090-001 1 32
8

47090-002 2 28

47090-100 1/0 38
6

47090-200 2/0 40

47090-300 3/0 43

547090-400 4/0 48

47090-500 5/0 54
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KaMaSaKI
carbon p806bn

KaMaSaKI
carbon p807bn

KaMaSaKI
Sode bn

KaMaSaKI
carbon
p801bR

KaMaSaKI
carbon p890bRKaMaSaKI

Sode bn

excaLIBUr
boLo

excaLIBUr
boLo

excaLIBUr
bream matcH

excaLIBUr
bream matcH

NO mm pcs

45350-001 1 21
8

45350-002 2 18

45350-004 4 16
10

45350-006 6 14

45350-008 8 12
12

45350-010 10 10

NO mm pcs

45356-004 4 20 10

45356-006 6 16
12

45356-008 8 14

45356-010 10 12
14

45356-012 12 10

NO mm pcs

45358-008 8 15

1245358-010 10 13

45358-012 12 11

45358-014 14 10
14

45358-016 16 9

NO mm pcs

45328-006 6 16

1245328-008 8 14

45328-010 10 12

45328-012 12 10

1445328-014 14 9

45328-016 16 7

NO mm

45404-006 6 16

45404-008 8 14

45404-010 10 12

45404-012 12 10

45404-014 14 9

45404-016 16 8

NO mm pcs

45351-001 1 21 12

45351-002 2 17 8

45351-004 4 17
10

45351-006 6 14

45351-008 8 12
12

45351-010 10 11

45351-100 1/0 23 8

45351-200 2/0 25 6

pcs 10

NO mm pcs

47034-008 8 13

10
47034-010 10 12

47034-012 12 11

47034-014 14 9

NO mm pcs

47039-008 8 13

10
47039-010 10 12

47039-012 12 11

47039-014 14 9

NO mm pcs

47029-004 4 17

1047029-006 6 14

47029-008 8 11

NO mm pcs

47044-006 6 13

10
47044-008 8 12

47044-010 10 11

47044-012 12 10
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KaMaSaKI
carbon p807g

KaMaSaKI
carbon p8403bn

KaMaSaKI
bait HoLder

KaMaSaKI
carbon
p831bn

KaMaSaKI
carbon p830n

KaMaSaKI
carbon

p840

KaMaSaKI
carbon K807bn

KaMaSaKI
carbon K807g

KaMaSaKI
carbon
K890bR

KaMaSaKI
cHinU

NO mm pcs

45357-008 8 13
12

45357-010 10 11

45357-012 12 10
14

45357-014 14 9

45357-016 16 8 16

NO mm pcs

45354-001 1 26
8

45354-002 2 23

45354-004 4 19
10

45354-006 6 16

45354-100 8 30 8

45354-200 10 32 6

NO mm

45400-001 1 21

45400-002 2 19

45400-004 4 17

45400-006 6 15

45400-008 8 13

45400-010 10 11

45400-100 1/0 24

NO mm

45401-001 1 21

45401-002 2 19

45401-004 4 17

45401-006 6 14

45401-008 8 12

45401-010 10 11

45401-100 1/0 23

NO mm

45403-008 8 15

45403-010 10 14

45403-012 12 13

45403-014 14 12

45403-016 16 11

NO mm pcs

45353-001 1 26
8

45353-002 2 21

45353-004 4 17 10

45353-100 1/0 28 8

45353-200 2/0 32
6

45353-300 3/0 34

NO mm pcs

45355-001 1 24
8

45355-002 2 21

45355-004 4 19
10

45355-006 6 17

45355-008 8 14
12

45355-010 10 12

45355-100 1/0 27 8

45355-200 2/0 30
6

45355-300 3/0 33

45355-500 5/0 41 4

45355-600 6/0 45
3

45355-700 7/0 50

NO mm pcs

45504-001 1 -
8

45504-002 2 -

45504-004 4 - 10

45504-100 1/0 -
6

45504-200 2/0 -

45504-300 3/0 -
4

45504-400 4/0 -

45504-500 5/0 -
3

45504-600 6/0 -

NO mm pcs

45352-001 1 21
8

45352-002 2 18

45352-004 4 17
10

45352-006 6 14

45352-008 8 12
12

45352-010 10 11

45352-100 1/0 22 8

45352-200 2/0 25 6

pcs 10

pcs 10

pcs 10

NO mm

40921-001 1 24

40921-002 2 20

40921-004 4 18

40921-006 6 16

40921-008 8 15

40921-010 10 13

40921-100 1/0 26

pcs 10
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MarUtO
b988bd-bn

MarUtO
8355bd-bn

carp expert
cLaSSic boiLie

carp HUNter
LonG SHanK 

boiLie riG

carp HUNter
cLaSSic 

boiLie riG

carp expert
cLaSSic

boiLie

BLacK FIGHter
Hair riG

carp HUNter
metHod feeder riG

WitH bait StinG
ROUnD / ClassiC

2pCs, 10cm

marUto HooKS from JaPan
More than 100 years of experience is considered quite unique 
in tackle manufacturing. The Japanese Maruto is well known 
among Hungarian anglers. Be it boilie fishing, feeder fishing 
or predator fishing, you can hardly miss any fish with the 

Japanese Maruto hooks. You can find various types of hook in 
our offer. However, the most interesting ones are probably the 
hooks from the Japanese domestic market. It’s worth taking 
a good look at them.

NO mm pcs

43152-002 2 24

1043152-004 4 22

43152-006 6 19

NO mm pcs

43202-001 1 26

10

43202-002 2 25

43202-004 4 22

43202-006 6 18

43202-008 8 17

NO mm pcs

41600-001 1 22 6

41600-002 2 20

10
41600-004 4 19

41600-006 6 13

41600-008 8 11

NO mm pcs

42861-068
6 7 2

8 10 2

NO mm

42861-002 2 24

42861-004 4 21

42861-006 6 19

42861-008 8 18

NO mm

42860-002 2 21

42860-004 4 19

42860-006 6 17

42860-008 8 15

NO mm

42870-006 6 15

42870-008 8 10

42870-010 10 10

42870-012 12 7

42870-014 14 7

NO mm

42875-006 6 15

42875-008 8 10

42875-010 10 10

42875-012 12 7

42875-014 14 7

NO mm

42808-002 2 19

42808-004 4 18

42808-006 6 16

42808-008 8 14
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MarUtO
9624-bn

MarUtO
9644-bn

MarUtO
380 mZ-bn

MarUtO
8714-bdMarUtO

8366-bL

MarUtO
8714-bL

MarUtO
8355-bL 

MarUtO
8346-bd 

MarUtO
8346-bL 

MarUtO
8356-bd

MarUtO
9354-bn

MarUtO
9354-r

NO mm pcs

43452-002 2 23

10

43452-004 4 20

43452-006 6 17

43452-008 8 14

43452-010 10 12

43452-012 12 10

NO mm pcs

43802-006 6 22

10

43802-008 8 21

43802-010 10 18

43802-012 12 14

43802-014 14 11

NO mm pcs

43012-002 2 25

10

43102-004 4 23

43010-006 6 19

43010-008 8 18

43010-010 10 15

43010-012 12 13

NO mm pcs

43206-004 4 19

10
43206-006 6 16

43206-008 8 13

43206-010 10 10

NO mm pcs

43011-004 4 20

10

43011-006 6 19

43011-008 8 18

43011-010 10 15

43011-012 12 13

NO mm pcs

43201-002 2 24

1043201-004 4 21

43201-006 6 18

NO mm pcs

43203-004 4 19

1043203-006 6 15

43203-008 8 14

NO mm pcs

43204-006 6 15

10

43204-008 8 14

43204-010 10 12

43204-012 12 11

43204-014 14 10

NO mm pcs

43205-004 4 20

10

43205-006 6 18

43205-008 8 15

43205-010 10 11

43205-012 12 10

NO mm pcs

43852-001 1 20

10

43852-002 2 18

43852-004 4 16

43852-006 6 13

43852-100 1/0 22

NO mm pcs

43851-004 4 10

10

43851-006 6 12

43851-008 8 14

43851-010 10 15

43851-012 12 16

NO mm pcs

43502-001 1 28

10

43502-002 2 26

43502-004 4 25

43502-006 6 23

43502-008 8 19

43502-010 10 16
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MarUtO
4340

MarUtO
9411-bn

MarUtO KOÓS
Hc cUt Point

MarUtO
2267

MarUtO
521-bn

MarUtO
ZH-19

MarUtO
dK-10

MarUtO
mSG-01 HYbrid

MarUtO
mSG-01 HYbrid

MarUtO
SHot ZH-15

MarUtO
SHot ZH-12

G

NO mm pcs

43754-001 1 33

10
43754-002 2 30

43754-004 4 25

43754-100 1/0 36

NO mm pcs

43302-008 8 15

10

43302-010 10 13

43302-012 12 12

43302-014 14 11

43302-016 16 9

NO mm pcs

43602-001 1 28

10
43602-002 2 25

43602-100 1/0 30

43602-200 2/0 31

NO mm pcs

43552-002 2 22

10

43552-004 4 19

43552-006 6 17

43552-008 8 15

43552-010 10 13

NO mm pcs

44000-001 1 36
11

44000-002 2 33

44000-003 3 30
12

44000-004 4 28

44000-100 1/0 40 11

44000-200 2/0 43 10

44000-300 3/0 48 9

NO mm pcs

44111-001 1 8

25
44111-002 2 9

44111-003 3 10

44111-004 4 11

44111-005 5 12
23

44111-006 6 13

44111-007 7 14 22

44111-008 8 15 21

44111-009 9 16 20

NO mm pcs

44112-001 1 7

13
44112-002 2 8

44112-003 3 9

44112-004 4 10

44112-005 5 11
11

44112-006 6 12

NO mm pcs

44113-004 4 10

20
44113-005 5 11

44113-006 6 12

44113-007 7 13

NO mm pcs

44100-001 1 22

10

44100-002 2 20

44100-003 3 19

44100-004 4 18

44100-005 5 17

NO mm pcs

44110-002 2 20

12

44110-004 4 18

44110-006 6 17

44110-008 8 15

44110-010 10 13
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NO mm pcs

43753-500 5/0 42 5

43753-600 6/0 46 4

43753-800 8/0 57 3
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WIZarD
biG eYe tWiSter

WIZarD
biG eYe droP SHot

WIZarD
biG eYe off-Set

WIZarD
GriZZLY ec 774

WIZarD
biG eYe micro

WIZarD
GriZZLY
ec 954

WIZarD
GriZZLY
ec 974

WIZarD
GriZZLY trebLe HooK

374m 2X bROnZe

KaMaSaKI
trebLe HooK

NO mm pcs

49374-001 1 30
4

49374-002 2 27

49374-004 4 23

549374-006 6 19

49374-008 8 16

49374-010 10 13

6

49374-012 12
12

49374-014 14

49374-016 16
11

49374-018 18

49374-100 1/0 32
4

49374-200 2/0 35

NO mm pcs

49700-001 1 29
4

49700-002 2 26

49700-004 4 23

549700-006 6 20

49700-008 8 16

49700-010 10 14

6
49700-012 12 13

49700-014 14
11

49700-016 16

49700-100 1/0 30
4

49700-200 2/0 33

NO mm pcs

46525-001 1 22

546525-002 2 19

46525-004 4 18

46525-006 6 16 6

46525-100 1/0 24 4

NO mm pcs

46510-001 1 32

546510-002 2 29

46510-004 4 25

46510-006 6 22
6

46510-008 8 17

NO mm pcs

46520-001 1 40

546520-002 2 35

46520-004 4 33

46520-006 6 30
6

46520-008 8 27

46520-100 1/0 44
4

46520-200 2/0 49

NO mm pcs

49774-108 1/0 34

5

49774-208 2/0 37

49774-308 3/0 40

49774-801 1 31

49774-802 2 29

49774-804 4 24

49774-806 6 20

NO mm pcs

46515-002 2 23
5

46515-004 4 20

46515-006 6 19 6

NO mm pcs

49954-001 1 24

5
49954-002 2 22

49954-004 4 19

49954-006 6 16

49954-008 8 13

6
49954-010 10 12

49954-012 12 11

49954-014 14 10

49954-100 1/0 26
4

49954-200 2/0 28

NO mm pcs

49974-001 1 30

5

49974-002 2 27

49974-004 4 23

49974-006 6 19

49974-008 8 18

49974-010 10 14
6

49974-012 12 13

49974-100 1/0 32
4

49974-200 2/0 35
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FISHING BOx
cantiLeVer 

345

boXeS
Round box, square box, lure box, tack-

le box, removable inner tray or accor-
dion-like opening... You can choose from a 
variety of products to fi nd the right one. in 
addition to fi shing boxes, we also offer live 

bait and groundbait buckets. these prod-
ucts are made of high-quality plastic, which 
makes them fl exible and prevents them from 
breaking.

All of our lure boxes are twister resistant, so that you 
can store your grubs in them without any trouble. 
You can sort out your twisters according the different 

types, and the material of the box will not wear away. Among our 
products you can fi nd special boxes with practical dividers that you 
can adjust any time.

There must be a lot of fellow anglers who looked like a 
drowned rat after a heavy rain. Drying your clothes, how-
ever, is the least of your problems in that situation.  When 

it’s raining heavily, the water can easily get into your plastic box and 
destroy your spare tackle. To avoid this kind of inconveniences, we 
recommended that you choose one of our rainproof tackle boxes!

eNerGOteaM
fiSHinG boX

waTeR ResisTanT 6200

eNerGOteaM
fiSHinG boX

waTeR ResisTanT

FISHING BOx
HS
307

75001-100

cm 44

cm 24

cm 20

75001-110

cm 29

18

cm 15

cm

75001-307

cm 37

cm 22

cm 20

75001-345

cm 42

cm 30

cm 24
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FISHING BOx
arieL 2t 

347

FISHING BOx
miniKid 

315 FISHING BOx
Kid 
310

FISHING BOx
SPinner

310

FISHING BOx
de LUX 

295

FISHING BOx
maGnUm PLUS

320
75001-347

cm 32

cm 18

cm 15

75074-315

cm 32

cm 14

cm 17

75075-310

cm 37

cm 21

cm 17

75076-310

cm 37

cm 21

cm 17

75077-295

cm 40

cm 23

cm 20

75078-320

cm 46

cm 26

cm 33
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FISHING BOx
tico
316b

FISHING BOx
StooL
280

FISHING BOx
caddY

462

FISHING BOx
antareS mini

eNerGOteaM
PLaStic Seat boX

75080-316

cm 31

cm 16

cm 9

75082-280

cm 46

cm 31

cm 30

75083-462

cm 46

cm 31

cm 30

75087-203

cm 26

cm 15

cm 12

75011-317

cm 35

cm 23

cm 38
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FISHING BOx
WorK’n StroKe

1070

FISHING BOx
K4

1077

FISHING BOx
dUo
370

FISHING BOx
dUo tiP

379

FISHING BOx
K2

1075

FISHING BOx
K3

COmeT 1076

75081-070

cm 46

cm 26

cm 32

75091-077

cm 34

cm 26

cm 35,5

75072-370

cm 30

cm 23

cm 7

75072-379

cm 34

cm 23

cm 7

75091-075

cm 52

cm 32

cm 43

75091-076

cm 37

cm 23

cm 21
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KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

m0310a

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

m0310C

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

m0302

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

m0304

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

m0310b

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

m0301

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

m0303

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

m0305

75010-298

cm 11.8

cm 7.5

cm 2.5

75010-300

cm 11.8

cm 7.5

cm 2.5

75010-302

cm 27.5

cm 18.4

cm 4.2

75010-304

cm 27.5

cm 18

cm 4.3

75010-299

cm 11.8

cm 7.5

cm 2.5

75010-301

cm 35.5

cm 22.2

cm 4.6

75010-303

cm 17.6

cm 13.8

cm 4

75010-305

cm 22.6

cm 17.1

cm 4.8
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KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

m0306

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

m0308

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

m0312

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

m0314

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

m0307

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

m0309

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

m0313

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

m0401

75010-306

cm 27.5

cm 18

cm 4.2

75010-308

cm 17

cm 9.2

cm 3.1

75010-312

cm 8.7

cm 6.4

cm 1.9

75010-314

cm 12

cm 8

cm 3

75010-307

cm 23

cm 11.5

cm 3

75010-309

cm 15

cm 8

cm 3

75010-313

cm 35.5

cm 22.2

cm 4.6

75010-401

cm 27.5

cm 18.6

cm 4.3
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KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

1016

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

1006

eNerGOteaM
LarGe boX

Hs-305

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

1005

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

1008

75010-016

cm 17,5

cm 10

cm 4,5

75010-006

cm 13

cm 6,5

cm 3

75001-305

cm 36

cm 20

cm 20

75010-005

cm 13

cm 6,5

cm 3

75010-008

cm 17

cm 8,5

cm 3
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KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

1009

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

1010

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

1012

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

1007

KaMaSaKI
SUPerboX

1011

75010-009

cm 17

cm 8,5

cm 3

75010-010

cm 17

cm 8,5

cm 3

75010-012

cm 20

cm 10

cm 6

75010-007

cm 13

cm 6,5

cm 3

75010-011

cm 17

cm 8,5

cm 3
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eNerGOteaM
PLaStic LUre 
boX 2 Sided

eNerGOteaM
PLaStic LUre boX

Hs-313

eNerGOteaM
PLaStic LUre 
boX 1 Sided

eNerGOteaM
LUre boX
Hs-315

eNerGOteaM
PLaStic LUre boX

Hs-030 

eNerGOteaM
orGaniZer 13 

307
eNerGOteaM

fiSHinG boX
K3

eNerGOteaM
LUre boX 

tWo-Sided

75011-312

cm 31

cm 28

cm 4,5

75011-313

cm 32

cm 23

cm 5

75011-314

cm 25

cm 20

cm 4

75011-315

cm 36

cm 24

cm 8

75011-330

cm 20

cm 11

cm 3

75071-330

cm 27,5

cm 18

cm 5,5

75090-003

cm 23

cm 12

cm 3

75097
369

75097
379

cm 27 35,5

cm 18 23

cm 4,3 5
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eNerGOteaM
LUre boX
Hs-039

eNerGOteaM
tacKLe boX

Hs 008

eNerGOteaM
tWiSter boX

4 COmp. Hs-014

eNerGOteaM
HooK boX

Hs009

eNerGOteaM
HooK boX  

Hs-003

eNerGOteaM
HooK boX

12 TRaY

eNerGOteaM
HooK boX

Hs013 

eNerGOteaM
HooK boX 

traY
 gH002 mini

eNerGOteaM
HooK boX  
TRaY mini

eNerGOteaM
tacKLe boX

150

eNerGOteaM
tacKLe boX

800

75011-039

cm 11

cm 9

cm 6

75104-155

cm 13

cm 6,5

cm 2,5

75106-014

cm 18

cm 7,2

cm 2,8

75214-011

cm 13,3

cm 6,2

cm 2,5

75240-010

cm 10

cm 6,5

cm 3

75240-012

cm 11

cm 7

cm 3

75240-086

cm 16,5

cm 10

cm 4

75255-004

cm 10,5

cm 2,5

cm 2,5

75255-005

cm 9

cm 4,5

cm 1,5

75260-150

cm 9

cm 6

cm 2,5

75260-800

cm 18

cm 7,5

cm 4,5
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eNerGOteaM
tacKLe boX 

900

eNerGOteaM
tacKLe boX 

1500

eNerGOteaM
tacKLe boX 

2200

eNerGOteaM
tacKLe boX 

99-157

eNerGOteaM
fLoat caSe

eNerGOteaM
fiSH bUcKet WitH baSKet 

+ air PUmP - metaL HandLe
7l

eNerGOteaM
baitfiSH container

6l Kp - 3

eNerGOteaM
Worm boX Set

3 pCs / bag

75260-900

cm 23

cm 12

cm 3,5

75261-500

cm 21

cm 12,5

cm 5,5

75262-200

cm 10,5

cm 2,5

cm 2,5

75310-005

cm 12

cm 8,5

cm 3,5

75097-007

cm 30

cm 20

cm 15

75601-060

cm 29

cm 14

cm 16

cm cm

75400-050 4,5
40-60

75400-060 6,5
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eNerGOteaM
fiSH bUcKet WitH baSKet

+ air PUmP - metaL HandLe
13l; 18l

eNerGOteaM
bait bUcKet m

10l

eNerGOteaM
GroUndbait bUcKet

W/coVer W/8L inSide boWL
25l

eNerGOteaM
GroUnd bait bUcKet W/metaL 

HandLe & Wooden 
25l 

eNerGOteaM
Lattice boX
for Worm 

 

eNerGOteaM
GroUnd bait bUcKet - 

VerY-HiGH-imPact (Hi-PP)
40l

carp expert
eVa bUcKet
ReD-blaCK

carp expert
eVa Set

wiTH
TRanspaRenT TOp

75096-010

cm 37

cm 25

cm 9

75603-020

cm

cm

75097-425

cm 42

cm 27

cm cm

75097-426 42 27

75096-020 18×18

75096-030 22×22

75097-240

cm 50

cm 33

cm cm

75097-113 26 24

75097-118 40 25



IP44LUMEN

2000
3

IP44LUMEN

2000
ZOOM

IP44

IP44 IP44

LUMEN

120

LUMEN

900

2
LED

30
LED

5
LED 12

LED

2
LED

3
LED

2
LED3 3 3

IP44LUMEN

2000

mercurY

VENUS URANUSmars

NEPTUN

SOLAR comet vectorSATURN

IP44LUMEN

120

USB

3
LED

4

IRÁNYTŰ
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LamPS
Lamps are essential for night fi shing. it 

is not enough to have enough light to 
change your bait and fi x your rig. Your spot 
should be illuminated too. to help you be-
come successful in night fi shing, we offer a 

wide variety of head lamps, camping lamps 
and lamps for tents. the main features of our 
lamps are high performance, energy saving 
and modern design.

Normal, rechargeable head lamps have their batteries in the front, behind 
the LEDs. However, in the Venus, the battery pack is on the back side of the 
elastic band, behind your head. This special arrangement delivers perfect 
balance and makes the lamp comfortable to wear. During fi shing, the 
Venus stays on the head. The high-performing zoom function of the lamp 
allows you to spot distant objects. 

The Mercury is able to illuminate objects that are several hundred 
meters far from you. There are fi shing situations, for example in 
catfi shing when the buoy is 100 m from the shore, where this unique 
feature of the Mercury can make fi shing more successful. The zoom of 
the lamp is adjustable so that you can check near or remote objects.

This is a reliable high-quality head lamp with three LEDs. The Saturn 
has four brightness settings. At high, it produces 2000 lumens. The 
body of the lamp is made of aluminum. The battery pack is placed on 
the back of the lamp and has a socket for charging.  

2017
NEW

2017
NEW

2017
NEW

74957-013

74957-027

74957-012

la
m
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IP44LUMEN

2000
3

IP44LUMEN

2000
ZOOM

IP44

IP44 IP44

LUMEN

120

LUMEN

900

2
LED

30
LED

5
LED 12

LED

2
LED

3
LED

2
LED3 3 3

IP44LUMEN

2000

mercurY

VENUS URANUSmars

NEPTUN

SOLAR comet vectorSATURN

IP44LUMEN

120

USB

3
LED

4

IRÁNYTŰ
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This unbelievably lightweight head lamp 
can be the best choice when you’re 
changing your bait or fi ghting with fi sh 
during the night. 

2 LEDs and 3 settings help you play the 
fi sh in perfect brightness and change your 
bait in the dead of night. 

A practical drop proof headlamp with 
three (two white and one red) LEDs. It 
works with 3 AAA batteries. Thanks to 
its adjustable design, you can use it for 
baiting and playing the fi sh. 

The Solar is a practical camping lamp with 
multiple LEDs, which can charge any USB 
device. It produces 900 lumens, which 
delivers enough brightness to your spot 
during the night. The lamp features built-in 
solar charging.

The Comet is a traditional but very practical 
lamp that you can place right next to your 
fi shing rod or can hang in your tent. We 
recommend bringing spare batteries with 
you to avoid inconveniences. 

The Vector features 12 LEDs. You can 
place it on the ground or hang it on any 
object to illuminate your fi shing spot. The 
built-in compass will show you the right 
direction to huge night monsters!

carp expert
neo USb recHarGeabLe HeadLamP
wiTH mOTiOn sensOR

74940-373
74940-371

74990-200

74991-015
74991-031 74991-129

74956-550

la
m
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Bait boats are considered one of the dead-
liest weapons in modern carp fi shing. 

They combine traditional methods and high 
technology. With the help of these boats, you 
can reach distances that you would never 

achieve by casting. What’s more they feature 
punctuality, comfort and easy-to-handle 
design. Those anglers who have already 
used them know that quite often there is a 
bite before the boat gets back to the shore! 

bait boat

1001

The 1001 version of the Carp Speedy bait boat has two shafts 
and parallel hull, which is also called catamaran. Thanks to its 
outstanding stability, it navigates without tilting even in strong 
wind and big waves. Its load capacity is 2 kg per chamber. The 
chambers can be emptied separately with the help of the remote 

control. The boat can deliver two baited hooks. Power is provided 
to the two motors by a 10 Ah omni-sealed lead acid battery. The 
working time of the battery is 1,5 hours. The boat is available with 
GPS or fi sh fi nder. With other bait boats or casting these distances 
were unreachable.

1001 a
74871-001

1001 b
74871-002

1001 c
74871-003

500 meter
range

fiSH finder
system -

GPS
system - -

carp expert
SPeedY bait boat
1001

carp expert
bait boat baG

1001

CapaCiTY:
2X2 kg

74871-004

     

Ba
It

 B
Oa

t
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1003

The 1003 Carp Expert Speedy bait boat features 2X2,5 kg bait 
capacity, which is considered unique among bait boats. The 
three hulls of this trimaran boat deliver unbelievable stability. 
You can use the Carp Expert Speedy in lake Balaton when you 
are not allowed to approach your terminal tackle because of 
the storm warning. In these cases, too, this bait boat will run 
through the waves and delivers your bait to the right position. Its 

With the Carp Expert Speedy bait boats, you can 
achieve 500 m, although in this case it’s worth choosing 
the ones that features GPS navigation.

If you want your boat to get back to its pre-adjusted 
starting point, all you have to do is push one button. 
When the boat is going back, you don’t have to worry 

about steering. You can tighten your line and put the swingers on.

Both propellers feature a special coating which prevents 
kelps, and more importantly, your main line from getting 
tangled. A simple but perfect solution to avoid nuisances. 

With the help of the remote control, you can steer your 
boat (with your terminal tackle and feeding bait on it) 
to the right position.

Fishfi nders help you map out the bottom of the lake 
and the exact whereabouts of the fi sh. They can be one 
of the greatest advantages during fi shing.

With the help of the GPS your boat can memorize 9 dif-
ferent points. You can navigate through these points by 
pushing one button.

propellers are protected against kelp and tangles. Don’t worry 
about steering. All you have to do is focus on fi shing with all your 
senses. The range of the boat is 500 m. This distance can be 
fi shed only with the boat that features GPS, because the boat 
cannot be seen from the shore. Using these boats is easier than 
one might think. What’s more you can fi nd plenty of materials on 
the internet that help you.

1003 a
74871-005

1003 c
74871-006

1003 d
74871-017

500 meter
range

fiSH finder
system -

GPS
system - -

carp expert
SPeedY bait boat
1003

carp expert
bait boat baG

1003

CapaCiTY:
2X5 kg

74871-008

     

Ba
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acceSSorieS
T he most versatile category in our cata-

logue is defi nitely the “accessories”. 
among our tackle, you can fi nd bite alarms, 
rod rests, rod-pods, carp accessories, snaps, 

knives and catapults. in general, these 
items are not basic elements of your rig, but 
still, quality accessories can increase the 
effi ciency of your fi shing.

carp expert
carP eXPert brenta radio

bite aLarm Set 3+1

Range: 250 m,
Energy: 6LR61 (9V),
Sensitivity: 8 levels,
Tone: 4 types.

We’ve already seen a few reliable bite alarms. How-
ever, there aren’t too many of them that indicate 

the intensity of the bite. The Carp 
Hunter Adibe shows the intensity of the pull

by fl ashing LED lights.

2+1
78005-122

3+1
78005-123

4+1
78005-124

3+1
78000-181

4+1
78000-182
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carp expert
enZa bite aLarm Set

The Carp Hunter Alfa bite alarm features six 
diff erent settings regarding volume, tone and 

intensity. Therefore, you can use this bite alarm 
under various conditions. Both the remote and 

receiver run with a 9V battery.

The Carp Expert Enza features a fairly simple, but very reliable 
structure. On the screen, you can adjust the volume and the tone 
with two potentiometers. The diff erent sounds help you identify 

which rod has a take.

BATTERY

FOR RECEIVER

BATTERY

FOR BITE ALARM

9V9V

OPERATING

RANGE

150 m

TONE

LEVELS

VOLUME

LEVELS
WATERPROOF

2+1
78000-092

2+1
78005-272

3+1
78005-273

4+1
78005-274

3+1
78000-093

4+1
78000-09478000-094
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carp HUNter
StarfiSH diGitaL 

bite aLarm carp HUNter
diGitaL

bite aLarm 

carp expert
bite indicator

carp expert
eLectric bite aLarm

WireLeSS Set 

Range: 150-200 m,
Energy: 9V,
Volume and tone control.

carp expert
carP eXPert PiaVe bite aLarm Set

carp expert
carP eXPert teVere bite aLarm Set

78000-006

78000-050

green
78000-120

red
78000-121

yellow
78000-122

blue
78000-123

4+1
78000-195

3+1
78000-196

2+1
78000-621

3+1
78000-631

4+1
78000-641

2+1
78000-721

3+1
78000-731

4+1
78000-741
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carp HUNter
eLectric bite aLarm

KaMaSaKI
eLectric bite aLarm

KaMaSaKI
tHUnder eLectric bite 

aLarm Set

carp expert
adiGe eLectric bite aLarm

carp HUNter
eLectric bite aLarm

carp HUNter
mini eLectric bite aLarm

78000-003

78006-330

78006-120

78006-331

78008-100

3+1
78007-303

4+1
78007-304

2+1
78007-302
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carp expert
Pro Led SWinGer 

carp expert
SnaG bar 

carp expert
neo comPact SWinGer

1pc
77090-340

blue
77090-931

green + white

77090-941

purple + white

77090-942

yellow + blue

77090-943

orange + blue

77090-944

2pcs kit
77090-342

red
77090-932

3pcs kit
77090-343

yellow
77090-933

4pcs kit
77090-344

green
77090-934
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blaCK figHTeR
bait aLarm 

carp expert
deLUXe SWinGer

leD wiTH aRm

eNerGOteaM
eco SWinGer

carp HUNter
Led SWinGer 

carp HUNter
SWinGer
W/Wire

78000-033

green
77090-910

red
77090-911

yellow
77090-912

blue
77090-913

purple
77090-914

blue

77090-321

red

77090-322

yellow

77090-323

green

77090-324

green
77090-334

red
77090-332

yellow
77090-333

blue
77090-331

blue
77090-921

yellow
77090-922

red
77090-923

green
77090-924
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carp expert
Led SWinGer Set

CHain 

carp expert
Led SWinGer Set

CHain 

carp expert
rod Pod

neO gianT

carp expert
rod Pod

neO COmpaCT

carp expert
Led SWinGer

indiViUdaL

3 pcs

77090-903

4 pcs
77090-904

77106-003

77106-001

blue

77090-900
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carp expert
rod Pod

neO RObUsT

carp expert
rod Pod
DelUXe

carp HUNter
rod Pod

eNerGOteaM
rod Pod

basiC

77106-002

77100-600

77100-250

77090-210
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carp HUNter 
triPod

carp HUNter 
triPod

carp HUNter 
aLfa rod Pod

carp expert 
neo XXL rod Pod

77090-140

77090-150

77100-980

77100-990
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eNerGOteaM
banK SticK baSic 

70 cm

eNerGOteaM
banK SticK deLUXe

70 cm

eNerGOteaM
aLU banK SticK 

TelesCOpiC

eNerGOteaM
aLU banK 

SticK 
TelesCOpiC

carp expert
teLeScoPic

reSt

carp expert
deLUXe banKSticK 

KiT banKSticK
basiC

CaRp HUnTeR 
eVa rod caSe

30 cm

CaRp HUnTeR 
feeder rod reSt

CaRp eXpeRT
feeder rod reSt

CaRp eXpeRT
feeder arm

aLU banK SticK
U ReaR 70 cm

aLU banK SticK 
ReinfORCeD 70 Cm

rod reSt cUrVed
W/HandLe toP

rod reSt cUrVed 
for boat toP

72149-071 72149-075

90cm

72149-090

110cm

72149-110

60-90 cm
red

72149-055

60-90 cm
yellow

72149-056

70-110 cm
red

72149-067

70-110 cm
yellow

72149-068

50cm

72150-350

80cm

72150-380

100cm

72150-399

77036-003

77036-004

77041-235

77041-236

77041-237

yellow

77030-810

orange

77030-820

yellow

77030-830

yellow, 50 cm

77030-951

red, 50 cm

77030-950

red, 65 cm

77030-960

yellow, 65 cm

77030-961

orange

77030-840

77060-002 77061-002

72151-999
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carp expert

comfort carP cradLe
FOLDABLE

carp expert

comfort carP cradLe
FOLDABLE
73756-602

73756-601

cm 120

cm 70

cm 50

50kg

capacity

cm 120

cm 80

cm 40

50kg

capacity
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carp expert
LUminoUS rePLace toP 

notcH PLain

carp expert
LUminoUS toP notcH 

PLain

KaMaSaKI
niGHt LUminoUS 

deStination rod reSt
KaMaSaKI

anti deStination
rod reSt

neW fLeXi
LedGer reSt

fLeXi LedGer
reSt
mini

CaRp HUnTeR
SiLicon rod reSt red

KamasaKi
rod reSt 
big

KamasaKi
rod reSt Head
17148

carp expert
anti-draWbacK
rod reSt

rod reSt Head
HUge

77031-435

77041-590

77031-440

77041-550

77031-432

77031-422

red

77041-436

orange

77041-437

yellow

77041-438

green

77041-439

77041-441

77041-448
79638-696

79638-689
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KamasaKi
rod reSt

SmaLL 

bUtt GriP
sOfT

bUtt GriP
rUbber

KamasaKi
GriPPer Head 

reSt

carp expert
rod reSt Head rUbber

carp expert
rod reSt Head

carp expert
carP eXPert 
rUbberiZed 

rod reSt  
small 

carp expert
rod reSt Head rUbber 

lUminO

carp expert
camoU rod reSt 

SafetY cLiP 
laRge

bUZZ bar 
3 ROD eXTRa sTROng

bUZZ bar 
3/4 ROD vaRiO
eXTRa sTROng

CaRp eXpeRT
bUZZ bar

5 ROD

CaRp eXpeRT
bUZZ bar

3 ROD

CaRp eXpeRT
bUZZ bar

3 ROD

CaRp eXpeRT
mini bUZZ bar

bUZZ bar 
2 ROD basiC

bUZZ bar 
3 ROD basiC

77041-440

73040-085

73040-098

77041-547

79638-674

79638-683

79638-691
79638-693

79638-695

77045-203

77045-204

77045-254

77045-255

40cm

77045-340

50cm

77045-350

77045-100

77045-102 77045-103
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KamasaKi
LUminioUS 

carP 
U rest

KamasaKi
LUminioUS 

dePtH
U rest 

KamasaKi
rod reSt Head 

adJUStabLe  
17044

rod reSt ‘U’
cHemi Lite

rod reSt
HeaVY dUtY

‘v shape’

rod reSt 
HeaVY dUtY

‘U shape’

bUtt GriP
HeaVY dUtY

KamasaKi
reSt Head 

17045

KamasaKi
rod reSt Head

17046

carp expert
rUbberiZed rod

reSt 
large

eNerGOteaM
camoU rod aSimetric

rod reSt

CaRp eXpeRT 
rod fiX fUnneL

77041-548 77041-549 77041-554

73040-07973040-08073040-081 73040-084

77041-445 77041-546 79638-69279638-697

79638-699
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rod reSt
bUTTeRflY

fLeXi LedGer reSt V

fLeXi LedGer
reSt PLain

QUiVer reSt
fiXeD 3 basiC

QUiVer reSt
adJUStabLe
4537-a

eNerGOteaM
et feeder rod 
reSt

KamasaKi
rod reSt Head  
adJUStabLe  
17041

KamasaKi
rod reSt Head  
adJUStabLe  
17042

KamasaKi
rod reSt Head  
adJUStabLe  
17043

77020-500

77031-402

77031-412

77032-003
77032-103

79638-596

77041-551

77041-552

77041-553
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eNerGOteaM 
rod reSt cLaSSic
3 RibbeD

eNerGOteaM
enerGo team rod and toP Set reSt

eNerGOteaM
rod reSt cLaSSic
1 RibbeD

eNerGOteaM 
rod reSt cLaSSic

6 RibbeD

rod reSt cLaSSic
5 RibbeD

eNerGOteaM 
rod reSt riVer

feeder

eNerGOteaM 
comPetition feeder

eNerGOteaM 
comPetition
feeder mini

rod reSt eXtreme riVer feeder
l.R. wiTH 9 Ribs

rod reSt eXtreme riVer feeder
ResT wiTH 6 Ribs

rod reSt feeder-matcH
wiTH 12 Ribs

feeder-matcH rod
ResT 17

XS613-020

XS613-022

XS613-023

XS613-019

XS613-018

XS613-017

XS613-026

XS613-027

XS613-015

XS613-016 XS613-021

XS613-014
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maKinG denSe PVa StocKinGS 
QUicKLY and economicaLLY

With some practice, you can make PVA stockings in the blink of an 
eye – it hardly takes more time than preparing a method rig.  After 
knotting the end of the PVA, fi ll it with the bait you are planning 
to use. Then, with the help of the plunger, make it as dense as you 
wish. Depending on the size of the stocking and your hand, unroll 
enough PVA to form a loop, and just simply tie it (as a simple over-
hand knot). As the loop is not tight yet, you can position it to the 
right place by loosening and pulling the end of the loop. Finally, grab 
and pull the knot to make it ready. You can economize on PVA if 
you tie another knot few centimeters after the original one. Thanks 
to the second knot, you can immediately fi ll the PVA with the next 
portion of seeds, pellets or boilies. You can put the PVA stocking 
straight into the PVA bag, or you can use a baiting needle and pull 

the hooklength through it.
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For modern carp angling, the most 
essential PVA products defi nitely are 

the Sytems. One must have the correct 
tools to carry, store and use the PVA 
mesh in the most professional way. 

Energofi sh tried to create the perfect 
item for all cases. Let’s start from 

outside to inside. 

micro meSH
Recommended for allround use. Can 
be used as a multi-purpose net, for 
micro pellets, groundbaits, boiles, 

particles or all kind of baits you want 
to use around your hook. Available in 

Fast and Slow melting version too.

Diameters: 25, 35, 45 mm

anti raffeLinG
Recommended for heavy duty 

methods. Due to the special weaving 
process, the net itself is more 

stronger than the standard ones. 
when need to cast far, or must use 
larger bags, it is recommended to 
choos this model. Available in fast 

melting version.

Diameters: 25, 35  mm

HeXa meSH
Recommended for larger particles, 

boilies, pellets. By chasing giant 
carp, Hexa is the fi rst choice if you 
are looking for PVA mesh. With it’s 

larger eyes, the big size particles will 
explode easily around your hook 

when reached the bottom. Available 
in fast melting version.

Diameters: 25, 35 mm
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carp expert
PVa Yarn

20 meter

carp expert
PVa baGS

 

carp expert
PVa meSH SYStem

7 meter

carp expert
eXtra StronG

PVa StrinG
10 meter

carp expert
PVa meSH refiLL

7 meter

carp HUNter
PVa refiLL

7 meter

30149-010

30137-440

mm

30140-025 25

30140-035 35

30140-045 45

mm

30142-125

fa
st

micro
mesh

25

30142-135 35

30142-145 45

30142-225

sl
ow

25

30142-235 35

30142-245 45

mm

30141-125

fa
st

micro
mesh

25

30141-135 35

30141-145 45

30141-225

sl
ow

25

30141-235 35

30141-245 45

mm

30142-525

fa
st anti

raffeling

25

30142-535 35

mm

30142-725

fa
st hexa

mesh

25

30142-735 35

mm

30141-525

fa
st anti

raffeling

25

30141-535 35

mm

30141-725

fa
st hexa

mesh

25

30141-735 35

mm

30570-010

sl
ow

70 x 120

30570-020 100 x 120

30570-030 70 x 200

mm

30570-021

fa
st 100 x 120

30570-031 70 x 200
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KaMaSaKI
PoWer fLY tHroWinG 

SWinG cUP

carp expert
H-bUoY

      

carp expert
diP bottLe

      

carp expert
ScaLinG 

fLoat 4202      

carp expert
marKer fLoat 
+ marKer Lead

carp expert
marKer Lead

carp expert
bait rocKet feeder mini

    

carp expert
bait rocKet 

feeder
    

eNerGOteaM
Lead

  
bait rocKet mediUm

    

BLacK FIGHter
SLinG for baitbomb

      

carp expert
nG boiLie crUSHer

carp expert
nG boiLie crUSHer

eNerGO teaM
finGer Protector

79660-907

79660-910

74300-901

79650-980

79660-199

79650-955

black

79650-202

normal

75330-120

200 ml
75330-200

120 ml

79650-203

mini

79660-006

mini

79660-005

feeder79660-002

medium
79660-001

small

79660-003

large

79510-202

no 1

79510-203

no 2

79301-501

200 g

79660-123

40 g
79660-122

50 g

79650-960
yellow
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carp expert
Line biter

78330-000

carp expert
SUPreme bait

SPoon/HandLe LonG

carp expert
affinitY bait

SPoon/HandLe SHort

carp expert
finGer Protector

77041-255

77041-260

74300-911

carp expert

77041-260

carp expert
tHroWinG SPoon 

LarGe

 eNerGOteaM
mULtibaiter SPoon 

LarGe

eNerGOteM
neW bait SPoon 

LarGe

carp expert
neW bait SPoon 

SmaLL

carp expert
bait SPoon SLim

carp HUNter
tHroWinG HandLe 101
1m

77041-243

79650-10179650-102

79650-103

79650-090

79650-700
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carp expert
neo metHod
needLe Set
Soft PeLLet 
PLUS

carp expert
Pro metHod needLe 

Set Vario

carp expert
Pro metHod needLe 

Set Standard

carp expert
Pro metHod needLe 

Set Soft PeLLet

carp expert
Pro metHod needLe Set 

Soft PeLLet maSter

carp expert
HeLicoPter
riG StoPPer

carp expert
SUPer carP 

acceSSorieS Set
ClassiC

80204-001

80204-002

80204-003 80204-004 80204-008

79017-100
79017-700 extra small

79017-701 small

79017-702 medium

79017-703 large

79017-704 extra large

79017-709 assorted
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StrinGer needLe 15cm

 
SPL needLe StrinGer needLe

carp expert 
boiLie driLL fLat GriP

carp expert 
boiLie needLe fLat 
GriP

 
SS HeaVY baittinG 
needLe - 7cm

 
SPL needLe 
bLacK HooK

 
SPL needLe 
7cm

carp expert 
PVa needLe
 

carp expert 
needLe Set

carp expert 
boiLie needLe 
LUmino 
HandLe 7 cm 

carp expert 
boiLie needLe 
Soft GriP

carp expert 
boiLie needLe

carp expert 
needLe 
(HooKed)

S.S. StrinGer 
HooK - 13cm

S.S. baitinG 
HooK & driLL
(2 in 1)

inoX boiLie 
driLL

carp expert 
boiLie driLL  

 
SPL needLe driLL

80202-005

80203-053

80203-054

80203-051

80203-061

80203-060

80203-065

80206-200

80206-210

80203-103

80203-062

80203-063

80203-064

80203-102

80205-001

80206-100

80203-101

80203-052
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carp HUNter
boiLie 
StinG

carp HUNter
ULtra tHin boiLie
needLe SafetY

carp HUNter
boiLie needLe
SafetY normaL

carp HUNter
boiLie driLL   

carp expert
PVa needLe
   

carp expert
boiLie 
StinG carp expert

boiLie driLL

carp expert
boiLie
needLe SafetY

carp expert 
boiLie needLe 
WitH caP

carp expert 
boiLie needLe Soft GriP

79630-142

79630-151 79630-161

79630-143
79630-145

79015-350

79015-390

80203-069

80206-300

80203-408

80203-404

80203-402

80203-403

80203-405

80203-406

80203-407

80203-401

carp expert
bait StoPPer

carp expert
bait StoPPer

79015-315
15 mm fluo yellow

79630-148

clear

black brown

fluo orange black

79015-307

7 mm

79015-325
25 mm

carp expert
bait StoPPer 

UniVerSaL

carp expert
PeLLet StoPPer

carp expert
UmbreLLa
StoPPer 

carp expert
UmbreLLa

StoPPer micro

carp expert
boiLie StoPPer ‘V’ 

SmaLL

carp expert
 boiLie StoPPer ‘V’ 

mediUm
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Y Y

Z

R

X

Y Y

Z

R

X

carp expert
boiLie StoPS 

on frame

carp expert
boiLie StoPPerS 

peaRl

carp expert
SiLicone boiLie 

StoPPer on frame

carp expert
mULti boiLie StoP 

on frame

carp expert
boiLie StoPPer 

sOfT beaD

carp expert
boiLie StoPPer ‘V’ 

ClassiC 

79630-020

79630-123

79630-030

normal

79017-530

red
82214-910

10 mm

82214-810

10 mm

79017-531

white

79017-532

yellow

fluo orange

79630-182

fluo yellow
79630-130
transparent

79630-035

soft

79630-191

79630-200

79630-050
transparent

black

carp expert
boiLie StoPPer

miCRO HaRD

carp expert
PoP-UP ScreW

BLacK FIGHter
bait StinG WitH 

SiLicon 

BLacK FIGHter
bait StinG WitH 
doUbLe SiLicon 

carp expert
boiLie StoPPer

miX

KaMaSaKI
UmbreLLa boiLie StoPPer

biG-SHort YeLLoW

KaMaSaKI
corn StoPPer

biG-SHort YeLLoW

79630-101

79630-102

79630-104

79630-105

black

fluo yellow

transparent

camou

carp expert
Soft PeLLet StoPPer 

laRge

79630-171 79630-174

black

79630-176

green

red

carp expert
boiLie StoPPer 

ancHor

79630-112

fluo yellow

79630-113

fluo orange

carp expert
Soft PeLLet StoPPer

small
mm
R

mm
Y

79630-061 5,8 5,0

79630-065 3,7 5,4

79630-069 3,7 11,5

79630-073 5,8 11

mm
X

mm
Y

mm
Z

79630-077 11.1 5,4 13,6

79630-081 9,1 5,4 10,6

79630-085 11,1 11,5 13,6

79630-089 9,1 10,4 10,6
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carp expert
SafetY cLiP riG/

SinK core & QUicK 
cHanGe SWiVeL

carp expert
SafetY cLiP riG/

SinK core & SWiVeL 
wiTH Ring

carp expert
HeLicoPter riG

PVc tUbe & QUicK 
cHanGe SWiVeL 

w/Ri

carp expert
PVc anti-tanGLe 

tUbe

carp expert
diStance Lead 
cLiPS WitH taiL 

rUbber

carp expert
taiL rUbberS

carp expert
Lead cLiP Set

safeTY

carp expert
Lead cLiP Set

ClassiC

carp expert
anti-tanGLe 

SLeeVeS Green, 
Soft

KaMaSaKI
 SUrf carP inLine 

noZZeL 

carp expert
 SafetY Lead cLiPS 
WitH taiL rUbber 

carp expert
SafetY  Lead cLiPS 

WitH Pin and 
SWiVeL

carp expert
SHrinK tUbe 

2,5 mm

carp expert
tranSParent 

SiLicone tUbe 1m

carp expert
SafetY cLiP riG/

PVc tUbe & SWiVeL 
WitH rinG

BLacK FIGHter
bait StinG

BLacK FIGHter
maGGot cLiPS

42775-030

79610-120

79610-160

79032-010 79032-030

79620-100 79636-213

79610-100
79610-140

42775-040

42775-010

42775-020

79016-500

green

79020-750

transparent

79020-755

black

79032-520
normal

79032-530

mega

carp expert
Soft PeLLet 

StoPPer cLear

carp expert
Lead cLiP Set

sTRaigHT

79032-040

NO mm pcs

82203-907 S 7 10

82203-910 M 10
8

82203-915 L 15

NO mm pcs

82203-950 XL

5
82203-951 L

82203-952 M

82203-953 S

mm

79016-203 0,3

79016-204 0,4

79016-205 0,5

79016-208 0,8

79016-210 1,0

mm

79016-212 1,2

79016-215 1,5

79016-218 1,8

79016-220 2,0
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79032-620

ball

79032-120

flat

79032-130

round
79032-210

mini 79032-400

brown

79032-410

green79032-200

quick change

79032-140

classic
79032-300

    
79032-310

classic    

79032-800

mini
79032-110

short
79032-100

     

carp expert
feeder faStLocK

carp expert
riG SLeeVeS

carp expert
riG

SLeeVeS

carp expert
HooK

aLiGner bent

carp expert
anti-tanGLe 

SLeeVeS

carp expert
feeder

anti-tanGLe 
SLeeVeS

carp expert
riG SLeeVeS

carp expert
SWiVeL Protector

carp expert
Knot Protector

carp expert
Knot Protector 

SLeeVeS

carp expert
Knot Protector

carp expert
Knot Protector

carp expert
Lead cLiP

sliDe

carp expert
feeder faStLocK

carp expert
feeder faStLocK

79032-020 79032-610

long

79032-631

oval small

79032-630

oval

carp expert
Lead cLiP Set

eXTRa HeavY DUTY

79032-000
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79032-510 green

79032-500

brown

79005-999

     

carp expert
HooK aLiGner

ClassiC

carp expert
rUbber baLLS

  

carp expert
QUicK cHanGe+
rUbber beadS

KaMaSaKI
oVaL rUbber beadS

carp expert
metHod GUm
brown&clear

82199-208

shiny black
79645-010

 

82198-208

matt black

82119-008

     

79647-002 no 2 

79647-001 no 1 
82119-018

     
82119-038

     

carp expert
Q-SHaPed SWinG 

SWiVeL

carp expert
Q-SHaPed SWinG 

SWiVeL

carp expert
HeLicoPter 

SWiVeLS   

carp expert
mULti cLiPS 1

   

carp expert
roUnd riG rinGS S

   

carp expert
QUicK cHanGe 

SWiVeLS   

carp expert
QUicK LocK

SWiVeLS 

eNerGO teaM
rUbber SHocK 

beadS
79018-465

     

79018-460

     

eNerGO teaM
rUbber SHocK bead 

Set
 6 sOfT/HaRD

 

79018-500 100 pcs

carp expert
deLUXe rUbber 

bead Set
 

mm

79017-503 3

79017-504 4

79017-505 5

79017-506 6

79017-508 8

mm

79017-603 3

79017-604 4

79017-605 5

79017-606 6

79017-607 7

79017-608 8

mm

31600-065 0,65

31600-085 0,85

31600-098 1,00

mm

31600-066 0,65

31600-086 0,85

31600-099 1,00

mm

79017-513 3

79017-514 4

79017-515 5

79017-516 6

79017-518 8

mm

79018-303 3

79018-304 4

79018-305 5

79018-307 6

79018-308 8
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WIZarD
GriZZLY SPLit rinG nicKeL

KaMaSaKI
barreL SWiVeL

KaMaSaKI 
roLLinG SWiVeL

KaMaSaKI 
barreL SWiVeL W/SnaP

BLacK FIGHter
PredateK SPLit rinG

BLacK FIGHter
roLLinG SWiVeL 

BLacK FIGHter
barreL SWiVeL

BLacK FIGHter
baLL bearinG SWiVeL

WitH SPLit rinG

BLacK FIGHter
HiGH SPeed doUbLe
roLLinG SWiVeLS

BLacK FIGHter
trebLe roLLinG SWiVeL

BLacK FIGHter
barreL SWiVeL WitH 

interLocK SnaP 

BLacK FIGHter
roLLinG SWiVeL

WitH HooKed SnaP

KaMaSaKI
barreL SWiVeL
W/SnaP SafetY

BLacK FIGHter
roLLinG SWiVeL WitH 

inSUrance SnaP

NO pcs

82250-001 1

682250-002 2

82250-004 4

82250-006 6 8

82250-008 8

1082250-010 10

82250-012 12

NO pcs

82211-004 4 6

82211-006 6 8

82211-008 8
10

82211-010 10

NO pcs

82211-501 1
6

82211-502 2

82211-504 4 8

82211-506 6
10

82211-508 8

NO pcs

82212-502 2 3

82212-504 4
6

82212-506 6

82212-508 8 8

NO pcs

82211-012 12

10
82211-014 14

82211-016 16

82211-018 18

NO pcs

82250-014 14

1082250-016 16

82250-018 18

82250-100 1/0 6

82250-200 2/0 5

82250-300 3/0 4

NO pcs

82065-100 0

10
82065-101 1

82065-102 2

82065-103 3

NO pcs

82210-101 1
6

82210-102 2

82210-104 4

1082210-106 6

82210-108 8

NO pcs

82213-005 5
1

82213-008 8

NO pcs

82213-508 8
4

82213-510 10

NO pcs

82218-508 8

582218-510 10

82218-512 12

NO pcs

82210-110 10 10

82210-119 1/0
6

82210-129 2/0

82210-139 3/0 4

NO mm kg pcs

82061-101 1 5 15

882061-102 2 6 20

82061-103 3 7 30

82061-104 4 8 45

682061-105 5 9 50

82061-106 6 10 60

NO pcs

82252-001 1
6

82252-002 2

82252-004 4
8

82252-006 6

NO pcs

82252-008 8

1082252-010 10

82252-012 12

82252-100 1/0 5

NO pcs

82256-001 1 8

82256-002 2
10

82256-004 4

NO pcs

82254-012 12

1082254-014 14

82254-016 16

NO pcs

82210-506 6

1082210-508 8

82210-510 10

NO pcs

82065-104 4

882065-105 5

82065-106 6

NO pcs

82256-006 6

1082256-008 8

82256-010 10

NO pcs

82210-512 12
10

82210-514 14
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KaMaSaKI
croSSLine

SWiVeL

BLacK FIGHter
Q-SHaPed 

SWinG SnaP

KaMaSaKI
roLLinG SWiVeL

W/SnaP

BLacK FIGHter
roLLinG SWiVeL
WitH nice SnaP

KaMaSaKI
interLocK SnaP

 

BLacK FIGHter
interLocK SnaP

 

BLacK FIGHter
nice SnaP

BLacK FIGHter
inSUrance SnaP

BLacK FIGHter
HooKed SnaP

KaMaSaKI
nice SnaP

 

KaMaSaKI
HooK SnaP

 

BLacK FIGHter
doUbLe inSUrance 

inSide SnaP

BLacK FIGHter
WraPPinG SnaP  

KaMaSaKI
not-a-Knot

 

BLacK FIGHterI
HanGinG SnaP

 

NO pcs

82264-000 0

10

82264-001 1

82264-002 2

82264-003 3

82264-004 4

NO pcs

82216-001 1

10

82216-002 2

82216-003 3

82216-010 0

82216-020 00

NO pcs

82266-000 0

10
82266-001 1

82266-002 2

82266-003 3

NO pcs

82215-000 0

10
82215-001 1

82215-002 2

82215-003 3

NO pcs

82216-501 S

6
82216-502 M

82216-503 L

82216-504 XL

NO pcs

82268-001 S

1082268-002 M

82268-003 L

NO pcs

82219-501 1

682219-502 2

82219-503 3

NO pcs

82262-000 0

10
82262-001 1

82262-002 2

82262-003 3

NO pcs

82215-501 1

1082215-502 2

82215-503 3

NO pcs

82219-001

682219-002

82219-003

NO pcs

82217-006
4

82217-008

NO pcs

82215-510 0 

1082215-520 00

82215-530 000

NO pcs

82212-001 1 4

82212-002 2 6

82212-004 4

882212-006 6

82212-008 8

NO pcs

82258-001 1
5

82258-002 2

82258-004 4 6

NO pcs

82258-006 6

882258-008 8

82258-010 10

NO pcs

82212-010 10
8

82212-012 12

82212-019 1/0 4

82212-029 2/0 3

NO pcs

82260-001 1 4

82260-002 2 5

82260-004 4 6

NO pcs

82214-501 1

1082214-502 2

82214-503 3

NO pcs

82260-006 6 6

82260-008 8 8

82260-010 10 10
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eNerGOteaM
StoPPer W/SafetY SnaP 18

eNerGOteaM
WaGGLer connector

BLacK FIGHter
SWiVeL WitH interLocK 

SnaP
KaMaSaKI

cLaSSic StoPPer LonG 
YellOw & blaCK

KaMaSaKI
trianGLe rUbber

StoPPer

eNerGOteaM
fLoatinG StoPPer 

 
antitanGLe tHreader 

 
antitanGLe tUbe

KaMaSaKI
cLaSSic StoPPer oVaL 

blaCK/YellOw KaMaSaKI
feeder riG adaPtor Y

2 pcs

KaMaSaKI
cLaSSic StoPPer

doUbLe b/Y 

79008-050

     

79032-700

     

80305-000

82000-000

    150 cm 

79000-920
slim

79006-605
normal

79006-610
mini

79002-001

     

eNerGOteaM
rUbber StoPPer

barreL SHaPe

eNerGOteaM
tHread StoPPer 

BLacK FIGHter
moVed PLaStic Head WitH 

interLocK SnaP  

eNerGOteaM
fLoat tUbe adaPtor

carp expert
anti-tanGLe fLUo

79019-325
KaMaSaKI

25 cm
79020-125
KaMaSaKI

25 cm

eNerGOteaM
anti-tanGLe tHreader 

NO

79006-201 S

79006-202 M

79006-203 L

79006-204 XL

NO

79006-301 S

79006-302 M

79006-303 L

79006-304 XL

NO

79007-201 SS

79007-202 S

NO

82217-501 S

82217-502 M

NO

82218-001 S

82218-002 M

NO

79006-620 S

79006-630 M

79006-640 L

79006-650 XL

NO

79006-402 M

79006-403 L

79006-404 XL

cm

79018-907 7,5

79018-910 10

79018-914 14

mm

79600-905 5

79600-907 7

79600-909 9

NO

79006-211 S

79006-212 M

79006-213 L

79006-214 XL
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carp expert
Jointed bait 
tooLS & Knot 
acceSSorieS

 
cHemicaL LiGHt 
HoLder feeder

KaMaSaKI
PaSta moLd

carp expertI
baLL maKer

KaMaSaKI
cHemicaL LiGHt 
HoLder feeder

eNerGOteaM
bacK Lead

carp expertI
boiLie roLLer

 
SPare PartS 

for boiLie PUmP

 
boiLiePUmP

Handmade 700 m
 

KaMaSaKI
PaSta moLd 2 in 1

KaMaSaKI 
rinG GriPPer 

carp expert 
tUnGSten PUttY

79015-500

79049-100

79660-930
30 mm

79660-940
40 mm

80018-025

     

80203-066

     
71082-001

71082-002

49650-996

     

KaMaSaKI
HooK tYer
sTanDaRD

KaMaSaKI
HooK tYer

COmfORT

KaMaSaKI
SQUare LooP
tYer SiZe 4

KaMaSaKI
HooK tYer

79660-905

     

79660-906

     

80330-570

     

80330-699

italy

80330-700

Kamasaki

NO

80005-111 S

80005-112 LNO

80005-011 S

80005-022 M

mm

80325-010 8

80325-012 11

80325-014 14

mm

80325-016 16

80325-018 18

80325-020 20

g

79007-415 15

79007-450 50

mm

80325-024 24

80325-030 30

80325-035 35
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89007-600

     

eNerGOteaM
UnimarKer Line marKer

carp expert
HooK remoVer WitH needLe

 
aLUminUm diSGorGer bLacK HeaVY

 
aLUminUm diSGorGer

blaCK fine

 
enGLiSH diSGorGer

bOTH siDe

 
braSS doUbLe diSGorGer-needLe-13cm

carp expert 
HooK remoVer

fine maTCH

carp expert 
diSGorGer

WitH PLaStic HandLe

carp expert 
aLUminUm diSGorGer

Clip 15Cm

  
HooK remoVer WitH needLe

laRge 

eXtenSion diSGorGer 
small

KaMaSaKI
tWo-Side PLaStic  diSGorGer

KaMaSaKI
diSGorGer

meDiUm

KaMaSaKI
diSGorGer

big

carp expert
HooK remoVer WitH LooP tYer 

carp expert
bait tabLe

carp expert
bait tabLe

79638-715

     
79638-713

     

80018-000

     

80016-050

     

80016-055

     

80016-065

     

80016-070

     

80018-010

     

80016-075

     

80016-060

     

80016-095

     

80016-018
     

80016-085
     

80018-020
     

80016-080
     

80016-090
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KaMaSaKI
HooK tier

KaMaSaKI
deLUXe HooK tier

miCRO

eNerGOteaM
SHot PincHer PLier

KaMaSaKI
S.S. Weed cUtter

KaMaSaKI 
Line cUtter fLUo 

mini

L&K
L&K braid SciSSorS

sTainless

eNerGOteaM
Line coUnter

carp expert
SePtocarP

30 ml

KaMaSaKI
fiSH ScaLer

WIZarD
cLiPPer

carp expert
SciSSorS

small

carp expert
SciSSorS

wiTH HOOK RemOveR

carp expert
SciSSorS

laRge

WIZarD
PLier
small

WIZarD
PLier
laRge

standard micro

79591-541

79591-565

79591-571

79591-567

80899-550

80899-551

79590-001

     

77041-230

single side

77041-229

double side

79591-540

     

79591-800

     

80222-001

49650-999

49650-985 49650-980

80020-004

     

80650-100
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cUDa
8” titaniUm nitride 

bonded SniPS
cUDa

6.75” titaniUm nitride  
bonded diaGonaL Wire 

cUtter

cUDa
7.5” titaniUm  nitride 

bonded PLierS

cUDa
7” titaniUm nitride  

bonded rinG SPLitter

cUDa
8.5” titaniUm 

nitride bonded 
deHooKercUDa

18” titaniUm 
nitride  bonded 
LarGe deHooKer

cUDa
7.5”  mono/braid fiSHinG 

PLierS & Wire cUtter

cUDa
8.75” titaniUm nitride 
bonded needLe noSe 

PLierS

cUDa
3” titaniUm nitride bonded 

micro SciSSorS

cUDa
8” titaniUm nitride  
bonded detacHabLe 

marine SHearS

cUDa
8.5” titaniUm nitride  
bonded bent needLe 

noSe PLierS

cUDa
 LiP-GriP

80950-825

 23 cm
80950-827

18 cm 

80950-837

 20 cm

80950-838

 22 cm

80950-835

 

80950-869

 

80950-846

 20 cm

80950-828

 22 cm

80950-826

 9 cm

80950-854

 22 cm

80950-829

 22 cm
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cUDa
Knife, SHear & HooK 

SHarPener

cUDa
freSHWater

fisH DesCaleR 

cUDa
Knife & SHear 

SHarPener 

cUDa
titaniUm bonded 
SHUcKinG Knife

cUDa
  titaniUm bonded 

reScUe/SafetY Knife 
WitH SHeatH

cUDa
  SHeatH & LanYard 

cUDa
 ice PicK

cUDa
SKin GriPPer

cUDa
 LiP-GriP

cUDa
JaW SPreaderS

cUDa
SS needLe noSe SPLit 

rinG PLierS

cUDa
SS fiSHinG forcePS

cUDa
SS cLiPPer WitH JiG 

eYe cLeaner

cUDa
SS PiStoL GriP needLe 

noSe PLierS 

cUDa
SS PLierS 

80950-097 13 cm

80950-115

 

80950-839

 8 cm

80950-182

 3.5”

80950-181

80950-189

80950-119

 spike length: 5.5”

80950-852

6”

80950-847

 integrated 50 lb scale

80950-117

 

80950-112

 8”

80950-114

 7.5” 80950-116

 

80950-096

 9”

80950-113

 10.25”
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cUDa
7”  Wide

fiLLet Knife

cUDa
6” fLeX fiLLet Knife

& fiSHermanS SHeatH Set

cUDa
7” freSHWater fiLLet

Knife WitH SHeatH

cUDa
fiSHermanS Knife 

SHeatH
cUDa

5” fiLLet Knife
W/GUttinG SPoon

cUDa
3” titaniUm nitride bonded 

Serrated net Knife W/SHeatH

cUDa
2.5” titaniUm nitride

bonded bait Knife

cUDa
itaniUm nitride bonded

 Serrated net Knife 
W/SHeatH + micro 

SciSSorS (Set)cUDa
marLin SPiKe
foLdinG Knife

cUDa
6” titaniUm nitride  

bonded fLeX fiLLet Knife 

cUDa
9” titaniUm nitride bonded

fLeX fiLLet Knife

cUDa
6” titaniUm nitride  bonded 

cUrVed boninG Knife 

cUDa
4” titaniUm nitride  bonded fiLLet Knife

 

cUDa
9” titaniUm nitride  bonded 

Serrated Knife

cUDa
9” titaniUm nitride

bonded cHUnK Knife
 

80950-090

32 cm   
80950-870

30 cm   

80950-124

33 cm   

80950-840

 

80950-094

31 cm   

80950-099

20 cm   

80950-834

17,5 cm   

80950-699

   3”

80950-092

26 cm   

80950-831

30 cm 

80950-832

36 cm 

80950-833

30 cm 

80950-853

25,5 cm 

80950-845

36 cm 

80950-830

36 cm 
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cUDa
titaniUm nitride  bonded 

bUtcHer´S Knife

cUDa
titaniUm nitride  bonded 

offSet Serrated Knife

cUDa
bUtcHer Knife

cUDa
Wide fiLLet Knife

cUDa
Wide fiLLet Knife

WitH micarta

cUDa
Serrated Knife
WitH micarta

cUDa
fiLet Knife

WitH micarta

cUDa
cUrVed boninG

Knife WitH micarta

cUDa
Knife baG

cUDa
 Knife Set

WitH SHarPener
& caSe

cUDa
bUtcHer Knife
WitH micarta

80950-843

10”   

80950-844

10”   

80950-093

6”   

80950-120

10”   

80950-131

10”   

80950-129

9”   

80950-127

9”   

80950-128

6”   

80950-098

   

80950-133

80950-130

10”   
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eNerGOteaM
fiSH SmoKer

eNerGOteaM
SaWdUSt for
fiSH SmoKer

fiLLetinG board
PLaStic foLdabLe

74928-000

 

74928-001

 1 liter

80901-050
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OUtDOOr
oUtdoor fiLLetinG Knife

 

OUtDOOr
oUtdoor fiLLetinG Knife

 

OUtDOOr
oUtdoor fiLLetinG Knife

 

OUtDOOr
oUtdoor PocKet Knife

 

OUtDOOr
fLoatinG fiSHinG

PLierS
OUtDOOr

fiSH SHear
 

OUtDOOr
oUtdoor fiSHinG Knife

 

OUtDOOr
oUtdoor Knife

 
80899-523 23 cm    80899-521 21 cm    

80899-530 30 cm    

80899-541 7”    

80899-540 4”    

80899-542 24 cm    

80899-543

80899-544
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DreNNaN
cataPULt GrUndbait 

carp expert
meGa baLL

GroUndbait

carp expert
robUSt

cataPULt

DreNNaN
cataPULt

GroUndbait

DreNNaN
cataPULt GrUndbait 

DreNNaN
cataPULt GrUndbait 

DreNNaN
feederPULt

meSH

DreNNaN
feederPULt 

LarGe PoUcH

80255-085

 25-35 m

80253-062

 

80253-061

 

80255-035

35 m

80255-080

 80 m

80255-060

60 m

80255-140

80255-130

80255-086

 spare ellastic

80255-081

 spare ellastic

80255-061

 spare ellastic

80255-036

 spare ellastic

80255-131

 spare ellastic

80255-132

spare pouch

80255-037

spare pouch

80255-142

spare pouch

80255-037

spare pouch

80255-082

spare pouch
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SUPreme cataPULt 
metal

carp expert
controL baitPULt

carp expert
cataPULt meGa

cataPULt
midi Grain

cataPULt
baSic

cataPULt mini
Grain

carp expert
cataPULt

for mediUm

80252-350

80253-038

60 m

80253-034

80 m

80252-200

80252-100

80252-205

80253-039

40 m

80252-250

spare pouch

80252-255

spare pouch
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carp expert
cataPULt

mini

carp expert
cataPULt net PoUcHcarp expert

cataPULt
for maGGotS/SeedS

medium 1

carp expert
cataPULt for maGGotS 

light 1

carp expert
cataPULt for maGGotS

light 2

carp expert
cataPULt

for maGGotS/SeedS
medium 2

carp expert
cataPULt for maGGotS

medium

DreNNaN
reVoLUtion tanGLe 

free catY

cataPULt eLaStic PacKed
60cm

80253-030

80252-260

medium

80252-265

large

80253-032

80253-036 80253-037

80253-033

80253-031

80255-400 red    

80255-410 green    

80255-420 blue   

80255-430 orange

mm

80253-500 fl uo yellow 3,0 x 1,5

80253-501 fl uo green 4,0 x 2,0

80253-503 fl uo green 6,0 x 3,0

80253-520 red 3,0 x 1,5

80253-521 red 4,0 x 2,0

80253-522 red 5,0 x 2,0

80253-549 fl uo yellow 3,0 x 1,5

80253-550 fl uo yellow 4,0

80253-551 blue 3,5

80253-552 red 4,5
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KaMaSaKI
faSt reLeaSe 

adaPtor

KaMaSaKI
QUicK Joint 

adaPtor

carp expert
UmbreLLa adaPtor

eNerGOteaM
feeder riG boX WitH 10 SPooLS

4,5 cm

eNerGOteaM
feeder riG boXWitH 8 SPooLS

6,5 cm

carp expert
LandinG net 

adaPtor

KaMaSaKI
adaPtor 180°

KaMaSaKI
cHair adaPtor 

SQUare LeG

carp expert
banK SticK 

adaPtor

KaMaSaKI
QUicK cHanGe 

adaPtor

eNerGOteaM
Line cLeaner/catcH 

SiGnaL b6
2pCs/bag beLL aLarm

WitH Led

beLL catcH SiGnaL 
crocodiLe tYPe

16 mm

KaMaSaKI
beLL catcH

SiGnaL feeder
beLL catcH SiGnaL 

16 mm

KaMaSaKI
PartY
LiGHt
SticK 

100 pcs

eNerGOteaM
Line cLeaner/

catcH SiGnaL b6, 
2pCs/bag

eNerGOteaM
cHemicaL LiGHt  niGHt 

WaSP 2PcS

eNerGOteaM
cHem. LiGHt SticK niGHt 

WaSP feeder 2PcS

eNerGOteaM
cHem. LiGHt SticK niGHt 

WaSP bULb 2PcS
 

77041-231

     

77041-234

     

77041-242

     

77041-241

     77041-240

     

77041-238

     

77041-239

     

77041-232

     

80306-045

78200-350

78200-316

78212-116

type: s

78212-216

type: m

78200-116

80002-010

78200-216

80306-065

80306-099

refill

mm

78023-025 25

78023-030 30

78023-035 35

mm

78023-031 30

78023-036 35

mm

80001-030 3 x 25

80001-045 4,5 x 39

mm

80000-730 3

80000-745 4,5

NO

80000-601 S

80000-605 SS
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eNerGOteaM
LandinG net Head
blaCK sUpeR CaRp

eNerGOteaM
roUnd net Head

BLacK FIGHter
meGa Pan net Head

eNerGOteaM
LandinG net Head

sUpeR RUbbeR

eNerGOteaM
LandinG net Head 

miCRO gHOsT

eNerGOteaM
LandinG net Head 

mOnO sTROng eNerGOteaM
LandinG net 

eXClUsive CaRp RUbbeRiZeD

eNerGOteaM
Pan net Head

mOnO 

eNerGOteaM
Pan net Head

eNerGOteaM
SPoon net Head 

HYDRO blaCK

eNerGOteaM
SPoon net Head
UniveRsal gReen

eNerGOteaM
boat LandinG net

 

eNerGOteaM
SPoon net Head 
UniveRsal blaCK

eNerGOteaM
SPoon net Head

CaRp Olive

KaMaSaKI
SUPer HandLe

eNerGOteaM
SPoon net Head 

gHOsT mesH

cm

71027-245 45x35

cm

71024-100 40x50

cm

71024-250 60x50

cm

71024-150 50x60

cm

71024-200 50x60

cm

71024-050 50x60

cm

P8404-505 52x41

cm

P8424-505 52x41

cm

P8434-505 52x41

cm

P8414-505 52x41

cm

71027-350 50x40

71027-355 55x45

cm

71027-065 50x40

71027-075 60x50

71027-145 71027-155

cm 45x35 55x45

cm

71027-445 45

71027-455 55

cm

71028-200 52x41
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KaMaSaKI
SUPer carP

HandLe

carp HUNter 
HandLe 1802

carp expert
carP LandinG

net Head

carp HUNter
carP LandinG 

net Head

eNerGOteaM
LandinG net HandLe

bLacK fiGHter

KaMaSaKI
SLim feeder HandLe

TelesCOpiC

carp expert
neo carP HandLe

TwO seCTiOn
carp expert

neo carP HandLe
One seCTiOn

carp expert
metHod feeder HandLe

pUT-OveR

KaMaSaKI
SUPer HandLe

OUtDOOr
 LandinG net

fLoat

cm

71033-550 100x100

cm

71033-450 85x85

71035-001

 

71720-180

 180 cm

71705-180

 180 cm
71077-200

200 cm

71081-300

300 cm

71731-182

180 cm

71731-180

180 cm

71731-300

300 cm

71080-200

200 cm

71077-300

300 cm

71081-200

200 cm

71080-300

300 cm
71080-400

400 cm
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carp expert
roUnd Pan net Head

45×35cm

carp expert
LandinG net rUbberiZed

50×60cm

L&K
foLdabLe Pan net

1.50m

carp HUNter
LandinG net

90×90cm HeaD + HanDle

carp expert
LandinG net rUbberiZed

65×55cm

carp expert
LandinG net
HeaD + HanDle

71027-245 71024-052

71068-160

71033-602

71024-051

71033-700
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KaMaSaKI
SUPer comPact

rUbberiZed LandinG net
1.90m

carp expert
LandinG net

CamOUflage

KaMaSaKI
LandinG net

45×45cm HeaD + HanDle

KaMaSaKI
SUPer aLU

LandinG net
1.90m

KaMaSaKI
SUPer comPact LandinG net

71010-195

71290-045

71010-190

71301-140

1.4m

71047-265

60×50/40cm

71301-170

1.7m
71301-200

2.0m

71047-215

55×45/35cm
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carp expert
carP LandinG net 

Head+180cm HandLe

BLacK FIGHter
foLdabLe Pan net

BLacK FIGHter
foLdabLe Pan net

eNerGOteaM
riGid frame carP LandinG net

eNerGOteaM
LandinG net 

W/mULtiLocK HandLe 

eNerGOteaM
LandinG net

m cm cm

71018-170 1,7 65

60x60
71018-200 2,0 80

71018-250 2,5 101

71018-300 3,0 na.

m cm cm

71048-200 2,0 65

50x6071048-240 2,4 80

71048-270 2,7 90

m cm cm

71017-200 2,0 75 50x60

71017-250 2,5 100 60x70

71017-280 2,8 110 80x70

m cm cm

71068-200 2,0 85
50x45

71068-300 3,0 101

m cm cm

71019-240
2,4

110
70x70

classic mesh

71019-241 101 rubberized mesh

m cm cm

71033-600 2,6 180 90x90
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eNerGOteaM
LandinG net

eNerGOteaM
baSic LandinG net aLU  

blaCK

eNerGOteaM
baSic LandinG

net aLU
gReen

eNerGOteaM
carP LandinG net 

foLdabLe GraPHite
gReen

eNerGOteaM
carP LandinG net 
foLdabLe riGato 

blaCK

m cm cm

71300-140 1,4 55

48x4871300-170 1,7 70

71300-200 2,0 90

71300-300 3,0 100 45x52

m cm cm

71300-141 1,4

48x4871300-171 1,7

71300-201 2,0

71300-301 3,0 100 45x52

m cm cm

P0601-824 1,8 70

48x48

P0602-124 2,1

90
P0602-424 2,4

P0602-534 2,5

P0603-034 3,0

m cm cm

P0611-825 1,8 70

57x57

P0612-125 2,1

90
P0612-425 2,4

P0612-535 2,5

P0613-035 3,0

m cm cm

71047-200 2,0 85

55x60

normal
71047-250 2,5 110

71047-210 2,0 85
rubberized

71047-260 2,5 110
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carp expert
Wire baSKet 3312

eNerGOteaM
3 rinGed KeePnet baSic

eNerGOteaM
comPetition KeePnet

WitH banK SticK 

carp expert
oriGinaL mat

carp expert 
carP mat

KaMaSaKI 
carP mate 

cm cm pcs

72090-330

30

70 372090-335

72090-340

72090-430

90 472090-435

72090-440

72090-535
120 5

72090-540

72090-640 160 6

72128-100 35 100 3

72128-130 40 130 4

cm cm pcs

72091-150 150

72091-200 200

cm cm

75012-125 25 44

75012-133 33 54

73756-100

cm 130x90

cm

73756-200 100x60

73756-605
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eNerGOteaM
baitfiSH net eXtra

carp expert
oLiVe WeiGHinG SacK

BLacK FIGHter
diGitaL ScaLe

KaMaSaKI
diGitaL ScaLeKaMaSaKI

anaLoG ScaLe
with 100 cm scale

carp expert
carP SacK  

carp expert 
carP SacK bLacK

carp expert 
bLacK carP SacK camoUfLaGe

KaMaSaKI
carP fiSHinG baG
W/StrinG micro 

carp expert 
boiLie drY baG 

72520-100

cm 100x100

72134-500

cm 110x95

72134-510

cm 100x110

72132-130

cm 75x110

72134-550

cm 50x95

cm

72134-600 75x90

cm

73303-000 52x40

cm

72134-650 135x75

80125-011

25 kg

80213-141

40 kg

80212-111

22 kg
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eneRgOlaseR
SPLit SHot Set

gOlDsTaR
SPLit SHot
Set

gOlDsTaR
Lead Set
natur

gOlDsTaR
Lead Set
150g natur

gOlDsTaR
Lead Set
150g natur

gOlDsTaR
SPLit SHot
Set mini
60g

gOlDsTaR
SPLit SHot
Set mini
25g

gOlDsTaR
SPLit SHot
Set midi
50g

gOlDsTaR
SPLit SHot
Set maXi

eneRgOTeam
SPLit SHot Set
comPetition LarGe SHot

eneRgOTeam
SPLit SHot Set for
comPetition  bream 

eneRgOTeam
SPLit SHot Set for
comPetition  Grande 

eneRgOTeam
SPLit SHot Set for
comPetition matcH

gOlDsTaR
SPLit SHot
Set

gOlDsTaR
Lead Set StYL 

gOlDsTaR
Lead Set StYL 
g-2

50128-190

g 90
54101-151

g 150

54103-150

g 1-4

54104-150

g 4,5-7,5

54105-150

g 0,5-2,5

54106-060

g 0,1-0,6

54115-026

g 25

54115-041

g 50

54115-071

g 70

g

54128-150 1-7

54128-151 3-9

54128-152 6-12

g

54130-100 100

54130-150 150

g

54131-100 100

54131-150 150

g

54132-100 100

54132-150 150

54135-110

g 110

54136-090

g 90

54136-110

g 110
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CaRp eXpeRT
m6 deePWater feeder baSKet

CaRp HUnTeR
feeder caGe
Loader
Soft

CaRp eXpeRT
metHod feederS + moULd 

50-60-70g

CaRp eXpeRT
feeder baSKet

diStance

CaRp eXpeRT
metHod feederS

2 pCs

CaRp HUnTeR
metHod feeder

CaRp eXpeRT
feeder metHod Set

W/moULd
25-35-45-65gCaRp eXpeRT

baSKet metHod Set

79660-800

58699-000

79662-999

feedinG booSter
You can easily increase the attraction of 

your feeder before you cast. Just one shot 
of the Benzar Fluo Booster, and your feeder 

will become more effi cient than ever. 
When fi shing in cold water, use the Benzar 
or Carp Expert CSL aromas instead of the 
Fluo Booster to achieve the same result.

WatcH Video
ON YOUr SMartpHONe

54136-110

g 110

g

58270-760 60

58270-780 80

58270-800 100

58270-830 130

g

58699-050 50

58699-060 60

58699-070 70

g

79661-130 30

79661-140 40

79661-150 50

g

58072-030 30

58072-040 40

58072-050 50

58072-060 60
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CaRp eXpeRT
fLat metHod
feeder

benZaR
raPid metHod
riG

benZaR
raPid LonG 
caSt riG

benZaR
raPid LonG 
caSt Set

benZaR
raPid metHod
Set

CaRp eXpeRT
moULd
flaT meTHOD
feeDeR ORange

CaRp HUnTeR
metHod
feeder Set
4+1

CaRp eXpeRT
moULd

COmpeTiTiOn
meTHOD feeDeR

CaRp eXpeRT
Pro metHod
feeder Set

3+1

CaRp eXpeRT
comPetition
metHod feeder

CaRp eXpeRT
comPetition metHod
feeder LonG caSt

58050-999

79661-998

58699-100

g

58050-030 30

58050-040 40

58050-050 50

58050-060 60

58050-070 70

58050-080 80

g

79800-040 40

79800-050 50

79800-060 60

g

79850-040 40

79850-050 50

79850-065 65

g

79805-040 40+40

79805-050 50+50

79805-060 60+60

g

79855-040 40+40

79855-050 50+50

79855-065 65+65

g

58699-130 30

58699-140 40

58699-150 50

58699-165 65

58699-180 80

g

79666-345 30 / 40 / 50
+mould

79666-567 50 / 60 / 70

g

58699-230 30

58699-240 40

58699-250 50

58699-265 65

58699-280 80

CaRp HUnTeR
metHod
feeder Set
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eneRgOTeam
feeder baSKet

ROUnD

eneRgOTeam
feeder baSKet

RiveR

eneRgOTeam
feeder baSKet
Xl / 2Xl sTRengTHeneD

eneRgOTeam
bULLet feeder

eneRgOTeam
feeder baSKet

sQUaRe

g

58071-010 10

58071-015 15

58071-020 20

58071-025 25

58071-030 30

58071-040 40

58071-050 50

58071-060 60

g

58075-040 40

58075-050 50

58075-060 60

58075-070 70

58075-080 80

58075-100 100

58075-120 120

58075-150 150

g

58074-015 15

58074-025 25

g mm

58078-030 30

25×25
58078-040 40

58078-050 50

58078-060 60

58079-030 30

25×31
58079-040 40

58079-050 50

58079-060 60

g

58073-010 10

58073-015 15

58073-020 20

58073-025 25

58073-030 30

58073-040 40

58073-050 50

58073-060 60
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carP Lead
fLatLine Pear

carP Lead eXtra HeaVY inLine

carP Lead feeder inLine

carP Lead
ZePPeLin

carP Lead eXtra HeaVY carP Lead fLat Pear inLine

carP Lead fLat Pear W/SWiVeL

carP Lead PaSte inLine

carP Lead PaSte SPin

carP Lead LonG caSt 
inLine

carP Lead LonG caSt anti-tanGLe

carP Lead LonG caSt SPin

g

58217-060 60

58217-070 70

58217-080 80

58217-100 100

58217-120 120

g

55064-080 80

55064-100 100

55064-120 120

55064-140 140

55064-160 160

g

55061-060 60

55061-080 80

55061-100 100

55061-120 120

g

55062-060 60

55062-080 80

55062-090 090

g

55060-060 60

55060-080 80

55060-100 100

55060-120 120

g

55063-060 60

55063-080 80

55063-100 100

55063-120 120

g

58218-060 60

58218-070 70

58218-080 80

58218-100 100

58218-120 120

g

53010-040 40

53010-050 50

53010-060 60

53010-070 70

53010-080 80

53010-090 90

53010-100 100

g

53012-040 40

53012-050 50

53012-060 60

53012-070 70

53012-080 80

53012-090 90

53012-100 100

g

53020-040 40

53020-050 50

53020-060 60

53020-070 70

53020-080 80

53020-090 90

53020-100 100

53020-120 120

g

53021-040 40

53021-050 50

53021-060 60

53021-070 70

53021-080 80

53021-090 90

53021-100 100

53021-120 120

g

53022-040 40

53022-050 50

53022-060 60

53022-070 70

53022-080 80

53022-090 90

53022-100 100

53022-120 120
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carP Lead PaSta inLine

CaRp eXpeRT
metHod feeder
baSKet inLine

CaRp eXpeRT
Giant inLine
feeder baSKet

eneRgOlaseR
ciGar boiLie LonG 
caSt.Lead W/Hard

CaRp eXpeRT
metHod feeder baSKet LonG caSt

CaRp eXpeRT
LonG caSt Giant feeder baSKet 2PcS/Unit

CaRp eXpeRT
riVer metHod inLine
1PcS/baG

CaRp eXpeRT
riVer metHod baSKet

carP Lead PaSta
anti-tanGLe

carP Lead PaSte SPin

g

58216-360 60

58216-380 80

58216-400 100

58216-420 120

g

58270-025 25

58270-035 35

58270-045 45

g

58270-525 25

58270-535 35

58270-545 45

52728-060 52728-080 52728-100 52728-120

g 60 75 100 120

58270-125 58270-135 58270-145

g 25 35 45

58270-425 58270-435 58270-445

g 25 35 45

g

58270-596 60

58270-598 80

58270-600 100

58270-620 120

58270-650 150

58270-560 58270-580 58270-700 58270-720 58270-750

g 60 80 100 120 150

g

53011-040 40

53011-050 50

53011-060 60

53011-070 70

g

53011-080 80

53011-090 90

53011-100 100
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OUTDOOR
camoU Hat

OUTDOOR
camoU Hat

small

OUTDOOR
moSQUito Hat

cLotHinG
C lothes play an important role in fi shing. 

We always have to dress according to 
the actual season. in the summer, this is not 
diffi cult at all, but in the autumn and in the 
winter you have to be careful what you wear. 
comfortable underwear or a hat can offer 

you a lot of comfort. the better you feel near 
the water the better chances you have to de-
vote all your energy to fi shing and recrea-
tion. appropriate clothes help you recharge 
your batteries even in harsh weather.

SKi maSK
SimPLe PoLar

74000-400

black

74000-445

black

74000-405

olive

74000-450

olive

74000-410

camouflage
74000-425

pixel

74000-470

pixel

doUbLe
PoLar caP

74306-004

74306-010

74306-009
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74305-001 S

74305-002 M

74305-003 L

74305-004 XL

74305-005 2XL

74305-006 3XL

cl
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OUTDOOR
neoPrene 

GLoVeS

eneRgOTeam
camoUfLaGe

fLeece GLoVeS

OUTDOOR
neoPrene 

SocKS

eneRgOTeam
oLiVe PVc rain 

coat

wiZaRD
neoPrene 

GLoVeS
74300-99874300-123 L

74300-124 XL

74300-125 XXL

74292-503 L

74292-504 XXL

74300-131 41-43

74300-132 42-45

74404-001 M

74404-002 L

74404-003 XL

74404-004 XXL
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OUTDOOR
eVa rUbber bootS

PoLar

OUTDOOR
eVa SUmmer bootS

eVa foam
waTeRpROOf fOam 
insUlaTiOn

fLeece
RemOvable 
lining

OUTDOOR
JUnior rUbber bootS

OUTDOOR
 eVa rUbber bootS 

eSKimo PLUS
OUTDOOR

eVa rUbber bootS
tHermo PLUS

74237-440 40

74237-441 41

74237-442 42

74237-443 43

74237-236 36

74237-237 37

74237-238 38

74237-239 39

74238-436 36

74238-437 37

74238-438 38

74238-439 39

74238-440 40

74238-441 41

74238-442 42

74238-443 43

74238-444 44

74238-445 45

74238-446 46

74238-447 47

74238-448 48

74237-444 44

74237-445 45

74237-446 46

74237-447 47

74237-240 40

74237-241 41

74237-242 42

74237-243 43

74237-244 44

74237-245 45

74237-246 46

74237-247 46

74237-041 41

74237-042 42

74237-043 43

74237-044 44

74239-131 30-31

74239-133 32-33

74237-045 45

74237-046 46

74237-047 47

74239-135 34-35

74239-137 36-37

CL
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eYelevel
eYeWear
JeTTY gRaY

eYelevel
eYeWear

sUnseeKeR blUe

eYelevel
eYeWear

Reef gRaY

eYelevel
eYeWear

CamOUflage
gRaY

eYelevel
eYeWear

sTRiKeR gRaY

eYelevel
eYeWear

saRDinia
gRaY

eYelevel
eYeWear
HeRO gRaY

eYelevel
eYeWear
RiveR blUe

eYelevel
eYeWear
UlTimaTUm
gRaY

eYelevel
eYeWear
sTalKeR ii
YellOw

eYelevel
eYeWear
CasTawaY
gRaY

74101-347

74101-348

74101-350

74101-352

74101-354

74101-356

74101-349

74101-351

74101-353

74101-355

74101-357
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eYelevel
eYeWear
CamOUflage
YellOw

eYelevel
eYeWear

maRiTime

eYelevel
eYeWear

JUpiTeR

eYelevel
eYeWear
neCK sTRap

eYelevel
eYeWear

fResHwaTeR
blaCK

eYelevel
eYeWear

COmbaT
silveR

eYelevel
eYeWear
fResHwaTeR

eYelevel
eYeWear
COmbaT

eYelevel
eYeWear
maRiTime

eYelevel
eYeWear
JUpiTeR ReD

eYelevel
eYeWear

saRDinia
bROwn

74101-360

74101-361

74101-363

74101-366

74101-372

74101-374

74101-362

74101-364

74101-371

74101-373

74101-375 cl
Ot

H
IN
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OUTDOOR CHAIR

Compact
Lightweight, strong
Durable
Easy to transport

WITH ARMREST

192 192 

OUTDOOR CHAIR

Compact
Lightweight, strong
Durable
Easy to transport

WITH ARMREST

192 192 192 192 

comfortS
This category includes several products 

such as chairs, rod cases, bags and in-
fl atable boats. they all serve the same pur-
pose that is they make fi shing a real recrea-
tion. after a long day of fi shing all you have 
to do is tell your amazing fi shing stories to 
your family. if you’re planning to stay at the 

lake for several days, you might want to car-
ry your equipment in an organized way. the 
rod cases and bags could be very helpful in 
these situations. our excellent chairs pro-
vide you with all the comforts that you need 
for enjoying the beauties of nature.

73505-999

Weight Capacity: 130 kg
Transport size: 115 x 23 cm
Seat height: 48 cm
Seat surface: 54 x 43 cm
Weight: 5,2 kg

cO
m
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OUTDOOR CHAIR

Compact
Lightweight, strong
Durable
Easy to transport

WITH ARMREST
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CaRp eXpeRT
cHair WitH armreSt

eneRgOTeam
oUtdoor cHair

CaRp eXpeRT
eXtra HeaVY cHair
WitH armreSt

CaRp eXpeRT
cHair WitH armreSt

Weight Capacity: 150 kg
Transport size: 80x60x20 cm
Seat height: 40-50 cm
Seat surface: 55x55 cm
Weight: 8 kg

73701-150

Weight Capacity: 130 kg
Transport size: 70x65x20 cm

Seat height: 40-55 cm
Seat surface: 60x60 cm

Weight: 8 kg

Weight Capacity: 130 kg
Transport size: 106x20 cm

Seat height: 49 cm
Seat surface: 51x55 cm

Weight: 4 kg

73701-010

73505-995

Weight Capacity: 130 kg
Transport size: 90x60x15 cm
Seat height: 40-55 cm
Seat surface: 50x50 cm
Weight: 6 kg

73701-020
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CaRp eXpeRT
bedcHair WitH 6 LeGS

eneRgOTeam
oUtdoor SLeePinG

baG

eNerGOteaM
oUtdoor armLeSS cHair

eNerGOteaM
oUtdoor 3-LeG 

cHair

Transport size: 90x75x20 cm,
Lying surface: 195x75 cm,
Height: 30x40 cm.

73700-637

XXL

73761-031

L

73761-030

S

73505-005

M

73505-006

L

73505-00773517-011

73505-003
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eneRgOTeam
UmbreLLa

eneRgOTeam
UmbreLLa PVc

eneRgOTeam
UmbreLLa WitH SHeLter

eneRgOTeam
UmbreLLa W/SHeLter

KamasaKi
m.S. UmbreLLa 

rod HoLder

BeNZar
bait PLatform 
WitH SHeLter

72144-500

73749-220

73749-251

Diameter:  250 cm,
Height: 190 cm.

Diameter: 250 cm,
Height: 190 cm.

Diameter: 220 cm,
Height: 190 cm.

73750-250

Diameter: 220 cm,
Height: 190 cm.

73749-221

73750-905
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CaRp eXpeRT
rodcaSe 3 SectonS 

CaRp eXpeRT
rodcaSe 2 SectionS

CaRp eXpeRT
rodcaSe 2 SectionS feeder 
 

CaRp eXpeRT
rodcaSe 2 SectionS feeder 

CaRp HUnTeR
rodcaSe 2 SectionS 

CaRp HUnTeR
rodcaSe 3 SectionS 

cm

73132-100 100

73132-120 120

73132-140 140

cm

73132-160 160

73132-190 190

cm

73133-120 120

73133-140 140

73133-160 160

73133-190 190

cm

73135-140 140

73135-160 160

cm

73136-140 140

73136-160 160

cm

73232-100 100

73232-120 120

73232-140 140

cm

73232-160 160

73232-190 190

cm

73233-120 120

73233-140 140

73233-160 160

73233-190 190
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CaRp eXpeRT
PLUS rod caSe 3 comPartmentS

CaRp eXpeRT
PLUS rod caSe 2 comPartmentS

CaRp eXpeRT
PLUS rod caSe 3 comPartmentS matcH  

CaRp eXpeRT
PLUS rod caSe 2 comPartmentS feeder 

CaRp HUnTeR
PLUS rod caSe 2 comPartmentS 

CaRp HUnTeR
PLUS rod caSe 3 comPartmentS

cm

73133-121 120

73133-141 140

73133-161 160

73133-191 190

cm

73132-101 100

73132-121 120

73132-141 140

cm

73132-161 160

73132-191 190

WITH BAND
FOR RODS

PLUS rod caSe 2 comPartmentS feeder 
WITH BAND
FOR RODS

WITH BAND
FOR RODS

cm

73135-141 140

73135-161 160

WITH BAND
FOR RODS

cm

73136-141 140

73136-161 160

cm

73232-101 100

73232-121 120

73232-141 140

cm

73232-161 160

73232-191 190

WITH BAND
FOR RODS

cm

73233-121 120

73233-141 140

73233-161 160

73233-191 190

WITH BAND
FOR RODS
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CaRp eXpeRT
Standard HoLdaLL 3 comPartmentS

eneRgOTeam
oUtdoor rod tUbe

eneRgOTeam
Hard rod caSe
1 COmpaRTmenT

eneRgOTeam
Hard rod caSe
2 COmpaRTmenTs

eneRgOTeam 
reeL baG maXi

eneRgOTeam 
Joint Protector 

caP

eneRgOTeam 
reeL baG meGa

80106-052

   

eneRgOTeam
metHod rodcaSe

cm

73243-195 195

73243-210 210

double single cm

73004-141 73004-140 140

cm

73201-075 35 x 37 x 21

cm

73201-080 35 x 37 x 21

2 SEC 3 SEC cm

73145-135 73146-136 135

73145-150 73146-150 150

73145-165 73146-165 165

cm

73007-141 140

73007-165 165

cm

73007-140 140
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CaRp eXpeRT
traVeLLer

baG

eneRgOTeam 
oUtdoor
carrYbaG
DelUXe

wiZaRD
LUre baG

wiTH 4 plasTiC bOXes

eneRgOTeam 
oUtdoor SPinninG baG
DelUXe

eneRgOTeam 
oUtdoor SPinninG baG
basiC eneRgOTeam 

oUtdoor SPinninG baG
miDi

KamasaKi 
XXL bacKPacK

eneRgOTeam 
bacKPacK

CaRp eXpeRT 
riG caSe

KOÓs 
riG caSe

wiTH pvC Zip bags

eneRgOTeam 
oUtdoor XXL
reeL baG
4-slOT

73201-200

73203-630

l
73203-640

s

80302-305

80303-350

cm

73301-000 60 x 25 x 30

cm

73302-000 50 x 25 x 30

cm

72136-999 20 × 30 ×20

cm

72136-950 35 x 37 x 21

cm

72136-960 32 x 18 x 25
cm

72136-970 29 x 20 x 23

cm

73201-099 35 x 37 x 21
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LUreS
You have a lot of different choices when it 

comes to spinning. You can be successful 
with hard lures, soft plastics or spoons. every lure 
has its own unique feature. if you want to fi nd out 

which lure to use in different fi shing situations 
it might be useful for you to review the descrip-
tions of the products. to become successful, you 
need to have as many lures as possible.

KaMaSaKI
fat SHad WobbLer

KaMaSaKI
Joint WobbLer

001

005 009

002

001

005
009

002 003

003

A lifelike, 10 cm long wobbler with an intense 
wobble and perfect movement in the water.  
This is one of the most traditional types. Ev-
eryone can learn how to use them. The jointed 
body has a perfect balance, which gives the 
lure a unique motion. That’s why you can use 
it successfully in overfi shed waters. You can 
send it 1-1,5 m deep.

This 9 cm long lure is a bit bulkier than tradition-
al shad shape wobblers. It is a shallow running 
model, which you can cast well and accurately. 
It goes 1-1,2 m deep.

 

001 87255-801

002 87255-802

003 87255-803

005 87255-805

009 87255-809

 

001 87250-901

002 87250-902

003 87250-903

005 87250-905

009 87250-909
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KaMaSaKI
SHad WobbLer

KaMaSaKI
WobbLer 3-Joint

KaMaSaKI
fat WobbLer

001

005 009

002

001

005

009

002

003

001

005 009

002

003

003

The three section jointed lure will draw the 
predator’s attention with its snaky motion. You 
can retrieve it 0,5-1 m deep.

It’s a dumpy wobbler with super wide wobble. It 
can be cast well and accurately. With a slow re-
trieve it runs 0,5 m deep. Thanks to its perfect 
movement and wobble, predators are more than 
willing to catch it. Another key to its success is its 
amazing color. It’s great both for pike and perch 
fi shing. 

This is a 9 cm long real predator catcher. It can 
go as deep as 2 m. Its fantastic wobble has 
large amplitude, and delivers realistic imita-
tion of injured baitfi sh.

 

001 87235-901

002 87235-902

003 87235-903

005 87235-905

009 87235-909

 

001 87240-601

002 87240-602

003 87240-603

005 87240-605

009 87240-609

 

001 87245-901

002 87245-902

003 87245-903

005 87245-905

009 87245-909
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KaMaSaKI
PercH WobbLer

KaMaSaKI
bUG WobbLer

KaMaSaKI
minnoW WobbLer

KaMaSaKI
PoPP WobbLer

KaMaSaKI
PercH 1-2 WobbLer

A wonderful small size wobbler with super intense vibration. It dives as 
deep as 1-1,5 m when retrieving. It is available in various colors. Great for 
sander, especially near stony river banks and the margins. 

3 cm 4 cm

001 87225-301 87225-401

002 87225-314 87225-414

003 87225-316 87225-416

004 87225-318 87225-418

005 87225-399 87225-499

This high frequency wobbler has a super tight wiggle. It can sink 
0,5-1 m deep.  The 3 cm model can deceive shy predator fi sh near 
small watercourses. Chubs, ides, asps and trout all love it! With a 
slow retrieve, the 4 cm version will defi nitely draw the attention of 
hungry sanders.

001

001

002 003 004

001

005

002

002

003

001

003

003

005

002

004

004

002

004

005

005

004

001

003

Despite its small body, it has a tight wiggle. We 
recommended it primarily for smaller preda-
tors. It goes 0,5 m deep.

Realistic bleak imitation.  This 9,5 cm lure can 
go as deep as 0,5-1 m. It’s primarily for sander 
fi shing, but you can also expect pike and asp 
bites.

This 5 cm wobbler will trigger spectacular 
strikes. Above the seaweed you can expect 
pike attacks.

KaMaSaKI
Vertic WobbLer

003

002

001

005

004

This is the kind of wobbler that you can use 
eff ectively with the traditional cast and re-
trieve method. It provides a perfect wiggle 
when sinking and rising. It’s the favorite lure of 
sanders, pikes, asps, but don’t be surprised if a 
catfi sh attacks it on a hot summer day. 

 

001 87225-201

002 87225-214

003 87225-216

004 87225-218

005 87225-299

 

001 87230-801

002 87230-802

003 87230-805

004 87230-803

005 87230-809

 

001 87210-503

002 87210-502

003 87210-505

004 87210-506

 

001 87205-502

002 87205-507

003 87205-503

004 87205-504

005 87205-510

 

001 87220-503

002 87220-502

003 87220-510

004 87215-602

005 87215-604
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A meticulously designed lure that produces an unbelievable vi-
bration in the water. The Spinner ET Classic features a traditional 
shape. Using this lure you can expect any predators.

A traditional, small sized lure that imitates spawn. Specifi cally 
developed for fi shing chub, perch and trout. Its fi rst-class treble 
hooks allow excellent hook set and ensure secure holding.

Its main characteristic is the high fre-
quency vibration and a bell shaped rattle 
mechanism, which makes predators hunt 
down your lure. It’s a wonderfully versatile 
spinner; therefore, you can catch any kind 
of predator with it. Its fi rst-class treble 
hooks allow excellent hook set and ensure 
secure holding.

The Turbo Long is a fast, high frequency lure. It is the updated 
version of the traditional “Longet” profi le. The leaf shape delivers 
added turbulence and makes the lure more eff ective than ever. 

WIZarD
SPinner et cLaSSic

WIZarD
SPinner et PercH

WIZarD
SPinner et V-maX

WIZarD
SPinner et tUrbo LonG

487 069 068 067 001

095

038 036 002 001

003094 002

001

002

486

487

NO 0 NO 1 NO 2 NO 3

001 84073-001 84073-101 84073-201 84073-301

067 84073-067 84073-167 84073-267 84073-367

068 84073-068 84073-168 84073-268 84073-368

069 84073-069 84073-169 84073-269 84073-369

487 84073-087 84073-187 84073-287 84073-387

NO 1 NO 2 NO 3

001 84074-101 84074-201 84074-301

002 84074-102 84074-202 84074-302

486 84074-186 84074-286 84074-386

487 84074-187 84074-287 84074-387

NO 1 NO 2 NO 3

002 84076-102 84076-202 84076-302

003 84076-103 84076-203 84076-303

094 84076-194 84076-294 84076-394

095 84076-195 84076-295 84076-395

NO 1 NO 2

001 84084-101 84084-201

002 84084-102 84084-202

036 84084-136 84084-236

038 84084-138 84084-238

aboUt WiZZard SPinnerS
Thanks to their excellent motion, even beginner spinning 

anglers can be successful with these lures. Seasoned anglers 
know that it’s always worth experimenting with retrieve. 

When using a spinner, it could be useful to stop retrieving for 
a second, imitating a falling leaf.
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It is well known among anglers that predators, especially pikes, 
are fond of areas that are full of overgrown weeds. Huge pikes are 
likely to hide near branches of trees, sunken boats or broken piers. 
Unfortunately, in such tough conditions it’s easy to lose your lure. 
Losing your favorite rule has emotional as well as fi nancial con-
sequences.  For this reason, you can get this wonderful spinner 
at a good price. The Kamasaki spinner is available in diff erent siz-
es and shapes with the super eff ective scale pattern. The blade 
keeps whirling fast even with slow retrieve. It produces attractive, 
high frequency vibration in the water. Chemically sharpened, 2x 
strong treble hooks. Endurable, strong wire. Unbeatable price for 
value.

It has a fast blade that creates intense vi-
bration in the water. It can be highly eff ec-
tive when fi shing for perch, ide, chub and 
asp. Its eff ectiveness is increased by its 
unique scale pattern.

KaMaSaKI
SPinner ‘SParroW ‘

WIZarD
SPinner et baSS

SPARROW

BLACK
BIRD

FALCON

TINCH

HERON

OWL

PARROT
STORK

085
794

082

001
002 003

081
793

NO 1 NO 2 NO 3 NO 4

SPARROW 84041-521 84041-522 84041-523 84041-524

TINCH 84041-541 84041-542 84041-543 84041-544

FALCON 84041-561 84041-562 84041-563 84041-564

HERON 84041-591 84041-592 84041-593 84041-594

BLACK BIRD 84041-601 84041-602 84041-603 84041-604

OWL - - 84041-923 -

PARROT 793 - - 84041-793 -

PARROT 794 - - - 84041-794

STORK 081 - - 84041-813 -

STORK 082 - 84041-822 - -

STORK 085 - 84041-852 - -

NO 1 NO 2 NO 3

001 84075-101 84075-201 84075-301

002 84075-102 84075-202 84075-302

003 84075-103 84075-203 84075-303
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A traditional spoon that is a necessary lure of fi shing thanks to 
its brilliant casting characteristics. You can retrieve it steadily or 
using the well-known “fallen leaf” technique.

This is an immensely lightweight lure made from thin material that 
enables it to swim on the surface of the water. This unique feature 
can be exploited in waters full of overgrown weeds and snags.

Spinner with large blade and an extraordinary motion. Thanks 
to its great vibration amplitude it is unbelievably eff ective in the 
water.  Its smaller versions and sizes are ideal for catching pikes, 
whereas the bigger sizes could chase monster pikes and catfi sh. 

A unique pike spoon not just for pikes. Retrieve it slowly, close 
to the bottom of the water, and it will draw the attention of cat-
fi sh and sander that live nearby. It is recommended to have var-
ious colors with you so that you can adjust your lure to changing 
weather and light conditions. 

KaMaSaKI
SPoon at

KaMaSaKI
SPoon LiGHt

KaMaSaKI
SPoon dP

KaMaSaKI
SPoon PiKe

20 g 30 g

GOLD 84152-120 84152-130

SILVER 84152-220 84152-230

BLUE FISH 84152-320 84152-330

HOT TIGER 84152-420 84152-430

GREEN FISH HOLO 84152-520 84152-530

RED TIGER 84152-620 84152-630

20 g

GOLD 84153-120

SILVER 84153-220

BLUE FISH 84153-320

HOT TIGER 84153-420

GREEN FISH HOLO 84153-520

RED TIGER 84153-620

RED TIGER
RED TIGER

RED TIGER RED TIGER

BLUE FISH
BLUE FISH

BLUE
FISH BLUE

FISH

HOT TIGER
HOT TIGER

HOT TIGER
HOT TIGER

SILVER
SILVER

SILVER
SILVER

GREEN FISH HOLO
GREEN FISH HOLO

GREEN
FISH HOLO

GREEN
FISH HOLO

GOLD

GOLD

GOLD
GOLD

10 g 15 g

GOLD 84154-110 84154-115

SILVER 84154-210 84154-215

BLUE FISH 84154-310 84154-315

HOT TIGER 84154-410 84154-415

GREEN FISH HOLO 84154-510 84154-515

RED TIGER 84154-610 84154-615

15 g 25 g

GOLD 84155-115 84155-125

SILVER 84155-215 84155-225

BLUE FISH 84155-315 84155-325

HOT TIGER 84155-415 84155-425

GREEN FISH HOLO 84155-515 84155-525

RED TIGER 84155-615 84155-625
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This type of spoon has already proven to be a real predator catch-
er. Its smaller versions and sizes are ideal for catching pikes, 
whereas with the bigger versions you can chase monster pikes 
and catfi sh. It can be retrieved steadily or using the well-know 
“fallen leaf” technique.  

The name Toby might sound familiar to spinning anglers. The most 
typical features of this spoon are the long shape and intense mo-
tion. You can retrieve it in any layer of the water, and it’s appropri-
ate for pike, sander and asp fi shing.

KaMaSaKI
SPoon fZ

KaMaSaKI
SPoon tb

10 g 17 g 20 g

GOLD 84150-110 84150-117 84150-120

SILVER 84150-210 84150-217 84150-220

BLUE FISH 84150-310 84150-317 84150-320

HOT TIGER 84150-410 84150-417 84150-420

GREEN FISH HOLO 84150-510 84150-517 84150-520

RED TIGER 84150-610 84150-617 84150-620

10 g 15 g 25 g

GOLD - 84151-115 84151-125

SILVER - 84151-215 84151-225

BLUE FISH 84151-310 84151-325 84151-410

HOT TIGER - - 84151-425

GREEN FISH HOLO 84151-510 84151-525 -

RED TIGER 84151-610 - 84151-625

RED TIGER
RED TIGER

BLUE FISH BLUE FISH

HOT TIGER
HOT TIGER

SILVER SILVER

GREEN FISH HOLO
GREEN FISH HOLO

GOLD GOLD
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KaMaSaKI
WobLer Set
naTURal

4 WOBBLERS
+ 2 WIRE LEADERS
+ BOX

WobLer Set

+ 2 WIRE LEADERS

KaMaSaKI
WobLer Set
UniveRsal

4 WOBBLERS
+ 2 WIRE LEADERS
+ BOX

WobLer Set

+ 2 WIRE LEADERS

KaMaSaKI
WobLer Set
HOT

4 WOBBLERS
+ 2 WIRE LEADERS
+ BOX

WobLer Set

+ 2 WIRE LEADERS

KaMaSaKI
tWiSter Set
UniveRsal

4 TWISTERS
+ 2 WIRE LEADERS
+ BOX

KaMaSaKI
SHad Set
UniveRsal

KaMaSaKI
fLY Set ii.

KaMaSaKI
fLY Set i.KaMaSaKI

SUPer LUre Set

4 SHADS
+ 2 WIRE LEADERS
+ BOX

83011-201
83011-202

83011-203

83011-401
83011-301

84309-020

84309-010
83011-600
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5,0 cm 7,5 cm 8,5 cm

007 87012-007 87013-007 87014-007

019 87012-019 87013-019 87014-019

022 87012-022 87013-022 87014-022

025 87012-025 87013-025 87014-025

027 87012-027 87013-027 87014-027

053 87012-053 87013-053 87014-053

104 87012-104 87013-104 87014-104

109 87012-109 87013-109 87014-109

201 87012-201 87013-201 87014-201

227 87012-227 87013-227 87014-227

5,5 cm 7,5 cm

001 87072-001 87073-001

008 87072-008 87073-008

039 87072-039 87073-039

040 87072-040 87073-040

052 87072-052 87073-052

L&K
LiGHt SHot

L&K
Warrior SHad

007 025 109

001

008
039

040

052

019 027 201

022 053

104

227

Its slim and light body resembles a grub. 
It has many thin ribs making it more at-
tractive to fi sh. You can pursue small sized 
predators or large ones with it. The lure has 

a bell-shaped end, which moves in perfect 
harmony with the thin body. Thanks to the 
thin end of the tail, the lure provides a life-
like imitation in weak currents too.

aboUt L&K fLoatinG
LUreS

This plastic is made from a special 
material whose specifi c weight is different 
from that of traditional plastics. It can be 
very catchy because it does not lie at the 

bottom of the water. It draws the attention 
of the fi sh from above the bottom. It can 

be used with Cheburashka rigs in snaggy 
waters.

L&K
fLoatinG LonG fLY  

L&K
fLoatinG SHad  

Flavored, extremely durable fl oating lure. It features a traditional wormlike shape. It is 
avai-zlable in two lengths: it has a 5 and a 7 cm version. Ultra light spinners will be happy 
with the smaller version of this lure.

This fl oating lure features two ribbings. On the body, the ribs are less intense, whereas 
on the belly they are more visible. Its shape resembles that of Shad plastics. It can be an 
extremely catchy lure when predators feed on wide minnows.

6,0 cm 8,0 cm

W 87176-001 87178-001

WR 87176-008 87178-008

CHR 87176-020 87178-020

ASB 87176-228 87178-228

EVR 87176-301 87178-301

PINK 87176-302 87178-302

5,0 cm 7,0 cm

W 87185-001 87187-001

WR 87185-008 87187-008

CHR 87185-020 87187-020

ASB 87185-228 87187-228

EVR 87185-301 87187-301

PINK 87185-302 87187-302

W

WR

CHR

W

WR

CHR

ASB

EVR

PINK

PINK

ASB

EVR

Real Shad form. Thanks to the extenua-
ted and ribbed tail the lure reacts to every 
slight movement excellently. Therefore, 
you can use it in lakes or waters with weak 
current. If you want to achieve stronger 
motion, try it in rivers or in any kind of 
fl owing water. 
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7,0 cm 9,5 cm 12 cm

007 87033-007 87034-007 -

019 87033-019 87034-019 -

022 87033-022 87034-022 -

025 87033-025 87034-025 87035-025

027 87033-027 87034-027 -

053 87033-053 87034-053 87035-053

104 87033-104 87034-104 -

109 87033-109 87034-109 -

201 87033-201 87034-201 87035-201

227 87033-227 87034-227 -

5,0 cm 7,5 cm 10 cm

007 87052-007 87053-007 87054-007

019 87052-019 87053-019 87054-019

022 87052-022 87053-022 87054-022

025 87052-025 87053-025 87054-025

027 87052-027 87053-027 87054-027

053 87052-053 87053-053 87054-053

104 87052-104 87053-104 87054-104

109 87052-109 87053-109 87054-109

201 87052-201 87053-201 87054-201

227 87052-227 87053-227 87054-227

5,5 cm 8,0 cm

002 87153-002 87154-002

004 87153-004 87154-004

008 87153-008 87154-008

013 87153-013 87154-013

014 87153-014 87154-014

L&K
GrUb HUnter

L&K
PoWer KicK

L&K
KicK

A traditional grub shape with excellent 
tail.  Even the smaller versions resurrect 
immediately in the tiniest stream. The 
weight of the hook allows superb move-
ment in lakes and basically in any still 
water. It is available in remarkably catchy 
colors, typically with glitters.

The tuck shaped tail will invite imminent 
strikes from aggressive predator fi sh. The 
slot on the back of the lure helps you hide 
Off set hooks. With hard-mouthed spe-
cies, setting the hook sharply can’t cause 
any problems to this fantastic plastic. You 
can pursue small sized predators or, with 
the bigger versions, powerful catfi sh.

Its elongated body makes it look like a 
grub, although it’s a bit chubbier. It has 
many thin ribs that make the lure more 
attractive to any kind of predator that 
swims! The oval tail enables anglers to use 
the Kick not just in still waters, but also in 
fast fl owing rivers.

tiPS for riGS

CAROLINA RIG

WINGED RIG

TEXAS RIG

JIG HEAD RIG

DROP SHOT
RIG

007 007

002

014

004

008

027 027

022 022

104 104

201 201

019 019

053 053

025 025

109 109

227 227
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     Packing:  8 pcs

MaNN’S
manniPULator GrUb

4’
(10,1 cm)

AS 88003-426

CH 88003-402

FCH 88003-403

J RED 88003-499

MFCH 88003-428

P 88003-405

Y 88003-404

W 88003-401

W

CH

FCH

P

Y

AS MFCH

J RED

The tail is connected to the body, which gives a unique appearance 
to this grub. Thanks to this unusual design, the long tail, which is 
typical of Mann’s lures, has lower vibration amplitude. On the oth-
er hand, it performs a tighter wiggle in the water than traditional 
models. Great for sander and pike.

Packing:  8 pcs

MaNN’S
tWin taiL GrUb

4’
(10,1 cm)

AS 88002-426

CH 88002-402

FCH 88002-403

J RED 88002-499

MFCH 88002-428

P 88002-405

Y 88002-404

W 88002-401

W

CH

FCH

P

Y

AS MFCH

J RED

Mann’s grubs with double or twin tails have inherited all the classi-
cal and well tried features of soft lures. The long and soft part of the 
tail makes a provocative, luring movement. It is off ered in the most 
popular and catchy colors on the market.

Packing: 15 pcs 

MaNN’S
SHad

4,5 cm 6,0 cm 8,0 cm 10 cm 15 cm

AS 88010-126 88010-226 88010-326 - -

CMF 88010-127 88010-227 88010-327 - -

FCHBB 88010-161 88010-261 88010-361 88010-461 -

FCHSG - - - 88010-481 -

HY - - 88010-382 88010-482 88010-682

LS 88010-183 88010-283 88010-383 - -

MFCH 88010-128 88010-228 88010-328 88010-428 88010-628

MFCHOL - - - 88010-484 88010-684

P 88010-105 88010-205 88010-305 88010-405 -

PBB 88010-162 88010-262 88010-362 - -

W 88010-101 88010-201 88010-301 88010-401 88010-601

WBB - - - 88010-463 -

AS

CMF

FCHBB

MFCHOL

HY

LS

MFCH

MFCHOL

P

PBB

W

WBB

Soft shad with traditional shape. It was given a bigger-than-
average, tuck shaped tail by the manufacturer. Thanks to the soft 
material and the resistance of the tail, it makes a super intense 
movement in the water. The extra soft material, which is typical of 

Mann’s soft plastics, gives a realistic motion to the lure. The fl exible 
head is also quite durable, and it won’t crack after you’ve rigged it up 
several times. The lure has a massive, V profi le that you can retrieve 
marvelously. Low resistance in the water. Tail wiggles intensively.
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HY

WFT

PFT

FCHFT

CHYTCH

RB

GG

EV

CGMF

CP FCH

GFCL

P

W

MaNN’S
ctG tWiSter

Compared to its body, the CTG twister has a super long, soft tail. 
This lure reacts to every tiny little movement, and performs an 
attractive motion in the fl owing water. It’s defi nitely indispens-
able to spinning anglers. Besides the usual scale of colors, it is 
available in unique shades. The fl ashy, fl ickering grubs exploit the 
aggressiveness of predator fi sh. These lively colors will help you 
catch lethargic predators too. 

Packing:  1”-30 pcs / 2”-20 pcs / 3”- 15 pcs / 4”-10 pcs / 5”-5 pcs

1’
(2,5 cm)

2’
(5,1 cm)

3’
(7,6 cm) 

4’
(10,1 cm)

5’
(12,7 cm)

CGMF 88001-122 88001-222 - - -

CH - - - 88001-402 88001-502

CHYT - - - 88001-441 88001-541

CP 88001-121 88001-221 88001-321 - -

EV 88001-123 88001-223 - - -

FCH 88001-103 88001-203 88001-303 88001-403 88001-503

FCHFT - - - 88001-442 88001-542

GFCL - 88001-230 - - -

GG 88001-124 88001-224 - - -

HY - - - 88001-482 88001-582

P 88001-105 88001-205 - - -

PFT - - - 88001-445 88001-545

RB 88001-129 88001-229 - - -

W 88001-101 88001-201 88001-301 88001-401 88001-501

WFT - - - 88001-446 88001-546

Packing:  6 cm-10 pcs / 12 cm-5 pcs 

MaNN’S
action SHad

6,0 cm 12 cm

BFT - 88015-643

CHFT - 88015-644

MFCH 88015-228 -

6,0 cm 12 cm

YFT - 88015-647

W 88015-201 88015-601

WFT - 88015-646

BFT

CHFT

MFCH

YFT

W

WFT

The classical soft shad has been given an extra long and twisted tail 
that delivers unbelievable movement even with slow retrieve. You 
can retrieve this wonderful plastic in various ways. It is available on 
the market in two sizes and catchy colors. Zip bag given.

MaNN’S
Grab tWiSter

Its cylindrical, worm-like body ends with an 
enormous shovel shaped tail. These special 
features make the Grab Twister irresistible 
to sanders. If you retrieve it at the right 
speed, the vibrations of the bait will be very 
likely to reach predators that are looking 
for their prey in your area.

FCH

W
MFCH

P

Y

KÁroLY boKor
on mann’S PLaSticS

“I use different kinds of wobblers, but when it comes 
to soft plastics I use only Mann’s products. I’d had 

the opportunity to try them out before they became 
available in tackle shops. Ever since I tried them I’ve 
considered these plastics the best. When fi shing for 
sander, it’s very important to present a lifelike lure. 

Mann’s soft baits are perfect for this purpose.”

Packing:  5 pcs

11 cm

FCH 88020-403

MFCH 88020-428

P 88020-405

Y 88020-404

W 88020-401
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Pull out the link from the jig head.

Slide the link into the jig head.

Fix the link.

Rig the soft lure.

Combined with a fl y, it’s the essential part of classical dropper rigs 
for asps. An eff ective way of catching them all!

KaMaSaKI
ecoPiLKer

 

15 g 20 g 25 g 40 g

BLUE / SILVER 84305-115 84305-120 84305-125 84305-140

BLACK / SILVER 84305-215 84305-220 84305-225 84305-240

RED HEAD 84305-315 84305-320 84305-325 84305-340

ORANGE /YELLOW 84305-415 84305-420 84305-425 84305-440

10 g 18 g

WHITE / RED 87300-101 87300-181

GREEN TIGER 87300-102 87300-182

BLUE 87300-103 87300-183

ORANGE / YELLOW

RED HEAD

BLACK / SILVER

BLUE / SILVER

The body of the Asp Spinner is made of lead, which helps you 
achieve enormous distances. The tail has got a leaf shaped spinner
blade that creates super intense vibration. Thus, for the predator 
it’s easier to notice the lure.

You can use it successfully in 
narrow, fast fl owing brooks. 
A uniquely designed lure, 
which is the result of a special 
fusion. It’s been developed 
for chub fi shing. Basically, it’s 
a combination of a spinner 
and an elongated wobbler. Its 
appearance is spectaclar. 
The small size of the lure 
(8 gm) equals the size of the 
chub’s prey fi sh. The treble 
hook at the end of the bait is 
super proof.

WIZarD
aSP SPinner

WIZarD
cHUb SPinner

BLUE WHITE/RED GREEN 
TIGER

WIZarD
cHebUraSHKa

L&K
micro JiG
4 pcs / bag

87301-081

87301-082

87301-083

g pcs

59012-004 4

5
59012-006 6

59012-007 7

59012-008 8

59012-010 10

459012-012 12

59012-014 14

59012-016 16 3

g No

59102-012 2

159102-013 3

59102-015 5

59102-020 2 1/0

59102-022 2 2

59102-023 3 2

59102-030 3 1/0

59102-041 1

459102-042 2

59102-043 3

59102-050 5 1/0

59102-062 2
6

59102-063 3

59102-081 1

859102-082 2

59102-083 3

59102-101 1
10

59102-102 2

59102-121 1
12

59102-122 2

g No

59102-125 5 2

59102-142 2
4

59102-143 3

59102-161 1

659102-162 2

59102-163 3

59102-212 2 2

59102-213 3 3

59102-215 4 5

59102-220 2 1/0

59102-222 2

259102-223 3

59102-225 5

59102-230 3 1/0

59102-241 1 4

59102-250 5 1/0

59102-261 1 6

59102-281 1

859102-282 2

59102-283 3
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KaMaSaKI
cHebUraSHKa

WIZarD
maSter JiG Head

  

One of the biggest advantages of the 
Wizard Master jig heads is that the shank 
of the hook is not thickened near the eye. 
So far, this thickened part has made using 
smaller plastics impossible. The lure has 
super sharp Japanese hooks. Fortunately,
it is available in various sizes, so every 
angler can fi nd the size that he’s looking 
for depending on the method he prefers.

WIZarD
SPinner bait

GREEN YELLOW BLACK

7g 87302-107 87302-207 87302-307

10g 87302-110 87302-210 87302-310

14g 87302-114 87302-214 87302-314

g

59112-103 3

59112-104 4

59112-105 5

59112-106 6

59112-107 7

g

59112-108 8

59112-110 10

59112-112 12

59112-114 14

59112-116 16

pcs
3

g No

59300-104 4

1

59300-106 6

59300-108 8

59300-110 10

59300-112 12

59300-114 14 1/0

59300-115 15 1

g No

59300-116 6 1/0

59300-118 18 1

59300-202 2

2
59300-204 4

59300-206 6

59300-208 8

59300-210 10 2/0

g No

59300-212 12

2/0

59300-214 4

59300-215 15

59300-216 6

59300-218 8

59300-306 6
3/0

59300-308 8

g No

59300-310 10

3/0
59300-312 12

59300-315 15

59300-318 18

59300-401 1

459300-402 2

59300-404 4

g No

59300-406 6

459300-408 8

59300-410 10

59300-601 1

6
59300-602 2

59300-604 4

59300-606 6

g No

59300-608 8
6

59300-610 10

59301-110 10

1/059301-112 2

59301-118 8

59302-218 18 2/0
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WIZarD
SLice

WIZarD
WiGGLY froG

WIZarD
PercH

WIZarD
PiKe

WIZarD
crUb

SILVER BLUE RED

10g 82301-101 82301-102 82301-103

15g 82301-201 82301-202 82301-203

20g 82301-301 82301-302 82301-303

30g 82301-401 82301-402 82301-403

4 cm 5.5 cm

GREEN 82700-401 82700-501

BLACK 82700-402 82700-502

YELLOW 82700-403 82700-503

WHITE 82700-404 82700-504

86974-006

6 cm

86974-090

9 cm

86974-012

12 cm

86974-008

8 cm

86974-120

12 cm
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This compact fi sh fi nder is loved by both professional and 
beginner anglers. With the help of this equipment you can easily 
map out the water in front of you. The water depth, the deck, and 
the whereabouts of the fi sh are not a secret anymore. The device 
features a color display. The housing of the receiver has a shock 
resistant coating, so it’s less susceptible to damage. The device 
can be used for identifying big and small-sized fi sh, water depth, 
water temperature, air temperature, the location of fi sh, and the 
weed and stones on the deck.  

74871-040
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L&K
JiG fiSH Head

2 pcs / bag

L&K
cHebUraSHKa

fisH HeaD

bÉLa LUKÁcSi on tHe brand
dedicated bY Him

“I always try to put some innovations into spinning. This is particularly 
true for lures, that’s why the new Winged Jig and Flat Bait have appeared 

in the shops. These innovations are necessary for us to be successful even 
in overfi shed waters!”

L&K
titaniUm Leader

L&K
WoLfram Leader

L&K
fLUorocarbon Leader

L&K
Predator Leader

flUOROCaRbOn COaTeD

2 pcs / bag

g mm

59102-500
3

1

59102-505 1/0

59102-510
6

2/0

59102-515 3/0

g mm

59102-520
6

4/0

59102-525 5/0

59102-530
9

2/0

59102-535 3/0

g mm

59102-540 9 4/0

59102-545

12

2/0

59102-550 3/0

59102-555 4/0

g pcs

59012-503 3

359012-506 6

59012-508 8

g pcs

59012-512 12 3

59012-516 16
2

59012-523 23

82011-620

16 kg / 20 cm

82011-630

16 kg / 30 cm

pcs
2

kg cm

82013-115
10

15

82013-120 20

82013-515 15 15

kg cm

82013-520
15

20

82013-525 25

82014-220 20 20

pcs
2

kg cm

82012-120
11

20

82012-125 25

kg cm

82012-920
9

20

82012-930 25

pcs
1

mm kg

82057-030 0,30 8,37

82057-040 0,40 12,19

mm kg

82057-050 0,50 15,72

82057-060 0,60 19,87

10 m
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WIZarD
Wire Leader Set

WIZarD
WoLfram Leader

WIZarD
fLUorocarbon Leader

WIZarD
titaniUm Leader

WIZarD
broWn WoLfram Wire 

Leader 7X7

pcs
72

kg inch

82001-209
black

6, 9, 12 9

82005-209 9 6, 9, 12

82001-509
green

6, 9, 12 9

82005-509 9 6, 9, 12

kg cm

82021-106 6
15.0

82021-109 9

82021-206 6
22

82021-209 9

kg cm

82020-106

15

15.0

82020109 22

82020-112 30.0

kg cm

82022-106 6

1582022-109 9

82022-116 16

82022-206 6

2282022-209 9

82022-216 16

82008-933

6, 9, 12 inch
6, 9, 12 kg

82008-316

6 kg / 6 inch

82008-319

9 kg / 9 inch

pcs
30

pcs
2

pcs
2

pcs
2

pcs
2

pcs
2
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WIZarD
broWn Wire Leader 7X7

doUbLe HooK

WIZarD
broWn Wire Leader 7X7

trebLe HooKS

WIZarD
broWn Wire Leader

WitH 2 LooPS

KaMaSaKI
Predator riG

Catching catfi sh is one of the most diffi cult tasks. Therefore, we 
want to offer some help. Thanks to the Kamasaki fl oating spreader 
you can offer your bait at any level of the water column. Your bait 
can be small fi sh, worm, or leech. It features durability and high 

breaking strain.

79310-150

82008-100

6, 9, 12 inch
6, 9, 12 kg

82008-326

6 kg / 6 inch

82008-339

9 kg / 9 inch

82008-336

6 kg / 6 inch

82008-329

9 kg / 9 inch

pcs
30

pcs
2

pcs
2
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KaMaSaKIKaMaSaKI
Predator riGPredator riGPredator riGPredator riG

Catching catfi sh is one of the most diffi cult tasks. Therefore, we Catching catfi sh is one of the most diffi cult tasks. Therefore, we Catching catfi sh is one of the most diffi cult tasks. Therefore, we Catching catfi sh is one of the most diffi cult tasks. Therefore, we Catching catfi sh is one of the most diffi cult tasks. Therefore, we Catching catfi sh is one of the most diffi cult tasks. Therefore, we Catching catfi sh is one of the most diffi cult tasks. Therefore, we Catching catfi sh is one of the most diffi cult tasks. Therefore, we Catching catfi sh is one of the most diffi cult tasks. Therefore, we 
want to offer some help. Thanks to the Kamasaki fl oating spreader want to offer some help. Thanks to the Kamasaki fl oating spreader want to offer some help. Thanks to the Kamasaki fl oating spreader want to offer some help. Thanks to the Kamasaki fl oating spreader want to offer some help. Thanks to the Kamasaki fl oating spreader want to offer some help. Thanks to the Kamasaki fl oating spreader want to offer some help. Thanks to the Kamasaki fl oating spreader want to offer some help. Thanks to the Kamasaki fl oating spreader want to offer some help. Thanks to the Kamasaki fl oating spreader want to offer some help. Thanks to the Kamasaki fl oating spreader 
you can offer your bait at any level of the water column. Your bait you can offer your bait at any level of the water column. Your bait you can offer your bait at any level of the water column. Your bait you can offer your bait at any level of the water column. Your bait you can offer your bait at any level of the water column. Your bait you can offer your bait at any level of the water column. Your bait you can offer your bait at any level of the water column. Your bait you can offer your bait at any level of the water column. Your bait 
can be small fi sh, worm, or leech. It features durability and high can be small fi sh, worm, or leech. It features durability and high can be small fi sh, worm, or leech. It features durability and high can be small fi sh, worm, or leech. It features durability and high can be small fi sh, worm, or leech. It features durability and high can be small fi sh, worm, or leech. It features durability and high can be small fi sh, worm, or leech. It features durability and high 

breaking strain.breaking strain.

79310-150
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eNerGOteaM
WiZard LiP GriP W/55LbS 

diGitaL ScaLe

WIZarD
fLoatinG PLaStic LiP

GriP LarGe

eNerGOteaM
forceP StraiGHt - 25cm

KaMaSaKI
air PUmP P-01

eNerGOteaM
LiP GriP WitH ScaLe

WIZarD
LiP GriP 

StainLeSS 
SteeL mini

eNerGOteaM
fiSHinG forcePS 6’ cUrVed

eNerGOteaM
fiSH GriP

HUNOr cLONK
HUnor cLonK

WIZarD
StrinGer cHain et 

oUtdoor

eNerGOteaM
ScUff for 

PercH
dP - 12

convex 
head

fl at head concave 
head

80615-055

80450-100

80460-001

79590-025

79590-115 15 cm

80360-002 perch

80360-003 pike

80360-004 catfish

79590-125 25 cm

80460-002

80360-950

80200-001

80450-025

25 lbs

80450-050

50 lbs

mm

80351-033
convex head

33

80351-038 38

80352-033
fl at head

33

80352-038 38

80353-033 concave 
head

33

80353-038 38
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KOÓS catFISH
riG-it 

aramid 
HooKLinK braid 

20m darK 
broWn

KOÓS catFISH
riG-it KeVLar 

HooKLinK braid 
10m GraY

KOÓS
SUrface

Predator riG

KOÓS
catfiSH riG 

‘rUnninG fLoat’ 
100 g

KOÓS
catfiSH riG 

‘rUnninG fLoat’
100 g

ferenc KoÓS 
on SLidinG fLoatS
“When fi shing for catfi sh we have 

to be sure that the rig stays exactly 
where we’ve cast it. The baitfi sh 

should not get tangled up in our line. 
With this kind of rig, all you have to 

do is wait for the bite!”

79310-100

79310-199

79301-085

85 cm 79301-001

100 cm

mm kg

79708-100 0,6 88

79708-110 0,8 105

mm kg

79708-000 1,0 130
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KOÓS catFISH
crane SWiVeLS 
WitH HanGinG 

SnaP

KOÓS catFISH
 faStLocK SnaPS

KOÓS catFISH
baLL bearinG SWiVeLS 

WitH corKScreW
100lbs

KOÓS catFISH
crane SWiVeLS 

WitH corKScreW
100lbs

KOÓS catFISH
catfiSH SinGLe HooKS

KOÓS catFISH
doUbLe trebLe combi riGS

KOÓS catFISH
SinGLe trebLe combi riG

KOÓS catFISH
fiXed PeLLet riGS

120cm

KOÓS catFISH
fLoat riG

KOÓS catFISH
catfiSH riGS WitH rattLer

KOÓS catFISH
PeLLet 

StoPPerS

KOÓS catFISH
 SHrinK tUbe
1 m / ø6 mm

KOÓS catFISH
doUbLe catfiSH 

rattLer

KOÓS catFISH
SiLicon tUbe

2,5 mm
tranSParent

79700-000

79706-040

79700-100

79700-025

79702-100

79700-001
79700-060

79704-060 6/0

79704-080 8/0

NO pcs

79709-040 4/0 7

79709-060 6/0 6

79709-080 8/0 5

79709-100 10/0 4

Lbs pcs

79710-065 65 9

79710-090 90 8

79710-100 100 7

pcs
1

pcs
1

pcs
1

pcs
1

pcs
10

pcs
1

pcs
10

pcs
10

pcs
5

pcs
4

79703-060

6/0

79707-080

8/0 - 40 g

79703-001

black

79703-002

red

79707-060

6/0 - 25 g

79703-080

8//0

79705-060

6/0
79705-080

8/0
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baitS

kg
1

kg
3

BeNZar MIx
GroUndbait
geneRal gROUnDbaiT
In each mixture that is prepared accord-
ing to the ideas of multiple champion 
Zsolt Benzár, there is a harmony of fl a-
vors, fragrances, high-quality ingredients 
and, of course, the essence of everything: 
experience. The effi  ciency of carp angling 
with match rods, feeders, long poles and 
the effi  ciency of bottom fi shing can be 
enhanced by thoughtful moistening and 
preparations. Also, you should always fol-
low the golden rules of the given method. 
Benzar Mix carp baits include traditional 
baits with basic fl avors and additives, as 
well as baits developed for competitions. 
These include special ingredients, and are 
the favorite delicacies of carps!

Anglers who want to be successful in fi sh-
ing must know the importance of ground-

baits. this is particularly true for the meth-
od feeder as in this technique only a small 
amount of groundbait is cast into the water. 
nowadays, there is a wide variety of ground-
baits made from different ingredients and 

grain sizes. furthermore, anglers can choose 
from numerous colors and fl avors. the range 
is so wide that many times only seasoned an-
glers can choose the one that is best for the 
season and the species. if you think you need 
guidance, check out the recommendations of 
test anglers and manufacturers. 

1 kg 3 kg

carp 94005-048 94005-348

carp-carassius 94005-049 94005-349

carp-carassius black 94005-037 94005-337

carp-carassius red 94005-061 94005-361

master carp 94005-050 94005-350

carp honey 94005-003 94005-303

carp strawberry 94005-013 94005-313

amur-carp 94005-051 94005-351

amur lucerne 94008-021 94008-321

betaine-carp 94005-190 94005-090

carp extra 94005-556 94005-656

pineapple 94005-005 94005-305

1 kg 3 kg

garlic 94005-046 94005-346

fish meal 94005-155 94005-655

mussel 94005-052 94005-352

brandy 94005-035 94005-335

anise 94005-002 94005-302

vanilla 94005-001 94005-301

nase 94005-056 94005-356

nase-barbel 94005-055 94005-355

nase-barbel special 94008-056 94008-356

nase-black 94005-058 94005-358

nase-blood meal 94005-057 94005-658

cheese for stream 94005-054 94005-354

1 kg 3 kg

belachan-carp 94005-099 94005-399

big fish 94005-500 94005-600

special feeder 94008-051 94008-351

bleaks 94008-031 94008-331

competition special 94005-555 94005-657

competition special black 94005-550 -

carp pellet black 94005-695 -

bream special 94005-063 -

tutti-frutti 94005-073 -

method mix original 98079-300 -

method mix krill 98079-307 -

method feeder green 94005-036 -
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eNerGOteaM
cHamPion GroUnd bait

geneRal gROUnDbaiT

BeNZar MIx
biG SerieS

geneRal gROUnDbaiT

This high quality ground bait series was made according to the 
recipe of European and World championship, Szilárd Szilvási. 
These mixes can be used both for everyday and professional fi sh-
ing without any additional aromas.

The Benzar Mix Big Seria ground bait series, as its name suggests, 
was designed specifi cally for big carps and grass carps. It is one of 
the most unique ground baits because of the high quality ingredients, 
the extra sized specks and the large amount of pellets. As it dissolves 
slowly, it keeps the fi sh on your feed for a long time.

kg
1

kg
1

kg
3

BeNZar MIx
benZar feeder SerieS

geneRal gROUnDbaiT

The Benzar Mix Fee-
der Series were created 
under the supervision 
of Zsolt Benzár. These 
marvelous groundbaits 
have been developed 
specifi cally for fee-
der anglers. It was 
Zsolt Benzár who made 
the recipe and test-

ed the groundbait. Each groundbait of the feeder series can be 
characterized by smaller than the average granules, quick and 
easy solubility, and unbelievably strong aromas. You can fi nd 
the right groundbait for every season, species and water. Their 
effi  ciency can be further enhanced by additives.

kg
1

kg
3

1 kg 3 kg

strawberry forte 94005-801 -

honey pineapple 94005-802 94005-812

danube carp 94005-803 94005-813

garlic 94005-804 94005-814

carp crucian 94005-805 94005-815

carp competition 94005-806 94005-816

river barbe 95301-005

red carp 95301-010

classic carp 95301-015

black carp 95301-016

C2 dark 95301-020

C2 95301-050

bream 95301-051

yellow bream 95301-052

black bream 95301-053

gardon 95301-063

carp crucian 95301-065

grande carp 95301-070

grande carp extra 95301-071

etang 95301-075

blue 95301-080

pink 95301-085

1 kg 3 kg

ice mix 94400-162 94400-362

forte strawberry 94400-113 94400-313

bream 94400-151 -

carp 94400-152 -

special nase-barbel 94400-155 94400-355

competition 94400-157 -

fluo carp-caras 94400-161 94400-361
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black halibut

98005-912 fi sh & scopex

98005-966

red krill

98005-907

green betain

98005-991

g
800

BeNZar MIx
metHod miX GroUndbait

Zsolt Benzár hasn’t stopped this year either. He has created the 
Method Feeder ground bait series. It is available in four diff erent
fl avors: black halibut, fi sh&scopex, red krill and green betain.
Thanks to their unique characteristics, these ground baits 

dissolve only at the bottom of the water even in deep quarry 
lakes. In this way, you can avoid one of the common mistakes, 
namely, that the ground bait dissolves in the upper layers of the water 
attracting fi sh from the bottom, where your hook is.Thanks to their unique characteristics, these ground baits Thanks to their unique characteristics, these ground baits 
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BeNZar MIx
aSian carP

speCial gROUnDbaiT

1 kg

94005-070

3 kg

94005-370

kg
1

kg
1

kg
3

kg
3

BeNZar MIx
ParmeZan cHeeSe fLoUr

aDDiTives

BeNZar MIx
Panettone carP caraS

gROUnDbaiT
Cheese aroma is one of the best additives in river fi shing. However, 
we off er not only an aroma, but a special product that consists of 
100% parmesan cheese! Thanks to this fl avor and the special 
characteristics of this additive, the fi sh that are downstream can 
detect your feed, and they will start swimming up looking for food.

This mix is, without a doubt, one of the best ground baits that Zsolt 
Benzár has ever made. It’s a fi ne black ground bait made specifi cally 
for professional fi shing. Its aroma is unbelievably pleasant, similar to 
the well-known Italian biscotti, which of course works marvelously 
for everyday fi shing too.

g
700

natur

94005-100

3 kg

98005-362

red

94005-105

1kg

98005-062

eNerGOteaM
SiLVer carP metHod miX

This fi ne consistency groundbait contains dry milk powder, ground 
plankton and various proteins. It creates a huge cloud in the water. 
Bighead carps, which feed on the surface, react immediately to 
this attractive food source. This groundbait appeared on the mar-
ket as a real novelty. Besides bighead carps, you can also pursue 
silver carps and other non-predatory fi sh, such as common carps, 
crucian carps and breams with this wonderful groundbait. 

1000g 2500g

yellow 95302-101 95302-251

red 95302-102 95302-252
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g
400

g
400

BeNZar MIx
fLUo britiSH bread

BeNZar MIx
micro metHod fLUo PeLLet

Breadcrumbs are one of the main ingredients of bream and carp 
fi shing. By the time your fi ne ground bait will have dissolved, these 
bigger specks of breadcrumbs will still be at the bottom providing 
food to bigger fi sh that arrive to your feed later. Thanks to its 

Nowadays, pellets are almost as popular as ground baits. The 
Benzar Mix Micro Fluo Pellet immediately draws the attention
of the fish thanks to its vivid fluorescent color. Also, its 

fl uorescent color it will attract the attention of the fi sh immedia-
tely. Be careful not to put too much crumbs into your ground bait. 
Maximum 15% should be enough.

intense aroma makes the fish feed. The pellets dissolve from 
the feeder basket after reaching the bottom. However, they 
preserve their consistency for a long period.

blue

98058-116

fl uo blue

98098-156

white

98058-146

white

98098-157

red

98058-167

fl uo red

98098-152

orange

98058-188

fl uo orange

98098-153

green

98058-136

fl uo green

98098-155

yellow

98058-168

fl uo yellow

98098-151

mixed

98058-194

fl uo mixed

98098-154

green

98058-136
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Pellet and seed binders help you achieve distant feeds. You can 
mold large amounts of pellets and seeds together, so even larger 
shoals of carp will keep searching for food around the hook for a 
long period of time. 

Anglers often put this additive into the 
groundbait. Basically, they consist of 
breadcrumbs that go through a spe-
cial process. In the shops, you can fi nd 
natural, colored, fl oating and some-
times sinking versions. They are natural, 
easy-to-digest food sources for fi sh. 
Breadcrumbs make your groundbait a 
bit more lumpy, more rustic, and, of course, more attractive. The 
crumbs have various sizes, and during fi shing, they’re fl oating in 
diff erent layers of the water. No fi sh can resist this palatable food! 
The mixing proportion that we would recommend is 3-15%.

Pastonchino is a special additive. 
It’s made from heavy breadcrumbs 
of medium size and various seeds.  
The oily breadcrumbs and seeds 

have various aromas. Mixed to the groundbait in the right pro-
portion, the exceedingly pleasant and long lasting aromas of 
Pastonchino keep the fi sh feeding for a long period of time. This 
additive, which was originally used in Italy, has become widespread 
even in Hungary. It is used by professional anglers as a supplement 
to groundbaits for common carps, crucian carps and breams. The 
recommended portion in the groundbait is 15%.

BeNZar MIx
enGLiSH bread
aDDiTive

BeNZar MIx
PaStoncHino
aDDiTive

BeNZar MIx
maGGot GLUe

200ml

g
800

g
800

g
800

g
250

BeNZar MIx
ttX

aDDiTive

BeNZar MIx
SticKY Grain
sTiCKY gRain

94005-150

An indispensable ingredient 
especially of ground baits for 
carps, but may be added to 
any ground bait. Pour 2.5 to 
2.8 litres of water to 1 kg of 
corn scones. After it absorbs 
the water, mix the pulpy ma-
terial to approximately 3 kg of 
ground bait and, if necessary, 
moisten the mixture more.
It is advisable to break the 
ground bait through a rough 
sieve several times.

red 98098-191

yellow 98098-192

red-yellow 98098-193

mix 98098-194

carp 98098-196

red 98098-291

yellow 98098-292

natur 94005-120

yellow 94005-130

red 94005-131

black 94005-132

98045-001 vanila

98045-002 anice

98045-003 honey

98045-009 caramel

98045-013
straw-
berry

98045-047
sweet 
corn

98045-073 tutti-frutti
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BeNZar MIx
raPid PeLLet miX

SILVer carp
metHod PeLLet boX

400g

cHaMpION
metHod PeLLet boX

400g

BeNZar MIx
bLacK HaLibUt PeLLet

The number of Benzár novelties in 2018 is almost infi nite. The 
Benzár Rapid Pellet Mix is one of the easiest-to-use mixes. The 
box comprises of two diff erent products. These are the micro 
pellet and the Particle Pasta. Both products can be extremely 
eff ective, and they’ve been preferred by many anglers. Together, 
however, they can be made even more catchy! All you have to do 
is mix the content of the box thoroughly, and leave the mix for a 
few minutes. The prepared mix is immensely rich, as it consists of 
lumpy ingredients.

Silvercarp mix is also available in granular version. Bighead carps 
react immediately to this attractive food source. This groundbait 
appeared on the market as a real novelty. Besides bighead carps, 
you can also pursue silver carps and other non-predatory fi sh, 
such as common carps, crucian carps and breams with this pellet.

Based on our experience it’s fair to say that halibut pellets are 
one of the most widely used baits. Also, they can be extremely 
catchy. The Benzar Mix Black Halibut Pellets can be used in natural 
waters, or fi sheries for pursuing trophy-sized carps and grass 
carps. Due to their enhanced fi sh oil content they are catchier
than the previous halibut pellets. They are available in both 
natural and fl avored versions, but you can also boost them by 
adding aromas to it, for example one of the new Benzar liquids.

kg
1.2

honey 98083-103

blue magic 98083-108

strawberry 98083-113

garlic 98083-146

mussel 98083-152

tutti frutti 98083-173

carp - crucian 98083-180

chocolate-orange 98083-188

honey-strawberry 95305-103

strawberry 95305-113

pineapple-banana 95305-125

C2-fi shmeal 95305-134

halibut 95305-136

garlic-sausage 95305-146

halibut-strawberry 95305-155

magic blue 95305-160

chocolate-orange 95305-188

glm-krill 95305-199

yellow 95302-401

red 95302-402

10 mm 12 mm 16 mm

halibut - natur 98056-010 98056-212 98056-660

halibut - spice 98056-045 98056-245 98056-645

halibut - garlic 98056-046 98056-246 98056-646
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carp HUNter
cocKtaiL PeLLet

“Shaken, not stirred” goes the fa-
mous catchphrase from the movie. 
This might be true for cocktails, but 
defi nitely not for pellets as they have 
to be thoroughly mixed with water 
and your favorite liquid aroma

g
500

BeNZar MIx
PeLLet

2 mm / 6 mm
Benzar Mix Pellets dissolve 
in the water later than the 
rest of the ingredients of the 
groundbait, so they provide 
food for larger fi sh which 
arrive to the feed. They are 
available in several colors 
and fl avors so that you can 
fi nd the right one under all 
circumstances. You can use 
the 2 mm pellet with diff er-
ent aromas. Also, you can 
moisten it and use it with 
the method feeder. 

carp HUNter
HaLibUt PeLLet

12, 16 mm

Large sized pellets made from high quality ingredients and ex-
cellent aromas. Thanks to their prefabricated holes they are rec-
ommended not only for feeding but also as hookbaits on hair rigs 
or bait bands. Their package makes them ideal for longer fi shing 
trips or large feedings. They are recommended for summer fi shing 
when, due to their slow dissolution, they remain at the bottom of 
the water for a long time.

kg
10

kg
5

g
800

BeNZar MIx
HaLibUt PeLLet

12 mm

When it comes to summer carp fi shing, halibut pellets are the 
best choice! Benzar Halibut Pellets stand out from other halibut 
pellets. Thanks to their high protein content, they make even the 
biggest carps feed in waters warmer than 20 °C. They are perfect 
in themselves or mixed with boilies.

g
800

98059-110

2 mm 6 mm

vanilla - 98055-601

honey 98058-203 98055-603

strawberry 98058-213 98055-613

pineapple 98058-225 98055-625

garlic 98058-246 98055-646

bloodworm 98058-248 98055-648

mussel 98058-252 98055-652

frankfurter 98058-258 98055-658

amur 98058-259 98055-659

carp-carassius 98058-251 98055-671

fluo secret 98058-200 98055-698

black halibut 98058-299 98055-699

cheese 98058-210 -

chili-langusta 98058-260 -

sweet carp 98058-261 -

n-butric 98058-262 -

krill 98058-307 98055-607

color carp mix 98058-270

magic blue 98055-308 98055-700

extra (10 kg)
12 mm

98059-900

black (10 kg)
16 mm

98059-906

black (5 kg)
16 mm

98059-599

red (5 kg)
16 mm

98059-592

red fi sh (10 kg)
12 mm

98059-910

honey 98055-803
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BeNZar MIx
metHod PeLLet

2mm / 800g

BeNZar MIx
PremiUm bLacK HaLibUt PeLLet

800g

honey 98061-003

chocolate-orange 98061-004

krill 98061-007

mix 98061-013

strawberry-fi sh 98061-025

garlic 98061-046

tutti frutti 98061-073

pineapple 98061-076

green betain 98061-091

black halibut 98061-112

red halibut 98061-212

4.5 mm 6 mm 10 mm 16 mm 20 mm

98062-004 98062-006 98062-010 98062-016 98062-020
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BeNZar MIx
coated boiLie
14mm / 150ml

BeNZar MIx
metHod eGG
8mm / 30ml

BeNZar MIx
coated WafterS
8mm / 30ml
honey 98985-003

krill 98985-007

strawberry 98985-013

pineapple 98985-025

plum 98985-035

garlic 98985-046

coco 98985-052

tuna 98985-055

chocolate-orange 98985-088

green betaine 98985-090

honey 98990-003

krill 98990-007

strawberry 98990-013

pineapple 98990-025

plum 98990-035

garlic 98990-046

coco 98990-052

tuna 98990-055

chocolate-orange 98990-088

green betaine 98990-090

honey 98980-003

krill 98980-007

strawberry 98980-013

pineapple 98980-025

plum 98980-035

garlic 98980-046

chocolate-orange 98980-088

green betaine 98980-090
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g
250

g
250

BeNZar MI
tUrbo boiLie

BeNZar MIx
bicoLor tUrbo HooK boiLie

BeNZar MIx
feddinG boiLie

Ready-made boilies are 
an excellent alternative to 
anglers who have no time 
or means to make their own 
boilies. As to their ingredi-
ents, they contain every-
thing which can be expected 
from baits like this: proteins, appetite stimulants, aromas and tiny 
seeds to enhance dissolution. Of course, all in the right proportion. 
They are available in various fl avors. Thanks to the small bag, you 
don’t have to buy a lot at once, so they’ll be fresh when you need them.

The Benzár Turbo Bicolor Boilie 
has been introduced to tackle 
shops in very unique combina-
tion of fl avors, such as cray-
fi sh & strawberry, honey & 
pineapple, fi sh & plum, halibut 
& garlic and the krill & scopex. 
These aromas are all pretty catchy, however, if you mix them 
together, they are unbeatable. Fish will love them for sure!

You can use the Benzár Mix 
feeding boilies successful-
ly when you’re fi shing for 
a longer period. Due to the 
large amount of fi sh in fi she-
ries, one bag of feeding 
boilie might last for 1-2 days. 
Nevertheless, thanks to its reasonable price, anglers don’t have 
to economize on quantity. We do not economize on quality either.

BeNZar MIx
tUrbo SoLUbLe boiLie

The excellent quality of in-
gredients guarantee that 
the Benzar Mix Turbo Soluble 
Boilie attracts magnifi cent 
common carps and grass 
carps to near your hook even 
in seasons when the number 
of bites are low. The predom-
inance of carbohydrates in 
the bait makes it unbelievably attractive to feeding fi sh. Due to 
its outstanding dissolubility, it emits fragrance and substances 
shortly after it gets into the water, and keeps doing so until it’s 
completely dissolved. This takes 3 to 4 hours. It can be combined 
with pop-up baits, which makes it even more eff ective.

kg
5

with pop-up baits, which makes it even more eff ective.

16 mm 20 mm

honey 98016-603 98016-003

strawberry 98016-613 98016-013

garlic 98016-646 98016-046

fish meal 98016-664 98016-064

pineapple 98016-676 98016-076

mussel 98016-698 98016-098

10 mm 18 mm

honey 98017-903 98017-603

strawberry 98017-913 98017-613

garlic 98017-946 98017-646

fish meal 98017-964 98017-664

pineapple 98017-976 98017-676

mussel 98017-998 98017-698

20 mm 16 mm

crab & strawberry 98017-101 98017-111

honey & pineapple 98017-102 98017-112

fish & plum 98017-103 98017-113

halibut & garlic 98017-104 98017-114

krill & scopex 98017-105 98017-115

20 mm 16 mm

strawberry 98019-001 98019-011

honey 98019-002 98019-012

krill 98019-003 98019-013

fish 98019-004 98019-014

fish - garlic 98019-005 98019-015
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A bait that will defi nitely come as a surprise to fi sh. A pop-up which 
features two diff erent colors and aromas. A fl oating mini boilie 
whose diameter is 7 mm. It will play tricks on the shyest fi sh, and 
its buoyancy won’t lift up small hooks from the bottom. Yes, the 
new Method pop-up has fi nally arrived!

BeNZar MIx
 bicoLor metHod PoPUP

Floating pellets with exceedingly rich 
nutrient content. They deliver strong and 
intense aromas that fi sh can notice easily.

BeNZar MIx
metHod PeLLet

50 pcs

Its long shape is diff erent from the usual boilie shape that fi sh are 
aware of. Therefore, they take your bait without any suspicion. 
We recommend using diff erent fl avors in diff erent waters and 
seasons and under various weather conditions.

BeNZar MIx
 bicoLor metHod PeLLet

aboUt metHod PeLLetS
One of the most successful Benzar Mix products probably 

because improving and testing method baits are top 
priorities for us. These baits feature intense aroma 

and outstanding balance.

garlic - squid 98088-731

coconut - vanilla 98088-732

mussel - garlic 98088-733

chocolate - orange 98088-734

pineapple - cranberry 98088-735

strawberry - honey 98088-736

belachan - krill 98088-737

garlic - squid 98088-751

coconut - vanilla 98088-752

mussel - garlic 98088-753

chocolate - orange 98088-754

pineapple - cranberry 98088-755

strawberry - honey 98088-756

belachan - krill 98088-757

anice 98087-002

honey 98087-003

krill 98087-007

strawberry 98087-013

pineapple 98087-025

cranberry 98087-027

squid&plum 98087-035

garlic 98087-046

tutti-frutti 98087-073

GLM 98087-099

7 MILLIMeter

10 MILLIMeter garlic - squid 98088-711

coconut - vanilla 98088-712

mussel - garlic 98088-713

chocolate - orange 98088-714

pineapple - cranberry 98088-715

strawberry - honey 98088-716

belachan - krill 98088-717
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carp expert
diPPed PUffi 

Pop-up balls are extruded from edible corn. They are colored and 
fl avored through a special aromatization process. They feature 
excellent buoyancy and emit intense aromas thanks to their oily 
coating. The larger ones are suitable for fl oating one piece of corn 
grain.

What would be the eff ect if our bait consisted only of aromas? You 
will know the answer immediately if you try the POM POM Baits. 
Don’t worry, you don’t have to wait too long for the bite. You can 
use it on bait spikes too.

The Benzár Method Puff y is a traditional bait that has been 
rethought. We’ve been using traditional “puff y” (a special kind of 
pop-up ball) primarily in carp fi shing. It’s a fl oating bait which has 
one mistake: it becomes soaked quickly, and loses its buoyancy. 
Conversely, The Benzár Method Puff y can resist water for more 
than 5 hours, which is unbelievable! 

BeNZar MIx
tUrbo PoP-UP

Mini boilies are one of the 
deadliest wea-pons of feeder 
anglers. They produce the 
best results when they’re 
off ered on short hooklinks. 
They hold perfectly well on 
bait stings, but you can also 
use them on hair rigs. Their 
striking color provides a 
superb luring eff ect.

BeNZar MIx
mini PoP UP

pelleT

The offi  cial rules of feeder competitions strictly defi ne the 
baits that anglers can use. Only limited size baits with natural 

ingredients may be put on the 
hook. Technically, this rules out the 
possibility of using any kind of fl oaters. 
Surprisingly, Benzar Mini Pop-ups are 
made from special, aromatized and 
extruded millet seeds, thus, they can 
be used in fi shing competitions too. 
There is no doubt that this is a great 
advantage in a competition. Fishing 
with these baits is in compliance with 
the rules.

ml
30

ml
180

BeNZar MIx
Pom Pom baitS

35 pcs

BeNZar MIx
metHod PUffY

max

vanilla 95550-001

honey 95550-003

strawberry 95550-013

pineapple 95550-025

garlic 95550-046

max

carp-carassius 95550-050

mussel 95550-052

plum-scopex 95550-076

red fi sh 95550-098

honey 98090-003

strawberry 98090-013

garlic 98090-046

nase-barbel 98090-055

vanilla 98086-701

honey 98086-703

krill 98086-707

strawberry 98086-713

pineapple 98086-725

cranberry 98086-727

plum 98086-735

garlic 98086-746

midi maxi

honey &  pineapple 98080-002 98080-102

blue magic 98080-008 98080-108

garlic 98080-046 98080-146

strawberry & krill 98080-073 98080-173

chocolate & orange 98080-088 98080-188

bloodworm 98086-748

mussel 98086-752

carp-crucian 98086-761

squid-polip 98086-764

sweet corn 98086-771

tutti-frutti 98086-773

silvercarp 98086-790

secret 98086-799

10mm
20pcs

8mm
50pcs

honey 98086-103 98086-003

strawberry 98086-113 98086-013

pineapple 98086-125 98086-025

cranberry 98086-127 98086-027

plum 98086-135 98086-035

garlic 98086-146 98086-046

mussel 98086-152 98086-052

lucerna 98086-159 -

squid-polip 98086-164 98086-054

tutti-frutti 98086-173 98086-073

secret 98086-199 98086-099

chocolate - 98086-047

chocolate-orange - 98086-088

green betaine - 98086-090
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A soft bait used mainly with 
method rigs. It can be suc-
cessful in all seasons. In the 
spring, the honey fl avor is the 

g
50

BeNZar MIx
tUrbo Soft PeLLet

flUO pelleTs

favorite, whereas in the sum-
mer, the fi sh fl avor is more ef-
fective than any other bait.

This is the long-life version of the 
well-known Benzár Mix Turbo Soft 
Pellets. They remain on the hook or 
the spike for a longer period giving 
the fi sh a bigger chance to fi nd and 
take them.

g
50

BeNZar MIx
tUrbo Soft PeLLet

lOng life pelleTs

BeNYar MIx
fLoatinG PeLLet

7 mm

Drilled pellets with strong 
buoyancy. They are available 
in various sizes and fl avors. 
They make baiting a piece of 
cake.

carp expert
diPPed PeLLet

9-12 mm

Pellets can be made catchier 
if they’re dipped. Thanks to 
their high oil, protein and 
amino acid content, fi sh 
love eating them. This series 
include diff erent pellet types 
and fl avors both for cold and 
warm water.

g
70

g
30

normal XL

fluo carp 98085-600 98085-700

anise 98085-602 98085-702

honey 98085-603 98085-703

cheese 98085-610 98085-710

strawberry 98085-613 98085-713

garlic 98085-646 98085-746

mussel 98085-652 98085-752

normal XL

fish 98085-655 98085-755

lucerne 98085-659 98085-759

carp-carassius 98085-661 98085-761

tutti-frutti 98085-673 98085-773

krill 98085-607 98085-707

pineapple 98085-601 98085-701

fluo carp 98085-900

honey 98085-903

strawberry 98085-913

pineapple 98085-925

garlic 98085-946

mussel 98085-952

tuna 98085-955

krill  & salmon 98085-957

carp & crucian 98085-961

tutti-frutti 98085-973

chocolate & orange 98085-988

strawberry 98054-000

honez 98054-001

garlic 98054-002

carp & crucian 98054-003

krill 98054-004

tutti-frutti 98054-005

pineapple 98054-006

mussel 98054-007

catfish* 98054-030

*size: 30 mm

vanilla-raspberry 98070-901

chocolate & orange 98071-288

strawberry 98071-213

pineapple 98071-225

extra carp 98071-234

squid 98071-264

magic blue 98071-660

tutti-frutti 98071-273

scopex 98071-276

red fish 98071-613

 garlic  & chili 98071-243

 garlic 98071-246

 honey 98071-203
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The Benzar Bait Liquids feature unbelievable 
density, high quality, and extreme attractiveness. 
These liquids are more than simple aromas. They 
are available in 500 ml bottles. It is important to 
note than they are PVA friendly, so you can aro-
matize stick mixes with them. On the other hand, 
they might be the best choice for making boilies. 
They are all fi sh based liquids.

The Benzar Bait Booster is a wonderfully versa-
tile liquid, as they can be used for making any 
ground bait catchier. It is an extremely dense 
aroma. Before you use the Booster, it’s worth 
dissolving it in water. When the Booster is 
dissolving in the water, it makes a fl uores-
cent cloud in which the fi sh are less shy. Then, 
you can mix it with your dry ground bait. It is 
available in practical 250 ml bottles.

BeNZar MIx
bait LiQUid

BeNZar MIx
bait booSter

efficiencY enHancement
WitH benZar aromaS

Fortunately, angling has changed. Today, we don’t 
have to wait hours after casting our line to the water. 

Even the greatest ground baits, boilies, and pellets can 
be improved by the Benzar Mix aromas. As a result, 
you have to wait less for the take. Let’s take a look at 

Zsolt’s latest aromas so that we can 
use them effectively.

ml
500

ml
250

complex fish oil 93700-009

strawberry & fi sh 93700-013

chocolate & orange & fish 93700-088

pineapple 93700-076

belachan & krill 93700-087

liver oil 93700-072

garlic & robin red 93710-046

chocolate & orange 93710-088

pineapple 93710-076

mango & fish 93700-092

liquid glm 93700-099

corn steep liquor 93700-255

chili & krill 93710-086

liver 93710-072

glm 93710-099
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The name „Flame” was not chosen by accident. 
When they reach the water, these specks create 
a cloud around your feeder basket. In this cloud, 
the fi sh feed more confi dently. It was primarily 
designed for the method feeder, but you can use 
it for traditional ledgering too. Pour it on the top of 
the basket, and you’ll see the result!

The Bait Steam is an unbelievably dense, syrup 
like liquid, which has not only a superb aroma, 
but also vivid fl uorescent color. They should be 
used primarily for fl avoring seeds and other baits 
(pellets, boilies) that are used for feeding.

BeNZar MIx
metHod fLame

BeNZar MIx
bait Steam

honey

mussel
ice

blue magic

krill
strawberry

garlic

pineapple

The Smoke is a unique extremely dense and 
intense fl uorescent aroma that comes in tubes. 
Because of its density it should be put mainly on 
the hook bait. 

BeNZar MIx
metHod SmoKe

ml
250

ml
50

g
100

honey 79475-003

krill 79475-007

blue magic 79475-008

strawberry 79475-013

garlic & robin red 93730-046

chocolate & orange 93730-088

pineapple 93730-076

pineapple 79475-025

garlic 79475-046

mussel 79475-052

ice 79475-062

chili & krill 93730-086

liver oil 93730-072

glm 93730-099

garlic & robin red 93720-046

chocolate & orange 93720-088

pineapple 93720-076

chili & krill 93720-086

liver oil 93720-072

glm 93720-099
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Awards season 2017-18

BeNZar MIx
JeLLY baitS

carp expert
eLaStocorn

sweet corn

carp expert
SiLicorn

sweet corn - 10 pcs

ZSoLt benZar aboUt JeLLY baitS
I take great pride in the fact that the baits hallmarked by 
my name have won prizes in such prestigious exhibitions 
as EFTTEX. This success provides inspiration for further 
research and improvements. Although there had been 
artifi cial live bait imitations before the appearance of the 
Jelly Baits, none of them was made of natural albumin based 

ingredients. So far, only we’ve managed to do that.

79466-101 yellow vanilla

79466-102 glow anise

79466-103 yellow honey

79466-113 red strawberry

79466-125 neon yellow pineapple

79466-146 neon yellow garlic

79466-148 red mussel

79466-152 orange mussel

79466-159 green amur

79466-164 green squid

79466-173 orange tutti-frutti

caviar 79475-010 30 ml

worm 79475-020 30 ml

fi sh meal worm 79475-030 30 ml

mussel 79475-040 30 ml

red maggot 79475-070

30 ml
yellow maggot 79475-072

white maggot 79475-076

glow maggot 79475-078

brown worm 79475-080

30 ml

brown-red worm 79475-082

yellow worm 79475-084

white worm 79475-086

orange worm 79475-088

red worm 79475-090

maggot 79475-050 30 ml

luminophore worm 79475-028 30 ml

normal big ultra-big

vanilla 79471-001 79471-101 79471-201

honey 79471-003 79471-103 79471-203

krill 79471-007 79471-107 79471-207

strawberry 79471-013 79471-113 79471-213

pineapple 79471-025 79471-125 79471-225

garlic 79471-046 79471-146 79471-246

caviar bloodworm

maggot

orange
baby worm

red
baby worm

yellow
baby worm

fi sh meal
worm

brown-red 
worm

brown
worm

worm

white
worm
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carp expert
SWeet corn

carp expert
SWeet corn in JUice

carp expert
SWeet corn GraSScarP

carp expert
canned SWeet corn

carp expert
natUr HemPSeed

carp expert
tiGernUt

Very popular corn bait produced with 
fi rst-class aromas in the most attractive 
fl avors. They are available in sweet, fruity, 
stinky and spicy fl avors. You can fi nd Carp 
Expert dipped corns suitable for any kind 
of water. The attractive color of the bait 
further enhances the luring eff ect of the 
grains.

Flavored corn stored in a traditional way, 
in juice. They are available in well tried 
fl avors. The high-quality, healthy grains 
stand fi rmly on the hook and resist the 
nibbles of smaller fi sh. The history of this 
product goes back many decades. They 
are ideal for almost all kinds of non-pred-
atory species from bream to common 
carp and grass carp. Be it bottom fi shing, 
feeder fi shing or fl oat fi shing, they won’t 
let you down. 

These fl avored corns are marinated 
through a special process. They are excel-
lent fi sh attractants in the feeding season 
of grass carps. The special reed bud ex-
tract is an irresistible delicacy for this se-
cretive species, which feed only seasonal-
ly. Available in dipped and pickled versions, 
the former in intense color and aroma, the 
latter with grass seeds. The fl avors and 
fragrances of grass seeds multiply the at-
tracting eff ect of the corn.  

It could be indispensable in coarse fi shing. 
Hemp mixed into the groundbait can sig-
nifi cantly improve the chances of catch-
ing common carps or grass carps. You 
can also use it as hookbait with thin, tiny 
hooks.

Sweet corn is indispensable to feeding and 
attracting any large size, non-predatory 
species. The grains are placed in a can with 
a practical ring pull.

An increasingly popular bait for carps with 
high nutritional values. It is highly eff ec-
tive in itself and also as a supplement to 
other baits in boilie fi shing and grass carp 
fi shing. 

ml
212

ml
212

ml
212

ml
425

ml
212

marinated

98004-850

212 ml

97006-100

425 ml

97006-101

natur

98009-000

in juice

98004-800

vanilla 98004-001

honey 98004-003

strawberry 98004-013

mussel 98004-020

brandy 98004-025

garlic 98004-030

tutti-frutti 98004-073

natur 98006-109

vanilla 98006-110

honey 98006-111

strawberry 98006-112

mussel 98006-113

natur 98004-100

vanilla 98004-101

honey 98004-103

CSL 98004-105

strawberry 98004-113

mussel 98004-178
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The luring eff ect of grains in a paste? Yes, 
a novelty in fi shing! The carefully chosen, 
mashed and fl avored grains equal a per-
fect paste that you can easily cast into 
your feed. The irresistible luring eff ect is 
guaranteed. You can prepare a delicious 
meal for carps by mixing the paste with 
some groundbait. It is attractive and tasty 
for them at the same time. Monster carps 
won’t be able to resist your bait! 

No fi sh can resist these carefully chosen, 
high-quality corn grains in unique colors. 
Their eff ect is guaranteed by the most 
tempting aromas used for fl avoring. They 
can be used in a variety of ways: mixed 
into the groundbait, thrown into your 
feed, but you can also use them as hook-
baits. The special marinade conserves the 
grains. The taste and the luring eff ect of 
the corn grains will defi nitely bring you the 
desired results.

BeNZar MIx
ParticLe PaSta

BeNZar MIx
rainboW corn

kg
1,5

kg
1,5

kg
3

honey 97012-003

krill 97012-007

river 97012-010

strawberry 97012-013

garlic 97012-046

mussel 97012-052

carp-carassius 97012-061

fluo secret 97012-099

honey 97010-003

krill 97010-007

strawberry 97010-013

garlic 97010-046

mussel 97010-052

tutti-frutti 97010-073

honey 94013-303

strawberry 94013-313

garlic 94013-346

tutti-frutti 94013-373
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CORN - the basic ingredient for traditional luring feeding for cen-
turies. Boiled corn maintains its fl avour for a long time even wit-
hout refrigeration. Available in natural, honey, vanilla and straw-
berry fl avour. HEMP SEED - germinated, boiled hemp seeds can be 
used very successfully for the majority of non-predatory fi sh spe-
cies.. TIGER NUT - boiled tiger nuts are the kings of all ground ba-
its. Made specifi cally for anglers for large carps. Thanks to its very 
high contents of sugar, proteins and oil, it is a favourite delicacy 
of large-bodied species.  HOLIDAY MIX - a mixture of corn, wheat 

carp expert
SeedS & Seed miXtUreS
feeding & bait 

carp expert
natUr SeedS

carp expert
fLaVored SeedS

and hemp. A basic ground bait mixture for a very reasonable price, 
containing the favourite bites of the fi sh. SUGAR BOMB - made of 
corn, wheat and tiger nuts. A mixture of ground bait enriched with 
tiger nuts, for a very reasonable price. Due to its high carbohydra-
te content it is excellent for feedings in late spring, summer and 
autumn. SEVEN MIX - a mixture of corn, tiger nuts, hemp, chic-
kpeas, lupins, peanuts and maple seeds. The king among boiled 
ground bait mixtures! No fi sh can resist this tempting delicacy.

hempseed

tigernut

seven mix

sugar bomb

holiday mix 

g
800

The natural fl avours and fragrances re-
leased as a result of a special treatment 
ensure a long-lasting attraction eff ect.

The eff ect of rich, natural fl avors is fur-
ther enhanced by intense aroma addi-
tives. This series contain two types of 
wheat and four types of classic corn with 

kg
1

kg
3

kg
5

kg
1

the most eff ective fl avors. Besides feed-
ing, they can also be used as excellent 
hookbaits if you string them. Unopened, 
they remain fresh for 6 months. 

Sweet corn

98010-001 vanila

98010-003 honey

98010-013 strawberry

98010-098 natur

98010-999

98010-049

98010-012

98010-046

98010-005

seed mix

98011-005

spod mix

98011-169

honey

98011-203

strawberry

98011-213

amur

98011-159
vanilla

98011-160

strawberry

98011-113

honey

98011-103

wheat

98011-099

sweet 
corn 1 kg

98011-098

sweet 
corn 3 kg

98011-096

sweet 
corn 5 kg

98011-097
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tHe ONe
caSt LcX-13
3.5 lbs / 3.90 m
fisHing ROD

13344-390
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98205-040

98036-915

98200-040

98260-040

98255-040

THE ONE PURPLE SOLUBLE BOILIES
18 mm, 22 mm, 1 kg
The first member of The One family is The Purple One. In 
addition to crayfish and salmon oil, we used liquids and 
powders that no other manufacturer had used before. The 
strong crayfish aroma and, on the other hand, a slightly 
sweet flavor add up to a potent combination for big fish in 
every time of the year. We suggest that you should use the 
soft pellets in intensively stocked lakes, whereas the harder 
ones can be effective in natural waters and rivers.

THE ONE 
GROUNDBAITS 
SPOD MIX 
PURPLE 1 kg
Rich in animal and 
plant proteins, easily 
digestible fine particle 
groundbait. It is made 
from a special fish feed 
used in fish farms. It 
has excellent adhesive 
abilities, which makes 
it great for spod mixes 
and seed and pellet 
binders.

THE ONE PVA 
SOUSAGE + 100 ml 
LIQUID PURPLE
Groundbait mix, made of 
high quality crushed and 

milled particles, filled 
into a PVA mesh. 

You can also find 
a liquid booster 
in the bag, with 
minimum 30 % 
protein content 
and fast dissolv-
ing ability.

THE ONE PVA 
& BOILIE JUICE 
PURPLE 250 ml
The use of liquid aromas is 
becoming more and more 
popular. Fish can notice 
the extra strong aromas 
even from a distance, 
and will definitely pay a 
visit to your feed.

THE ONE 
GROUNDBAITS 
MIXER PURPLE 
500 ml 
A superb liquid 
with corn syrup and 
molasses base. It has 
high amino content. 
We recommend mixing 
it with large particle 
groundbaits.

THE ONE PURPLE HOOK BOILIES 
BOILED 14 mm, 18 mm, 20 mm
The One hookbaits are 
palatable food sources 
for carps. Changing the 
pH level of the water, 
they attract carps and 
grass carps effectively. 
Only natural ingredi-
ents are used in 
the manufac-
ture without 
artificial 
coloring.

THE ONE PURPLE HOOK BOILIES SOLUBLE 14 mm, 
18 mm, 20 mm
The One boiled hookbaits are carefully selected products boosted with 
the infusion of high quality ingredients. Using these boilies, no carp can 
resist your hookbait. Thanks to a large amount of protein and other 
essential ingredients, The One hookbaits are palatable food sources for 
carps. Changing the pH level of the water, they attract carps and grass 
carps effectively. A strong crayfish character and a slightly sweet 
base equal an amazing carp catcher, namely, The Purple One.

THE ONE BOILIE & FEEDER 
PASTA PURPLE
The recipe for The One pastas and 
boilies is the same; however, the 
production process is different. 
Although when making pastas we 
use the same components with a 

bit stronger aromas, the consistency 
is totally different. The possibilities 

that pastas offer is almost infinite.

THE ONE POP-UP
BOILIES PURPLE 60 g
The One Fluoro pop-ups 
are ultimate fish attracters. 
Among their ingredients we 
can find proteins, fish oils, 
stimulants, betain HCI, 
amino, aromas, color-
ings and substances 
that help the boilies 
dissolve.

98036-926

98036-925

98230-040
98250-040

98036-518
98036-522
98036-618
98036-622

THE ONE AMINO 
DIP PURPLE
The One dip to make 
your baits more attrac-
tive. Its strong aroma and 
high nutritional value 
attract fish like magnet. 
The carefully selected 
ingredients of this The One 
product involve everything 
that a quality dip needs.
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98036-118
98036-122
98036-218
98036-222

98036-911

98250-020

98200-020

98260-020

98255-020

THE ONE RED SOLUBLE 18 mm, 22 mm, 1 kg
The Red One boiled boilie is high in protein and carbohy-
drate. We used the same ingredients as in the other The One 
boilies. The Red One is a fruity-spicy boilie with fishmeal and 
some black pepper in it. As a consequence, it can be used 
successfully in all fishing situations, irrespective of weather 
conditions.

THE ONE 
GROUNDBAITS 
SPOD MIX 
RED 1 kg
Rich in animal and 
plant proteins, easily 
digestible fine particle 
groundbait. It is made 
from a special fish feed 
used in fish farms. It 
has excellent adhesive 
abilities, which makes 
it great for spod mixes 
and seed and pellet 
binders. 

THE ONE PVA 
SOUSAGE + 100 ml 
LIQUID RED
Groundbait mix, made 
of high quality crushed 

and milled particles, 
filled into a PVA 

mesh. You can 
also find a 
liquid booster 
in the bag, with 
minimum 30 % 
protein content 
and fast dissolv-
ing ability.

THE ONE POP-UP 
BOILIES RED 60 g
The One Fluoro pop-ups are 
ultimate fish attracters. Among 
their ingredients we can 
find proteins, fish 
oils, stimulants, 
betain HCI, amino, 
aromas, colorings 
and substances that 
help the boilies dissolve.

THE ONE RED HOOK BOILIES BOILED 
14 mm, 18 mm, 20 mm
The One hookbaits are 
palatable food sources 
for carps. Changing the 
pH level of the water, 
they attract carps and 
grass carps effectively. 
Only natural 
ingredients are 
used in the 
manufacture 
without 
artificial 
coloring.

THE ONE RED HOOK BOILIES SOLUBLE 
14 mm, 18 mm, 20 mm
The Red One is similar to our boiled boilies, but 
contains some delicious corn milk and other soluble 
ingredients. More spices and fruit aromas are added to 
it with some extra Haith’s Robin Red. Its diameter is be-
coming smaller in the water. We suggest using The Red 
One hookbait in places where The Red One is used for 
feeding. Here is the dissolving time of the boilie (water 
temperature 22 oC): 18 mm/2 hours, 22 mm/3 hours.

THE ONE AMINO 
DIP RED
The One dip to make 
your baits more attrac-
tive. Its strong aroma and 
high nutritional value 
attract fish like magnet. 
The carefully selected 
ingredients of this The One 
product involve everything 
that a quality dip needs.

THE ONE BOILIE 
& FEEDER PASTA RED
The recipe for The One pastas 
and boilies is the same; how-
ever, the production process 
is different. Although when 
making pastas we use the same 

components with a bit stronger 
aromas, the consistency is totally 

different. The possibilities that pastas 
offer is almost infinite.

THE ONE PVA 
& BOILIE JUICE 
RED 250 ml
The use of liquid aromas is 
becoming more and more 
popular. Fish can notice 
the extra strong aromas 
even from a distance, and 
will definitely pay a visit to 
your feed.

THE ONE 
GROUNDBAITS 
MIXER RED 500 ml 
A superb liquid with corn 
syrup and molasses base. 
It has high amino content. 
We recommend mixing 
it with large particle 
groundbaits.

98230-020

98036-921

98036-922

98205-020
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98205-030

98036-913

98200-030

98260-030

98255-030

THE ONE BLACK SOLUBLE
18 mm, 22 mm, 1 kg
The Black One boiled boilie is a hot and spicy boilie full of 
fish powder and black pepper. The original Haith’s Robin Red 
powder and some liquid liver essence result in a high level 
of attraction. To this high quality base we added cuttlefish 
essence and tuna powder to make it even more unique. The 
Black One can be the best choice in the summer, even on 
the hottest days. It is a truly amazing boilie that can be used 
in various fishing situations, even in fishing tournaments. It 
works intensively in the water attracting and keeping the fish 

near your feed.

THE ONE 
GROUNDBAITS 
SPOD MIX 
BLACK 1 kg
Rich in animal and plant 
proteins, easily digestible 
fine particle groundbait. 
It is made from a special 
fish feed used in fish 
farms. It has excellent 
adhesive abilities, which 
makes it great for spod 
mixes and seed and pellet 
binders. 

THE ONE PVA 
SOUSAGE + 100 ml 
LIQUID BLACK
Groundbait mix, made of 
high quality crushed and 

milled particles, filled 
into a PVA mesh. 

You can also find 
a liquid booster 
in the bag, with 
minimum 30 % 
protein content 
and fast dissolv-
ing ability.

THE ONE 
GROUNDBAITS 
MIXER BLACK 
500 ml 
A superb liquid with corn 
syrup and molasses 
base. It has high amino 
content. We recommend 
mixing it with large 
particle groundbaits.

THE ONE BLACK HOOK BOILIES BOILED 
14 mm, 18 mm, 20 mm
The One hookbaits are 
palatable food sources for 
carps. Changing the pH 
level of the water, they 
attract carps and grass 
carps effectively. Only 
natural ingredients 
are used in the 
manufacture 
without 
artificial 
coloring.

THE ONE BLACK HOOK BOILIES SOLUBLE 14 mm, 
18 mm, 20 mm
The One boiled hookbaits are carefully selected products boosted with 
the infusion of high quality ingredients. Using these boilies, no carp can 
resist your hookbait. Thanks to a large amount of protein and other 
essential ingredients, The One hookbaits are palatable food 
sources for carps. Changing the pH level of the water, they 
attract carps and grass carps effectively. Only natural 
ingredients are used in the manufacture without 
artificial coloring. The Black One soluble hookbaits 
are infused with an extra amount of liver essence 
and black pepper.

THE ONE AMINO 
DIP BLACK
The One dip to make 
your baits more attrac-
tive. Its strong aroma and 
high nutritional value 
attract fish like magnet. 
The carefully selected 
ingredients of this The One 
product involve everything 
that a quality dip needs.

THE ONE BOILIE & FEEDER 
PASTA BLACK
The recipe for The One pastas and 
boilies is the same; however, the 
production process is different. 
Although when making pastas we 
use the same components with a 

bit stronger aromas, the consistency 
is totally different. The possibilities that 

pastas offer is almost infinite.

THE ONE POP-UP 
BOILIES BLACK 60 g
The One Fluoro pop-ups are 
ultimate fish attracters. Among 
their ingredients we can find 
proteins, fish oils, stimu-
lants, betain HCI, amino, 
aromas, colorings and 
substances that help the 
boilies dissolve.

THE ONE PVA 
& BOILIE JUICE 
BLACK 250 ml
The use of liquid aromas is 
becoming more and more 
popular. Fish can notice 
the extra strong aromas 
even from a distance, and 
will definitely pay a visit 
to your feed.

98036-923

98250-030

98230-030

98036-322
98036-318
98036-418
98036-422

98036-924
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98036-822
98036-818
98036-722
98036-718

98036-917

98200-050

98260-050

98255-050

THE ONE GOLD BOILED 18 mm, 22 mm, 1 kg
The One boiled boilies are essential food sources for big 
carps. They are rich in carbohydrate and protein. We 
infused the baits with liquid stimulants that are built on 
a fish powder and milk protein base. In the manufacture, 
we use only natural ingredients, thus, these products are 
100% environmentally friendly.

THE ONE PVA 
SOUSAGE + 100 ml 
LIQUID GOLD
Groundbait mix, made of 
high quality crushed and 

milled particles, filled 
into a PVA mesh. 

You can also find 
a liquid booster 
in the bag, with 
minimum 30 % 
protein content 
and fast dissolving 
ability.

THE ONE POP-UP 
BOILIES GOLD 60 g
The One Fluoro pop-ups 
are ultimate fish attracters. 
Among their ingredients 
we can find proteins, 
fish oils, stimulants, 
betain HCI, amino, 
aromas, colorings 
and substances that 
help the boilies dissolve.

THE ONE 
GROUNDBAITS 
SPOD MIX 
GOLD 1 kg
Rich in animal and plant 
proteins, easily digestible 
fine particle groundbait. 
It is made from a special 
fish feed used in fish 
farms. It has excellent 
adhesive abilities, which 
makes it great for spod 
mixes and seed and 
pellet binders. 

THE ONE PVA 
& BOILIE JUICE 
GOLD 250 ml
The use of liquid aro-
mas is becoming more 
and more popular. Fish 
can notice the extra 
strong aromas even 
from a distance, and will 
definitely pay a visit to 
your feed.

THE ONE 
GROUNDBAITS 
MIXER GOLD 
500 ml 
A superb liquid with 
corn syrup and molasses 
base. It has high amino 
content. We recommend 
mixing it with large 
particle groundbaits.

THE ONE GOLD HOOK BOILIES BOILED 
14 mm, 18 mm, 20 mm
The One hookbaits are palatable 
food sources for carps. Chang-
ing the pH level of the water, 
they attract carps and grass 
carps effectively. Only natural 
ingredients are used 
in the manufacture 
without artificial 
coloring.

THE ONE GOLD HOOK BOILIES 
SOLUBLE 14 mm, 18 mm, 20 mm
The One boiled hookbaits are carefully selected 
products boosted with the infusion of high quality 
ingredients. Using these 
boilies, no carp can 
resist your hookbait. 
Thanks to a large 
amount of protein 
and other essential 
ingredients, The 
One hookbaits are 
palatable food 
sources for 
carps. 

THE ONE AMINO 
DIP GOLD
The One dip to make your 
baits more attractive. Its 
strong aroma and high nu-
tritional value attract fish like 
magnet. The carefully selected 
ingredients of this The One 
product involve everything that a 
quality dip needs.

THE ONE BOILIE & FEEDER PASTA GOLD
The recipe for The One pastas and boilies is the same; 
however, the production 
process is different. 
Although when making 
pastas we use the 
same components 
with a bit strong-
er aromas, the 
consistency is totally 
different. The pos-
sibilities that 
pastas offer 
is almost 
infinite.

98036-928

98036-927

98230-050
98250-050

98205-050
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THE ONE GUMMY STOPS 
SMALL
The One stoppers are 
made of soft silicone. 
Due to their material, 
they won’t slide away 
from their position on 
the line. You can use 
them for stopping your 
feeder or lead. In order to 
prevent the boilies from 
falling off, they can also 
be put on hair rigs. 
79633-410
79633-420

THE ONE SPLICING NEEDLE
The One leadcore needle is great for threading braids with lead wire in the middle. 
Using leadcore as a hooklink ensures that the hook will lie at the bottom. This will 
deceive suspicious carps! 80209-010

THE ONE BOILIE NEEDLE EXTRA STRONG
An all-around needle, ideal for all kinds of baits on hair 
rigs. The head of the needle is fine enough to 
penetrate corn, soft pellets, pre-drilled boilies, 
and many other hook baits. The wire is 
made from stainless steel.
80209-030

THE ONE BOILIE DRILL 11 cm
Top quality, heavy-duty boilie drill. As all other The One products, it is absolutely 
reliable. Thanks to its design you can drill hard tiger nuts, dry 
corns, boilies and pellets with it. 80209-040

THE ONE QUICK 
CHANGE SWIVEL 
No. 8
This high quality The One 
change swivel has a 
traditional design. The 
durable material of 
the snap is exception-
ally powerful. Precision 
manufacturing is a 
guarantee of super 
smooth run.
82199-508

THE ONE ROLLING 
SWIVEL No. 8
Strong and safe 
rolling swivel, which 
could easily be the 
most powerful part 
of your terminal 
tackle. It is 
available in the 
most popular no. 
8 size. It’s ideal 
for inline leads 
and classic 
lead clips.
82199-608

THE ONE BIG EYE 
SWIVEL No. 11
Extra strong rolling swivel 
with ring. The ring allows 
the hooklink and the hook 
bait to move freely. Size 
8 is a perfect choice 
for making chod rigs 
and helicopter rigs, 
but it also fits most 
lead clips.
82199-710

THE ONE STRINGER NEEDLE
The One PVA Splicing needle is designed specifically for attaching filled PVA bags 
to your hooklink. The thin wire of the needle is made from stainless steel. The latch 
closes when the needle is pulled back, 
which prevents the hook of the 
needle from damaging the mesh of 
the PVA bag.
80209-000
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THE ONE FLUOROCARBON 
LEADER 25 m 0,40 mm 20 lb
100 % pure fluorocarbon hooklink. A bit 
stiff but still easy to tie. It features unusual 
resistance to abrasion. This invisible leader 
will trick cautious carps even in crystal clear 
water.
31700-040

THE ONE SKINNY LEADER 20 m 
25 lbs BROWN
The One Skinny is a revolutionary braided 
hooklink with exclusive, matt coating. The core 
of the line is a soft braid with high breaking 
strength. The coating of this leader cannot be 
removed! Available in 15 lb and 25 lbs versions.
31701-015; 31701-020

THE ONE FREE FALL LEADER
10 m 0,75 mm 40 lbs
The Free Fall leaders are made of the finest 
braids possible to achieve superior softness. 
Thanks to their Cameleon and Silt colors, 
they can blend into any terrain. Due 
to their revolutionary material they 
sink in the water like a leadcore, 
but they’re still soft, which lets the 
bait move freely. You should use 
the same knots as 
with leadcores.
31702-040 SILT
31702-140 CAMELEON

THE ONE LEADER STIFY 20 m 
0,50 mm 20 lbs
As its name suggests, the Stiffy is 
an essential part of professional stiff 
rigs. The key to its success is low 
visibility, high abrasion resistance and 
unbelievable durability.

31703-050

THE ONE LEADER STRIP-IT
20 m 0,52 mm 25 lbs SILT
The One Strip-It is a classic skin line with removable 
coating. The core of the line is a strong but soft braid. 
The coating can be removed easily from the round 
braid. 
31704-052

THE ONE MONOFIL CASTING LINE 270m 0,18mm FLUO GREEN, 
0,20mm FLUO GREEN, 0,22mm FLUO YELLOW, 0,25mm FLUO 
YELLOW
The One Casting line was developed 
for distance casting. Its high breaking 
strength and abrasion resistance allow 
The One Casting to perform well 
in tough conditions too. The bright, 
fluorescent green and yellow colors 
are of great help when you’re fighting 
with agressive fish at night.
31710-018 31710-020
31710-022 31710-025

THE ONE MONOFIL BOAT 
LINE 1200 m 0,35 mm 
DARK GREEN
The One Boat is a superior mono-
filament line. Due to the special 
production process, the line has 
unbelievable breaking strength and 
knot resistance, but it is also super 
soft.
31720-030; 31720-035

THE ONE BRAID CUTTER
The One Scissors are made of high quality surgical 
steel with laser sharpened blades. It cuts 
through everything from leadcores 
to fluorocarbons!
80209-060
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THE ONE SILICONE TUBE
60 cm 1,5 mm TRANSPARENT, 
MUD BROWN
You can protect the hook knots with The One 
silicone tube. It is suitable for 2-4-6 size hooks. 
Silicone tubes are also great for setting the 
position of the hair on the hook or as a stop on 
safe helicopter rigs. 79031-500; 79031-510

THE ONE SHRINK TUBE 60 cm
1,2 mm TRANSLUCENT BROWN,  
1, 2mm TRANSLUCENT GREEN, 
1, 6mm TRANSLUCENT BROWN, 
1,6 mm TRANSLUCENT GREEN
The One Shrink tube is a smart accessory to improve 
your hair rig. You can extend the length of the shank 
of your hook by shaping the hook aligner. At the 
same time, due to its flexibility, it’s a perfect hook 
knot protector.
79031-520; 79031-530; 79031-540; 79031-550

THE ONE ANTITNAGLE 
SLEEVES SOFT 20mm 
TRANSLUCENT BROWN, GRAVEL, 
TRANSLUCENT GREEN
The One Tail Rubber is made of flexible but 
strong material. Due to it‘s short size, it‘s ideal for 
making helicopter or chod rigs, but can be used 
by short hooklinks too. Length 20 mm, packing 
20 pcs/bag.
79040-021; 79040-022; 79040-023

THE ONE LINE ALIGNER 
ADAPTOR SMALL/TRANSLUCENT 
BROWN, LARGE/TRANSLUCENT 
GREEN
The One Hook Aligner can replace shrink 
tubes. The only thing you have to do is to 
thread the hooklink through the tube and 
place it on the shank of your hook. Using 
hook aligners can help you achieve solid 
hook sets.  79040-100; 79040-105

THE ONE EL 
ADAPTOR LONG
79040-200

THE ONE FREEDOM LEAD CLIPS 
WITH TAIL RUBBER GREEN
The One Lead Clip with a special safety system. 
When the rig is snagged it 
will automatically release 
the lead and free your rig. 
Use it with size 8 swivels.
79629-500

THE ONE BOILIE STOPS HARD 
TRANSPARENT, HARD BROWN

The One Boilie stopper follows tradition. It has 
a classical shape, but it’s also a bit different 
from other stoppers, because its quality is 

much better!
79633-010; 79633-020

THE ONE ANTITNAGLE SLEEVES 
SOFT 40mm TRANSLUCENT 
BROWN, GRAVEL, TRANSLUCENT 
GREEN
The One Tail Rubber is a short anti-tangle tube 

made of flexible but strong material. It 
can prevent your hooklink from being 
tangled up on your main line.

79040-041; 79040-042; 79040-043
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THE ONE HOOK CCS-2
No. 4, No. 6, No. 8
The One CCS-2 has a short, bent 
shank with laser sharpened point. 
Thanks to its shape, it can be ideal 
for sinking and pop-up baits too. It 
has Teflon coating, which delivers 
perfect penetration.  The matt 
finish doesn’t shine in the water in 
order not to frighten shy fish.
41615-004; 41615-006; 41615-008

THE ONE ORIGINAL COMBI RIG 12,5 cm
No. 4, No. 6, NO. 8
The One Combi Rig consists of a quick swivel, an an-
ti-tangle sleeve, and a fluorocarbon and braided 
hooklink, which ends with a hook aligner. 
Thanks to the hook aligner a solid hook 
set is guaranteed! You can use it for 
any kind of bait presentation.
42780-004
42780-006
42780-008

THE ONE LINE ALIGNER RIG No.4, No. 6, No. 8
The One Hair Aligner is made of 100% top quality materials. The rig 
is equipped with a line aligner, which prevents the carp from 
blowing out the hook. Any kind of small and medium size 
baits can fit into its hairline. 
42780-104
42780-106
42780-108

THE ONE SOFT BEADS
2,3 mm GREEN, 4 mm GREEN, 
6 mm GREEN, 4 mm BROWN, 
6 mm BROWN
The One rubber beads are the basic ele-
ments of the carp rigs. Let it be a method 
feeder rig, helicopter or chod rig, all of 
them needs beads. Thanks to the wide 
range of avaiable sizes and colors, you can 
find the proper one for your rig!
79017-902; 79017-904; 79017-906; 79017-914; 79017-916

THE ONE HOOK 
CE-4 NO. 4, NO. 6, 
NO. 8
41616-004; 41616-006; 41616-008

THE ONE BULLET BEADS
BROWN, GREEN, GRAVEL
The One Bullet Beads are made for protecting the knot on 
your swivels. On sliding rigs, they can replace rubber beads. 
They are available in three colors.
79017-951; 79017-952

THE ONE BUFER BEADS BROWN
The One Buffer Beads are mainly used by helicopter rigs, to 
protect the knot, and absorb the shock caused by the sliding 
parts of your rig.
79017-961; 79017-962

THE ONE RIG BOX
If you’re looking for a box in which you 
can store all your tackle that you need 
for making your carp rigs, The One rig 
box is for you! It is not only a simple 
box, it’s a box system developed espe-
cially for carp anglers. In the small 
compartments there is enough 
space for hooks, swivels, snaps, 
tail rubbers, and all the other 
accessories that you might 
carry with you. The long inner 
box is great for storing your 
rigs. On the lid of the main box, 
you can find a ruler that can help you adjust the perfect 
length of your rigs. 75210-100
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pva bombS contain groundbait with special ingredients. owing to a 
unique technology, pva bombs blast almost immediately around the 
bait after hitting the bottom of the water. 

FISH-LIVER: A mixture of grist with diff erent particle sizes rich in animal and 
plant proteins. It dissolves easily in the water. Its liver powder content exceeds 
5%, and its total protein content is above 30%. The quality of the mixture can 
be enhanced by adding high quality fi sh oil into it. We recommend that you use 
it primarily in waters whose temperature is above 18°C, but it has also brought 
surprising results in colder waters (below 15 °C). This mixture has set several 
records. HONEY POLLEN: Honey is one of the oldest fi sh attractants. Pollen 
is rich in vitamins and amino acids. Probably that’s why it is loved by carps! 
The mixture contains ground pellets with high content values and ground 
and crushed oily seeds. It can be used even as fi sh feed. This combination of 
fl avors and fragrances is extremely eff ective in the spring and the autumn. 
ANISE-SPICE: The fl avor of anise had been used in angling for a long time, 
but later it was forgotten. Nevertheless, its high oil content and unique 
aroma have benefi cial eff ects on the feeding of fi sh. Anise oil is an essential 
ingredient of this mixture. It contains 2% Robin Red, which is considered to 
be an ultimate fi sh attractant in itself. It has, furthermore, very high protein 

content. 72% of the mixture contains LT fi sh meal and a milk derivative that 
triggers fast dissolution of content values in the water. The anise-spice 
bombs can be ultimate fi sh catchers in any season even on hot summer 
days. ATOM-PELLET MIX: This mixture is made from diff erent size pellets 
with high animal protein content and high quality carbohydrate content. 

In the production, the mixture is soaked in molasses. Then, it is fi lled 
into the mesh. We use molasses because of its high betaine content, which 

stimulates the appetite of fi sh. As a result of diff erent size pellets, our bait is surrounded by a luring substance, which 
dissolves gradually in the water. Due to this special eff ect, the mixture is a favorite delicacy of carps searching for high 
energy food source in warm lakes. AMINO-MOLASSES MIX: A mixture containing six types of crushed seeds (corn, tiger 
nuts, hemp, yellow millet, red millet, rapeseed). Before the seeds are soaked and boiled, they are ground through a special 
technology. The mixture boiled in molasses is then fi lled into PVA meshes. The classic boiled seeds bring excellent results 
in every season. Due to its high molasses content, the Amino-Molasses Mix dissolves slower. Consequently, it produces a 
lasting eff ect in the water. METHOD FEEDER CLAASIC RED: It is based on fi ne grained method feeder groundbait. It‘s red color 
is ideal at almost all period of the year. It is rapidly attracting fi sh into your fi shing spot due to the pop up particles in the mix. 
The fl avor was adjusted to the classic red method receipts, with Strawberry-Fish taste. It is a bit stinky, a bit sweet, and 
this combination can be a winner at any season. METHOD FEEDER CLASSIC YELLOW PELLET:  It is also based on fi ne method 
mix, but comparing with the red one, it has shiny, attractive yellow color, with dark pellets, and particles. The black/yellow 
contrasted color combination attracts the fi sh like a magnet. It is recommended when the water temperature is above 10°C. 
It also has the pop up particles, which can lead the way to your hook even at the slowest current at the bottom.

pva bombS contain groundbait with special ingredients. owing to a 
unique technology, pva bombs blast almost immediately around the unique technology, pva bombs blast almost immediately around the 
bait after hitting the bottom of the water. 
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plant proteins. It dissolves easily in the water. Its liver powder content exceeds 
5%, and its total protein content is above 30%. The quality of the mixture can 
be enhanced by adding high quality fi sh oil into it. We recommend that you use 
it primarily in waters whose temperature is above 18°C, but it has also brought 
surprising results in colder waters (below 15 °C). This mixture has set several 
records. 
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The mixture contains ground pellets with high content values and ground 
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SHAFT LENGTH 42”/105CM
FRESH WATER MOTOR

12 VOLTS DC
60 AMPER DRAW

66LB MAXIMUM THRUST

• TILTABLE TILLER

• 5 FORWARD SPEEDS

• 2 REVERSE SPEEDS

• DURABLE ALLOY SHAFT

• 3-BLADE PROPELLER

• STAINLESS STEEL PROPELLER

• LEVER LOCK BRACKET

Electric Trolling
Motor

eNerGOteaM 
eLectric troLLinG motor ProPeLLer
fOR senTial ReD 66 lbs
74800-299

74800-266



Slovakia

republic of Serbia Spain auStria ukraine

HunGarYczecH republic

Cluj-Napoca

 Str. B-dul Muncii, nr.16

Tel: (00402-64)-42 62 76

cluj@energofish.ro

Bucuresti 

Soseaua de centura, 
nr.316, Glina, IF

Tel: (00402-1)-467 01 22

bucuresti@energofish.ro

romania

Hviezdna 8, Šamorín

93101 Slovakia

Tel.: +421 2 3332 5161

info@energofish.sk

18000 Nis

Ul. Majakovskog 38

Tel.: +381 18 550 301

info@energofish.rs

Calle Playa Marzán 684 
Atico Izq.

39318 Cuchia- Miengo

Tel.: +34 651 586 119

info@energofish.es

Wurmbgasse 6

8850 Murau

Tel.: +43 676 5820926

szuper@energofish.com

 вул. Капушанська, 
108 А

88015 Ужгород

Tel.: +380 50 988 82 28

energofish.ua@gmail.com

H-1201 Budapest

74 Helsinki Str., 

Tel.: +36 1 283 2285

info@energofish.hu

Nové sady 988/2, Brno

60200 Czech Republic

Tel.: +420 2 3426 1781

info@energofish.cz

www.energofish.cz

www.energofish.sk

www.energofish.rs www.energofish.es www.energofish.at www.energofish.com.ua

www.energofish.cz www.energofish.rowww.energofish.hu


